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STANDALONE SUSPENSE 
Arrowood by Laura McHugh…pg. 65
The Girl Before by Rena Olsen…pg. 85
Guilty Minds by Joseph Finder…pg. 48
I Let You Go by Clare Mackintosh…pg. 24
June by Miranda Beverly-Whittemore…pg. 44
The Last One by Alexandra Oliva…pg. 70
Maestra by L.S. Hilton…pg. 15
The Second Life of Nick Mason by Steve Hamilton…pg. 35

HISTORICAL FICTION 
A Country Road, A Tree by Jo Baker…pg. 32
Fall of Man in Wilmslow by David Lagercrantz…pg. 23
Fever at Dawn by Péter Gárdos…pg. 14
A Fine Imitation by Amber Brock…pg. 20
Homegoing by Yaa Gyasi…pg. 49
The House at the Edge of Night by Catherine Banner…pg. 66
Monterey Bay by Lindsay Hatton…pg. 73
Three-Martini Lunch by Suzanne Rindell…pg. 12

CURRENT AFFAIRS  
& POLITICS
Dark Mirror by Barton Gellman…pg. 68
The Long Game by Mitch McConnell…pg. 41
The Mirror Test by J. Kael Weston…pg. 43
The Way to the Spring by Ben Ehrenreich…pg. 60
The Silence of War by Terry McGowan…pg. 80
 

HUMOR 
Mother, Can You Not? by Kate Siegel…pg. 13

SOCIAL SCIENCE & 
PSYCHOLOGY
The Awakened Family by Shefali Tsabary Ph.D.…pg. 47
But What If We’re Wrong? by Charles Klosterman…pg. 52
Self-Reg by Dr. Stuart Shanker…pg. 63
You May Also Like by Tom Vanderbilt…pg. 31

Keep your patrons talking about AUDIO

BESTSELLING MYSTERY & 
THRILLER SERIES RETURN
Charcoal Joe by Walter Mosley (An Easy Rawlins Mystery)…pg. 61
Dishonorable Intentions 
by Stuart Woods (A Stone Barrington Adventure)…pg. 72
The Emperor’s Revenge by Clive Cussler and Boyd Morrison  
(An Oregon Files Adventure)…pg. 45
Killer Look by Linda Fairstein (An Alexandra Cooper Novel)…pg. 75
Lost and Gone Forever 
by Alex Grecian (Scotland Yard’s Murder Squad)…pg. 34
The Pursuit by Janet Evanovich and Lee Goldberg 
(A Fox and O’Hare Novel)…pg. 62
Robert B. Parker’s Slow Burn by  Ace Atkins (Spenser series)…pg. 19
Tom Clancy Duty and Honor 
by Grant Blackwood (A Jack Ryan Jr. Novel)…pg. 57

Audiobooks =  
the perfect knitting 

companion!

Listen while 
you cook!
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HISTORY
Into the Lion's Mouth by Larry Loftis…pg. 54
Red Platoon by Clinton Romesha…pg. 26
Urban Guerrilla by Jeffrey Toobin…pg. 83
Valiant Ambition by Nathaniel Philbrick…pg. 30

POPULAR & 
LITERARY FICTION 
The After Party by Anton Disclafani…pg. 33
Anatomy of a Soldier by Harry Parker…pg. 36
The Assistants by Camille Perri…pg. 25
Bright, Precious Things by Jay McInerney…pg. 81
The City Baker's Guide to Country Living by Louise Miller…pg. 84
Don't Tell Me You're Afraid by Giuseppe Catozzella…pg. 77
The Ecliptic by Benjamin Wood…pg. 28
Eligible by Curtis Sittenfeld …pg. 18
Everybody's Fool by Richard Russo…pg. 27
First Comes Love by Emily Giffin…pg. 64
The Girls by Emma Cline…pg. 58
The Girl from Summer Hill by Jude Deveraux…pg. 22
I Almost Forgot About You by Terry McMillan…pg. 55
The Light of Paris by Eleanor Brown…pg. 67
Losing It by Emma Rathbone…pg. 74
Modern Lovers by Emma Straub…pg. 46
Monsters: A Love Story by Liz Kay…pg. 51
Nine Women, One Dress by Jane L. Rosen…pg. 71
Smoke by Dan Vyleta…pg. 42
Sweetbitter by Stephenie Danler…pg. 40
Sweet Tomorrows by Debbie Macomber…pg. 79
This Too Shall Pass by Milena Busquets…pg. 38
Vinegar Girl by Anne Tyler…pg. 56

BUSINESS LISTENS
Negotiating the Nonnegotiable by Daniel Shapiro…pg. 16
That's Not How We Do It Here 
by John Kotter and Holger Rathgeber…pg. 53

MEMOIRS
Approval Junkie by Faith Salie …pg. 17
I'm Supposed to Protect You from All This 
by Nadja Spiegelman…pg. 82
Navigating Life by Margaux Bergen…pg. 76

BIOGRAPHY
Bobby Kennedy by Larry Tye…pg. 37
For the Glory by Duncan Hamilton …pg. 29
Life of the Party by Bob Kealing …pg. 69
The Prime Minister of Paradise 
by John Jeremiah Sullivan…pg. 86
The Sun and the Moon and the Rolling Stones 
by Rich Cohen…pg. 59

BOOKS no matter what they love to listen to!

SCI-FI & PARANORMAL 
Admiral by Sean Danker…pg. 21
The City of Mirrors by Justin Cronin 
(Book Three of the Passage Trilogy) …pg. 39
Dark Matter by Blake Crouch…pg. 78
Possession by Laurell K. Hamilton…pg. 50

Find all of BOT’s genre lists  
and fun featured collections at  

www.booksontape.com/collections

Listen on 
the go!
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Spring ’16 CD Drop-Ins
Don’t Let Listeners Miss Out on Newly Announced Must-Hear Titles

ROBERT B. PARKER’S BLACKJACK by Robert Knott
Read by Rex Linn
On Sale 2/2/16
6 CDs • 978-0-4514-8531-1 • $35

audio download: 978-0-4514-8532-8

Itinerant lawmen Virgil Cole and Everett Hitch return  
in the gritty new installment of the New York Times–
bestselling series. And this time there’s  
a new menace in town—Boston Bill Black.

High Holds Roller Laugh-Out-Loud Listen
AMERICAN HOUSEWIFE by Helen Ellis
Read by Kathleen McInerney, Dorothy Dillingham Blue, 
Rebecca Lowman and Lisa Cordileone 
On Sale 1/12/16
5 CDs • 978-0-7352-0952-7 • $35
audio download: 978-0-3995-6570-0

A sharp, funny, delightfully unhinged collection of 
stories set in the dark world of domesticity and read  
by an amazing cast of female favorites. 

THE NAME OF GOD IS MERCY by Pope Francis
Read by Arthur Morey and Fred Sanders
On Sale 1/12/16
5 CDs • 978-0-7352-0974-9 • $30
audio download: 978-0-7352-0975-6
Also available in Large Print. See pg. 88

An exploration of faith, mercy, reconciliation, and 
the closeness of God by the world's most important, 
exciting and transformative religious figure. The 
theme of Mercy is central to Pope Francis's worldwide 
message, and the driving ideological force behind all of 
the changes he has made, and continues to make.

First New Book Since Becoming the Pope 
(UN)QUALIFIED by Steven Furtick
Reader TBA
On Sale 3/1/16
5 CDs • 978-0-4514-8431-4 • $32 
audio download: 978-0-4514-8432-1

Stevenfurtick.com is ranked among the world's top 
Christian blogs and his sermon podcasts regularly 
appear in the top 40 "religion and spirituality" 
podcasts—making the audio edition a must for his fans.

Also for your Religion Section 

DARK MONEY by Jane Mayer
Read by Kirsten Potter
On Sale 1/19/2016 
13 CDs • 978-0-3079-7067-1 • $45
audio download 978-0-3079-7068-8
Also available in Large Print. See pg. 88

A powerful, meticulously reported history that’s a 
must-listen for anyone who cares about the future of 
American democracy. Hear the fascinating account of 
how a small, immensely wealthy minority of Americans 
came to dominate government policy.

Powerful Narrative History

For more information and to listen to clips, visit www.booksontape.com.
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Audio Straight Talk: 
Narrator January LaVoy 

shares her thoughts on the  
art of audiobook narration. 

I’ve been very fortunate of late 
to have attended a few events 
where I have gotten to talk 

about the nature of my work as a 
narrator. People often ask about my 
process, which is a terribly difficult 
thing for me to describe—although 
there is a basic framework, every 
book is different, and makes its own 
demands. Yes, they all begin with  
a) read the book and end with  
z) read the book out loud. But letters 
‘b’ through ‘y’ are to some degree, 
new each time. In that regard, the 
process is constantly shifting.

What I have an easier time 
articulating is my philosophy about 
narrating books, insofar as it exists; 
I know that the work I do in the 
recording studio is anchored by my 
emotional connection to the printed 
word, so I can start there.

I love books. I have loved them 
since before I could read. I love 
the way they look and feel. I love 
the way they smell, new or old 
or musty. (Yes, I love the instant 
gratification of e-books, too.) I 
often get overwhelmed walking 
into a bookstore, confronted by the 
physical truth of the fact that  
I WILL NEVER READ ALL OF THE 
WORDS. There’s something magical 
about the infinity of possibility; that 
even with only twenty-six letters 
at our disposal in my native Latin 
alphabet, we can write as many 
words as there are stars in the sky or 
grains of sand. Yes, we sometimes 
repeat ourselves — there are only 
about a million unique words in the 
English language — but we are also 
continually inventing. The words 



are written and ordered and become stories…and the 
stories don’t ever have to end.

As a child, I think the thing I got in trouble for the most 
frequently was reading under the covers. Reading after 
lights out. Reading when I was supposed to be [insert 
chore here]-ing. There was no sadness in my life that 
reading couldn’t transport me away from, no feeling 
of teenage loneliness or anxiety that could touch me 
when I was guessing riddles under a mountain in 
Middle-Earth, or pursuing a clown under a sewer grate 
in Derry, Maine. Books were, and often still are, my 
salvation. If you had told me that someday I’d make 
my living reading books out loud, I’d have thought that 
surely, you were making fun of me.

I started acting onstage when I was a child, in 
school and community productions, and received 
undergraduate and graduate degrees in theatre and 
performance. And, in all my years of study, I was taught 
over and over again to respect the sanctity of the words 
as written. Make the choices as bold and strange and 
foolish as possible; but for heaven’s sake, say all the 
damn words, in the order in which they were written. 
(A splash of OCD in my DNA was and is a massive 
asset in this regard.) A role is yours to do with as you 
wish, but only to the extent that you honor the one 
explicit thing the playwright has asked of you:

Say. These. Words.

Turns out, that’s the number one directive in 
audiobooks, too: Say all the words in the right order.

I’ve never been terribly inclined toward improvisation 
in my acting — I always prefer to have a road map 
before I begin creating character and shaping 
impulses. So, in that fundamental sense, I’m well suited 
to the job.

And I LOVE it.

But this is where it can get tricky. How much of my 
interpretation of the characters is right, and how 
much is wrong? Where is the line between inhabiting, 
enhancing, and embellishing? How can I be sure that 
the voice I’m lending to the character is anything like 
what the author originally intended?

The answer, of course, is that I can never be sure. 
I rely heavily on the input of the many wonderful 
directors that I’m blessed to collaborate with, and I 
mine as much as I possibly can from every descriptor 
the author gives me in the text, and then…I dive in. I 
have as much fun as I can, and I try to preserve for the 
listener the experience that I had the first time I read 
the book. Did I gasp when I read that sentence? Turn 
up the drama just a bit. Did I tear up reading about a 
character’s supposed death, only to learn 100 pages 
later that he survived? Then I’d better make sure I play 
that death to the hilt, so that the listener gets the full 
experience of both the sorrow and the joy. A suspense-
filled murder mystery? Careful those voices don’t tip 
the identity of the killer, whom we met on page 50!

The best analogy I can find for what we narrators do, 
is this: a narrator is the equivalent of a lens through 
which the book is viewed. Much like an eyeglass, the 
prescription (i.e. the casting) must be right. The lens 
doesn’t change anything about the substance of what 
is seen, but it can sharpen it. And the lens is doing its 
job to perfection when the person wearing it (i.e. the 
listener) forgets that it’s there. That is the truest part of 
the analogy for me.

Because if I’ve done my job right…I disappear.

—January LaVoy 

January LaVoy is a stage, television, and voice actress. She performed 
on Broadway in Enron and on television in One Life to Live, All My 
Children, Law & Order, Law & Order: Criminal Intent, Law & Order: SVU, 
and Guiding Light.
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Summer Reading Ideas 

Join the Random House High School Network

Penguin Random House offers 
a wide variety of summer reading 
titles, ideal for every reader.  Our 
catalog is designed to help teachers 
and school librarians select 
appropriate books for student 
summer reading lists. All the 
feature books have been integrated 
with universal themes and 
companion titles that support the 
Common Core State Standards. 

To download a catalog, go to:  
     tiny.cc/Summer15

Or to request a print copy, 
email us at highschool@
penguinrandomhouse.com

For additional suggestions, 
visit our summer reading web 
resources page all year round at:

tiny.cc/SummerReading15

Visit our Website: www.randomhouse.com/highschool

Visit our blog: www.rhimagazine.com
Twitter:
@RHhighschool

YouTube:
/commonreads

Facebook:
High School@Random House

Pintrest:
randomhousehs

Penguin Random House  •  Academic Department  •  1745 Broadway  •  New York, NY 10019

   ✉ highschool@penguinrandomhouse.com

BOT ad.8.5x11.v1.BW.indd   1 11/28/15   1:45 PM
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Wondering what the next great read will be?
The next author that everyone will be talking about?

JOIN FIRST LOOK BOOK CLUB
AND DISCOVER THEM FIRST!

THIS CLUB IS PERFECT:

•   As a Readers’ Advisory tool

•   To share with your patrons

•   As a great way to dip in to some 
of the best new books

•   For the chance to win free  
books and audios

Sign up for our free email book club 
and receive daily excerpts from 

just-published books in your inbox. 
We’ll bring you the best in Mystery, 
Suspense, Romance, Memoir,  
Literary Fiction, and more.

Get a first look before you commit to a book!
Sign Up Today: TinyUrl.com/FirstLookBookClub
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MARKETING SUPPORT TO 
GET PATRONS TALKING...

We recognize that it can be difficult to get patrons to stop and take note of something new.  
Library Journal pointed out in their article “Library Linguistics” that one of the biggest challenges  

to libraries can be “getting the word out about their language offerings effectively.” 

That’s why Living Language wants to help you leverage our program in a way that will truly speak  
to your patrons. We’ve created colorful and fun assets that can be used to fit your library’s needs.  

See examples and learn more at www.livinglanguagelibraries.com.
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✔   Purchase 12 or more titles per season* to receive a 25% 
discount…and order as many times as you need per 
season and receive the same great discount. 

✔   You can combine Books on Tape (BOT) adult titles and 
Listening Library (LL) children’s & teen titles to reach 
your seasonal commitment. 

✔   Library editions at retail prices means BOT and LL offer 
by far the best pricing available from library edition 
publishers.

✔   Our replacement warranty guarantees that you can  
keep our titles in circulation for as long as you wish. 
Individual CDs, packaging, and artwork available at 
reasonable costs.

✔   You will be able to set your default preference to BOT or 
LL if you prefer automatic shipments of top-ranked titles.

✔  Simplify your library’s workflow with BOT’s Value Added 
Services (VAS). From digital processing to populating 
order records, BOT has a solution that can be tailored  
to your specifications.

✔   Our new, improved packaging is built to last through 
many circulations. 

✔  No minimum order levels, order as often as you like,  
and all library orders get FREE shipping.    

If you have any questions or concerns please don’t hesitate to call or email your local 
sales representative or Customer Service:1.800.733.3000; csbot@randomhouse.com.

Thank you for your patronage; it’s what makes it possible for us to continue to acquire the very best 
titles and maintain our superior production standards.

@BOTLibrary

Books on Tape

SOUNDS LIKE A PLAN! 
BOT’s flexible Standing Order Plan (SOP) allows you to react to holds 
ratios and high demand more effectively. Keep your CD offering  
up-to-date with bestselling titles—surefire patron satisfaction.

We offer the lowest prices on library editions and keep CD ordering easy.

Durable Packaging with VAS:

"Our library definitely continues to enjoy 
audiobooks on CD. There is always room 
on the shelves because so many are 
checked out. This is a well-educated 
community and quite tech savvy, but 
they are still checking out audio CDs in 
much higher numbers than downloads."
—Ellen Leffler, Hussey-Mayfield Public Library, 

Zionsville, Indiana

*3 seasons/year: January-April, May-August, September-December

25%OFF 
Library  

Editions
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ON SALE 4/5/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48471-0
$50.00/$64.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Historical
BISAC 2: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 3: Fiction - Cultural Heritage
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Twelve CD
Format Description: APPROX. 15 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Historical Fiction and New York
collection
Tie in with Putnam's plans: 
Author events
National print features and reviews
NPR interviews
Blog campaign
Online advertising
Online promotion
Book club promotion
Online reading group guide
SuzanneRindell.com
Facebook.com/SuzanneRindell
Academic Marketing: Library Newsletter,
send to ALA, ALA galley giveaway, library
book buzz

  

Three-Martini Lunch  
Suzanne Rindell

From the author of the thrilling debut The Other Typist, comes a surprising and
savvy story that explores the consequences of ambition, success, and secrecy in
1950s New York publishing.
     In 1958, Greenwich Village buzzes with beatniks, jazz clubs, and new
ideas--the ideal spot for three ambitious young people to meet. Cliff Nelson, the
son of a successful book editor, is convinced he's the next Kerouac, if only his
father would notice. Eden Katz dreams of being an editor but is shocked when she
encounters roadblocks to that ambition. And Miles Tillman, a talented black writer
from Harlem, seeks to learn the truth about his father's past, finding love in the
process. Though different from one another, all three share a common goal: to
succeed in the competitive and uncompromising world of book publishing. As
they reach for what they want, they come to understand what they must sacrifice,
conceal, and betray to achieve their goals, learning they must live with the
consequences of their choices. In THREE-MARTINI LUNCH, Suzanne Rindell gives
listeners a thought-provoking morality tale and a captivating look at a stylish,
demanding era--and a world steeped in tradition that's poised for great upheaval.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

A RISING STAR: Suzanne Rindell's thrilling debut The Other Typist was critically acclaimed
and a movie adaptation is currently in development, with Kiera Knightley attached to
produce and star. 

EVOCATIVE PERIOD PIECE LISTENERS WILL DRINK UP ON AUDIO: Rindell brilliantly conjures
the era of 1950s New York--from Midtown to Greenwich Village to Harlem--and infuses
this exciting setting with an electric and engrossing storyline.

MAD MEN FOR PUBLISHING: A true peek behind-the scenes, this audiobok offers listeners
an insider's view of the publishing industry. With all the drama and intriguing historical
details of Mad Men, Rindell captures a fascinating time period when New York was the
center of industry and changing more quickly than anyone could imagine. 

HEAR THOUGHT-PROVOKING WRITING: Unexpected and provocative, with memorable
characters and a story brought to vivid life, this audiobook that will captivate listeners, as
it prompts them to ponder deeper ethical questions like the pitfalls of desire.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam hardcover (75,000 1st
print). 

Praise for The Other Typist:
"In this crisp psychological thriller, debut novelist Rindell transports listeners to 1920s New
York City during the height of Prohibition...[Narrator] Gretchen Mol, who appears on HBO's
1920s-set series Boardwalk Empire, delivers the perfect pacing and tone for this menacing
thriller...Highly recommended for all suspense fans."--Library Journal, starred review

"Rindell's poignant psychological suspense chills with its plausibility."--AudioFile

"Take a dollop of Alfred Hitchcock, a dollop of Patricia Highsmith, throw in some Great
Gatsby flourishes, and the result is Rindell's debut...Deliciously addictive."--Kirkus, starred
review 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: New York, NY Author Hometown: Sacramento, CA
SUZANNE RINDELL is a doctoral student in American modernist literature at Rice University.
She has published her short fiction and poetry in in Conjunctions, Nimrod, storySouth, Crab
Orchard Review, and Cream City Review.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: BRANDT & HOCHMAN LITERARY
AGEN 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: No
Special Markets: 
Agent: EMILY FORLAND

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399165481 4/16 Putnam Adult HC $27.00/$35.00
Audio Download 9780451484727 4/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
E-book 9781101624609 4/16 Putnam Adult HC
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
The Other Typist/Rindell, Suzanne/DN 9781101928387 5/13 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Rules Of Civility (Lib)(Cd)/Towles, Amor/CD 9780307934529 7/11 Books on Tape $39.95/$46.00
Rules Of Civility (Lib)(Ldl)/Towles, Amor/DN 9780307934536 7/11 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
And Sons (Lib)(Cd)/Gilbert, David/CD 9780385359573 7/13 Books on Tape $50.00/$57.00
And Sons (Lib)(Ldl)/Gilbert, David/DN 9780385359580 7/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 4/5/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0567-3
$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Humor - Topic - Relationships
BISAC 2: Humor - Topic - Marriage & Family
BISAC 3: Humor - Topic - Adult
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Seven CD
Format Description: APPROX. 8 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Humor and Mother's Day
collection
Tie in with Crown's plans: 
National broadcast publicity
National print and online review and
feature attention
Blogger outreach
Author interviews and appearances out of
LA and NYC
Promotion at instagram/crazyjewishmom
Promotion on author's site,
kateesiegel.com
Social media promotions 
Book video 
Targeted buzz mailings
GoodReads give-aways

Mother, Can You Not?  
And You Thought Your Mom Was Crazy... 
Kate Siegel
Based on the wildly popular Instagram account @CrazyJewishMom, Kate Siegel
delivers an essay collection that's meant to be heard, about life with the woman who
redefined the term "helicopter mom."
     There is nothing more special, frustrating, loving, or fraught than a daughter's
relationship with her mother. No one else will firmly insist that you are perfect,
while simultaneously making you question every career, fashion, or relationship
choice you've ever made. Kate Siegel understands this delicate dynamic all too
well--her own mother drove her so crazy that she decided to broadcast her
hilarious text messages on Instagram. She must have struck a chord because soon
hundreds of thousands of people were following their daily correspondences. Now,
Kate pays tribute to the woman whose helicopter parenting may make listeners
forgive their own mothers' eccentricities. If fans think her mom's texts are insane,
they will laugh out loud at the anecdotes Kate shares in this collection. 
     From embarrassing moments (like Kate's mother's surprise early morning visit
after a drunken one-night stand), to outrageous stories (such as the time she
moved cross country to be near Kate's college), to hilarious threats ("If you don't
call me I'm going to add your boyfriend on Facebook"), this essay collection
lovingly lampoons the lengths to which our mothers will go to better our lives
(even if if feels like they're ruining them in the process).
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

SOCIAL MEDIA SENSATION SHINES ON AUDIO: The Instagram feed that started it all
@CrazyJewishMom has over 750k followers and is still growing. So many people related to
Kate's relationship with her mom that she created @CrazyYOURMom so her very engaged
fans could share their own moms' texts, which has 177k followers. All this social media
love will translate to eager listeners. 

INFLUENTIAL FOLLOWERS: High-profile celebrities such as Gwyneth Paltrow, Reese
Witherspoon, Sarah Hyland, and George Takei all follow @CrazyJewishMom on Instagram. 

SUCCESSFUL AND EVERGREEN TOPIC: Humorous audiobooks about family, such as Dad is
Fat, are always very popular with listeners. Books inspired by social media stars, like Sh*t
My Dad Says, When Parents Text, and Awkward Family Photos, have been a hit with new
and existing fans alike. And thanks to Siegel's mom's one of a kind voice, this is social
media that's meant to be heard. 

PERFECT MOTHER'S DAY LISTEN: Outrageous, hysterical, and recognizable, the humor in
this audiobook will resonate with listeners and their families. It's a unique, fun choice to
celebrate the holiday. Mothers and daughters will love listening together. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Crown Archetype hardcover
(75,000 1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
KATE SIEGEL is a freelance writer and social media guru who started the hit Instagram
account @CrazyJewishMom. She has been featured on BuzzFeed, Elite Daily, The Huffington
Post, Cosmo, Today.com, Vogue.com, in People Magazine, and on The Ellen Degeneres
Show. She previously served as an associate producer for Condé Nast Entertainment,
overseeing all digital video content for Teen Vogue, Bon Appétit, The New Yorker Festival,
Condé Nast Traveler, SELF, and Style.com. Prior to joining Condé Nast, Kate studied English,
creative writing, and theater at Princeton University. Her one act play, Sam the Man, won the
Sondheim Young Playwright's Inc. Competition and was produced at the Classic Stage Theater
in New York.

Rights 
Territories: 
Audio: 
British: 
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: 
Translation: 
Agency: CREATIVE ARTISTS AGENCY LLC 

Reprint: 
1st Serial: 
Special Markets: 
Agent: CAIT HOYT

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9781101907061 4/16 Crown Archetype
Hardcover 9781101907047 4/16 Crown Archetype $22.00/$29.00
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ON SALE 4/12/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-1027-1
$35.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Historical
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Seven CD
Format Description: APPROX. 8 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Historical Fiction collection
Tie in with Houghton Mifflin Harcourt's
plans. 
National media
National advertising
Reading group promotion, including
online reader's guide
Library and literature-in-translation
promotion 
Advance reading copies

Fever at Dawn  
Péter Gárdos

In this improbably joyous listen about two recovering concentration camp survivors,
love is the best medicine.
     July 1945. Miklos is a twenty-five-year-old Hungarian who has survived the
camps and has been brought to Sweden to convalesce. His doctor has just given
him a death sentence--his lungs are filled with fluid and in six months he will be
gone. But Miklos has other plans. He didn't survive the war only to drown from
within, and so he wages war on his own fate. He acquires the names of the 117
Hungarian women also recovering in Sweden, and he writes a letter to each of
them in his beautiful cursive hand. One of these women, he is sure, will become
his wife. 
     In another part of the country, Lili reads his letter and decides to write back.
For the next few months, the two engage in a funny, absurd, hopeful epistolary
dance. Eventually, they find a way to meet. Based on the true story of the author
Péter Gárdos's parents, and drawn from their letters, FEVER AT DAWN is a vibrant,
ribald, and unforgettable tale, showing the death-defying power of the human will
to live and to love.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BASED ON A TRUE STORY: In 1998, three days after his father Miklós's death, Péter
Gárdos's mother asked him if he wanted to know more about the story of how she met his
father. She gave him a pack of letters bound with two colored ribbons that had not been
untied since 1946, more than half a century earlier. Péter read them all in a single night.
Their incredible wartime love story inspired this stunning and romantic tale. 

A CINEMATIC STORY MADE FOR AUDIO: Péter Gárdos is a renowned Hungarian film
director who has received more than twenty international awards at major film festivals.
When he first began to write this story, he envisioned a film script and the audio truly
brings FEVER AT DAWN to life in a cinematic way. Gárdos also directed a film version that
debuted in December 2015 in Hungary. 

AN IRRESISTIBLE LISTEN: Gárdos has crafted an improbably refreshing love story about two
young concentration camp survivors who begin an epistolary romance between two
Swedish sanitariums. It will fit beautifully on any audio shelf next to other charming,
exotic, and light-hearted stories that touch on heavier themes, like The Guernsey Literary
and Potato Peel Pie Society or Mrs. Sinclair's Suitcase. 

BOOK CLUB FICTION AT ITS BEST: This audiobook hits that sweet spot between literary and
commercial--it's superbly written, but with a plot that makes it compulsively listen-able.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
hardcover, 978-0-5447-6979-3 (30,000 1st print).

Advance Praise for FEVER AT DAWN: 
"A riveting and high-spirited journey from the brink of death toward life, a novel that asserts
the power of love in a world newly devastated by unspeakable hate. With courage, humor,
and unfailing emotional honesty, Péter Gárdos illuminates the incredible power of the human
will--the drive not just to stay alive, but to fight for a life worth celebrating."--Julie Orringer,
author of The Invisible Bridge 

About the Author/Illustrator
PÉTER GÁRDOS is an award-winning Hungarian film director. FEVER AT DAWN is his first
novel and is based on the true story of his parents.

Rights 
Territories: 
Audio: 
British: 
Restriction: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN) 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: 
Translation: 
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Reprint: 
1st Serial: 
Special Markets: 
Agent: 
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ON SALE 4/19/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48310-2
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 2: Fiction - Romance - Contemporary
BISAC 3: Fiction - Psychological
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Thrillers collection
Tie in with Putnam's plans: 
Pre-publication author events
Author Tour
National print reviews and features
National advertising
Online advertising
Online promotion
Book club promotion
Video trailer
Pre-order campaign
Social media bigmouth campaign
Online reading group guide
www.lisa-hilton.com
Academic Marketing: Library Newsletter,
send to ALA, ALA galley giveaway, library
book buzz, librarian e-newsletter feature,
focus LibraryReads debut, pitch for First
Flights

Maestra  
L.S. Hilton

This psychological thriller is sexy, smart, and very bad in all the best ways,
featuring a femme fatale with the cunning of Gone Girl's Amy Dunne, and as
dangerous as The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo's Lisbeth Salander.
     I called myself Lauren again, gave the same story of a tour of Italy between
jobs. For a moment, as the Vespa chugged up the steep road away from the little
town, with the lake below us pink in the sunset, I rested my face against his
jacket, letting my hands gently grip his hipbones, and felt a little lonely. This was
how it was going to be, I thought. If I went through with this, I'd never be able to
be myself again. Still, we'd never been that close.
     Not since Patricia Highsmith's Tom Ripley has there been so piercing a portrait
of someone on the outside, looking in. Meet femme fatale Judith Rashleigh. She's
a woman who knows what she wants--and exactly how to get it. A smooth
confident woman with a talent for self-invention, she's seen inside the invisible
club of the debonair and wealthy, and she knows where she belongs. MAESTRA is
a glamorous, ferocious debut psychological thriller and the beginning of a
razor-sharp trilogy.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

RIVETING NEW SERIES: Listeners will eagerly await the next audiobooks in this astonishing
new trilogy, perfect for fans of Stieg Larsson, Gillian Flynn, and Patricia Highsmith. 

MEMORABLE FEMALE LEAD = MAJOR FILM DEAL: Movie rights for MAESTRA have been
bought by Columbia Pictures. Producer Amy Pascal said, "Judith is one of the most
memorable females in recent fiction; she is a marvelous character, perfect for film." 

MAGNETIC VOICE: Judith is unforgettable--smart, sexy, cunning, and unpredictable, her
fast-paced and gritty narration draws listeners deep into a riveting underworld of sex, art,
and crime that will have them hooked until the very last word.

X-RATED SEX: This scintillating story features some truly titillating and x-rated sex, about
twenty minutes in total throughout the audiobook.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam hardcover (150,000 1st
print). Also available in large print. 

Advance Praise for MAESTRA:
"MAESTRA features a feisty, morally complex and sharp heroine who may appeal to fans of
Stieg Larsson's The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo and Gillian Flynn's Gone Girl. " - -The New
York Times

"Don't underestimate Judith Rashleigh...MAESTRA's fierce, unforgettable anti-heroine crafts a
brilliant and dangerous scheme that she will go to shocking lengths to pull off. An edgy,
decadent thriller that delivers shocking twists."--Laura McHugh, award-winning author of
The Weight of Blood 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: London Author Hometown: London
L.S. HILTON grew up in England and has lived in Key West, New York City, Paris and Milan.
After graduating from Oxford she studied art history in Paris and Florence. She has worked
as a journalist, art critic and broadcaster and is presently based in London.

Rights 
Territories: 
Audio: 
British: 
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: 
Translation: 
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Reprint: 
1st Serial: 
Special Markets: 
Agent: 
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ON SALE 4/19/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752446-1
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Business & Economics - Negotiating
BISAC 2: Business & Economics - Conflict Resolution
& Mediation
BISAC 3: Psychology - Interpersonal Relations
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Ten CD
Format Description: APPROX 11 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including  Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Business collection
Tie in with Viking's plans: 
5-City Author Tour
National and Regional Publicity and
Review Coverage
Business and Social Sciences Media and
Book Page Print Features
20-City Radio and Television Satellite
Campaign
National Radio and Television Campaign

Negotiating the Nonnegotiable  
How to Resolve Your Most Emotionally Charged Conflicts 
Daniel Shapiro
In this landmark audiobook, world-renowned negotiation expert Daniel Shapiro
presents a groundbreaking, practical method to reconcile your most contentious
relationships and untangle your toughest conflicts.
     NEGOTIATING THE NONNEGOTIABLE is a crucial step-by-step guide to resolve
life's most emotionally challenging conflicts--whether between spouses, a parent
and child, a boss and an employee, or rival communities or nations. These
conflicts can feel nonnegotiable because they threaten your identity and trigger
what Shapiro calls the Tribes Effect, a divisive mind-set that pits you against the
other side. Once you fall prey to this mind-set, even a trivial argument with a
family member or colleague can mushroom into an emotional uproar. Shapiro
offers a powerful way out, drawing on his pioneering research and global fieldwork
in consulting for everyone from heads of state to business leaders, embattled
marital couples to families in crisis. And he also shares his insights from
negotiating with three of the world's toughest negotiators--his three young sons.
This is a must-listen to improve professional and personal relationships.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

EXPERT ADVICE BUSINESS COMMUTERS WILL RELISH: Daniel Shapiro is one of the world's
recognized experts in conflict resolution. He is Founder and Director of the
world-renowned Harvard International Negotiation Program. For three years, he chaired
the World Economic Forum's Global Agenda Council on Conflict Prevention, and his
international experience includes advising Chinese officials, Serbian Members of
Parliament, Middle East negotiators, Macedonian politicians, and senior U.S. officials. 

BESTSELLING AND AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Beyond Reason (co-authored with Roger
Fisher) has sold over 85,000 copies and was named the winner of the Outstanding Book
Award for Excellence in Conflict Resolution by the International Institute for Conflict
Prevention and Resolution. 

RESOLUTIONS TO TOPICAL ISSUES: National and tribal conflicts are a key political issue of
our time and this audiobook provides insight and resolutions to conflicts big and small.
The essential skills outlined in this audiobook make it a must-listen for heads of state,
business leaders, and everyday negotiators alike. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Viking hardcover (75,000 1st
print). 

Praise for Beyond Reason: 
"Instructive, clearly written book...Baffled spouses, struggling middle managers and heads of
state might take a cue from the convincing strategy laid out by these savvy experts."
--Publishers Weekly, starred review 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Cambridge, MA
DANIEL SHAPIRO is Founder and Director of the world-renowned Harvard International
Negotiation Program. He is also Assistant Professor in Psychology at Harvard Medical
School/McLean Hospital. Through non-profit funding, he developed a conflict management
program that now reaches one million youth across more than 30 countries. Shapiro has
appeared on dozens of radio and television shows and has contributed to The New York
Times, O: The Oprah Magazine and other popular publications. Dr. Shapiro is the recipient of
numerous awards, including the American Psychological Association's "Early Career Award"
and the Cloke-Millen "Peacemaker of the Year" award. The World Economic Forum named
him a "Young Global Leader."

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE WYLIE AGENCY LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: ANDREW WYLIE
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ON SALE 4/19/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48302-7
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Biography & Autobiography - Women
BISAC 2: Humor - Form - Essays
BISAC 3: Biography & Autobiography - Personal
Memoirs
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eleven CD
Format Description: APPROX 12 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Humor collection
Tie in with Crown's plans: 
National broadcast
National print and online review & feature
attention
National radio campaign
Blogger campaign
Author interviews and appearances out of
New York, LA, and Atlanta
National advertising campaign 
Targeted buzz mailings
Approval Junkie buttons and infographics
Online reader's guide 
Social media promotions
Promotion at ReadItForward.com and
BooksforBetterLiving.com 

Approval Junkie  
Adventures in Caring Too Much 
Faith Salie
Read by Faith Salie
From the comedian Faith Salie, a regular contributor to NPR's Wait Wait Don't Tell
Me  and CBS Sunday Morning, a collection of humorous essays chronicling the
author's adventures during her lifelong quest for approval.
     In this hilarious collection of essays, comedian Faith Salie reflects on the
absurd hoops she's jumped through in order to win approval. From running in
place in a darkened shower in Africa at 4 am to lose weight, to agreeing to an
exorcism at the behest of her crazy ex-husband, to eating pig organs with
Harrison Ford's son after her producers told her it would "make good TV," Salie
has done it all in the hopes of achieving positive reinforcement from colleagues,
friends, and her aforementioned ex (or as she calls him, "was-band").
     With thoughtfulness and sarcasm, Salie reflects on why it is she tries so hard to
please others, highlighting a phenomenon that many people--especially women--
experience at home and in the workplace. Equal parts laugh-out loud funny and
poignant, APPROVAL JUNKIE is a humorous exploration into why it is that we so
desperately try to please others at the expense of our own happiness.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

READ BY THE AUTHOR: Listeners will already know and love Faith Salie's voice from her
contributions to NPR's popular Wait Wait Don't Tell Me program and CBS Sunday Morning. 

WINNING COMBINATION OF BRAINY AND FUNNY: As her bio says, Salie is "probably the
only Rhodes scholar who's been a standup comedian" and, like Sloane Crosley, her humor
appeals to both a mainstream audience and to highbrow media and reviewers. With her
perfect comedic timing, no one could narrate this audiobook but Faith Salie herself. 

HOT-BUTTON TOPIC: From posting selfies on Instagram to "leaning in" at work, women
are constantly under pressure to be people-pleasers, and Salie's essays poke fun at the
lengths women feel they must go to gain approval from those around them.

MEDIA DARLING: In addition to her regular CBS Sunday Morning and Wait Wait Don't Tell
Me platform, Salie has appeared as a panelist, contributor, and actress everywhere from
CNN and Fox News to OWN and VH1, and has written for Oprah.com, Slate.com, and more.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Crown Archetype hardcover
(60,000 1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
FAITH SALIE is a television and national public radio host, political and pop culture
commentator, interviewer, "ethics expert," journalist, and actor. She is a regular contributor
to CBS Sunday Morning and NPR's Wait Wait Don't Tell Me. As a commentator on politics and
current events, Faith has appeared on CNN, HLN, Anderson--Anderson Cooper's daytime
talkshow, OWN, and Fox News' late night talkshow Red Eye. To justify her subscriptions to 
Star and US Weekly, Faith offers pop-culture punditry on a variety of VH-1 shows.

Rights 
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Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
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Translation: Yes
Agency: LEVINE GREENBERG LIT. AGENCY, 
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Agent: DANIEL
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ON SALE 4/19/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-307-73666-6
$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 3: Fiction - Family Life
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Nine CD
Format Description: 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Book Club Listens, Gentle
Listens, and Listen While You Knit
collections
Tie in with Random House's plans: 
National/local review and feature print
attention
Online review and feature attention
Outreach to Jane Austen societies
Tie-in to RHSB schedule
Local author promotion: St. Louis,
Cincinnati
National advertising campaign
Online/mobile/tablet ad campaign
targeting fans of women's fiction, book
clubs, entertainment sites, etc.
Goodreads & LibraryThing giveaways for
review consideration and members' online
bookshelf additions
Early excerpt promotion on Scribd
Outreach to Jane Austen organizations
and conventions
Original content from the author
Promotions with book club organizations
such as Bookreporter, BookBrowse,
ReadingGroupChoices,
ReadingGroupGuides, etc.
Random House Reader's Circle book club
platform: Facebook, Twitter, website,
e-newsletter, consumer mailings
Feature in Random House e-newsletters
and websites

Eligible  
A modern retelling of Pride and Prejudice 
Curtis Sittenfeld
From the nationally bestselling author of Sisterland, American Wife, and Prep, a
luminous, hilarious revisiting of Jane Austen's classic, Pride and Prejudice.
     Lizzy Bennett is smart, beautiful, witty, successful--a high-powered magazine
editor in New York--but when her father falls ill, she and her sister Jane return to
Ohio and the home they thought they'd left behind forever. There, the
thirty-somethings find their family in chaos: sisters Kitty and Lydia are wild over
the Cincinnati Bengals, the city's football team; Mary is becoming a rabbi (even
though the Bennetts aren't Jewish); and their creepy cousin Willie Collins, a Silicon
Valley wunderkind, is paying the five sisters a little too much attention. And then
there are Cincinnati's newest and most eligible bachelors, handsome doctor and
reality TV star Chip Bingley...and his utterly infuriating friend, neurosurgeon
Fitzwilliam Darcy. At once familiar and utterly surprising, this is another
spectacular audiobook from an author with "an astonishing gift for creating
characters" (The Washington Post).
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

A BESTSELLING, ACCLAIMED AUTHOR: Curtis Sittenfeld's most recent work, Sisterland, 
debuted at #12 on the New York Times bestseller list. Prep and American Wife were also
blockbuster successes. Sittenfeld has been lauded by almost every major newspaper and
magazine in recognition of her rich, nuanced writing and pointed social commentary. The
New York Times called her "a writer who is in it for the long haul."

PERFECT FOR BOOK CLUBS: After Shakespeare, Jane Austen is the most widely recognized
literary figure today and Sittenfeld has amassed a cult following of her own. Sittenfeld's
fresh take on this Austen classic makes for a perfect combination that listeners will be
eager to discuss among a group of Austen-loving friends. 

SUMMER LISTENING AT ITS BEST: It's a truth universally acknowledged...that there's no
better author to take up Austen's mantle than the beloved Sittenfeld, whom reviewers call
a "master storyteller," "perspective chameleon," and "master of dramatic irony."

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Random House hardcover,
(100,000 1st print). Also available in large print. 

Praise for Curtis Sittenfeld:
"This audiobook is the total package: finely written, beautifully performed, and ultimately
satisfying."--AudioFile (The Man of My Dreams) 

"Novelists get called master storytellers all the time, but Sittenfeld really is one."--The
Washington Post

"Curtis Sittenfeld is popular but intellectual, accessible but mysterious, and, above all--a
perspective chameleon."--All Things Considered

"Sittenfeld is a master of dramatic irony, creating fully realized social worlds...Her prose [is] a
rich delight."--The Boston Globe 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: St. Louis, MO Author Hometown: Cincinnati, OH
CURTIS SITTENFELD is the bestselling author of Prep, The Man of My Dreams, American Wife,
and Sisterland. Her nonfiction has been published by The New York Times, The Atlantic,
Salon, Allure, and Glamour, and broadcast on public radio's This American Life. She
graduated from Stanford University and the Iowa Writers' Workshop.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: 
British: 
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: 
Agency: WILLIAM MORRIS ENDEAVOR 

Reprint: 
1st Serial: 
Special Markets: 
Agent: ERIN MALONE

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
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ON SALE 5/3/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-1-101-91328-4
$32.00/$41.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Six CD
Format Description: APPROX. 7 HOURS, 30
MINUTES
Series: Spenser
Series #/Subseries: 29

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Robert B. Parker and Murder
Mystery collections
Tie in with Putnam's plans:
National author tour
National print campaign
National electronic media
National radio satellite tour
Online promotion
RobertBParker.net
Facebook.com/RobertBParkerAuthor
Facebook.com/Ace.Atkins
Twitter.comAceAtkins

Robert B. Parker's Slow Burn  
Ace Atkins

Robert B. Parker's legacy lives on in this new murder mystery based on his iconic 
New York Times bestselling Spenser series. Boston PI Spenser faces a hot case and
a personal crisis in the latest adventure from author Ace Atkins.
     The three-alarm fire at a Chelsea, Massachusetts, apartment building was the
state's deadliest fire in more than two decades, leaving seven people dead,
including two firefighters. Investigators said it was a simple accident, the fault of
bad wiring. But one of the men who survived, Boston firefighter Jack McGee,
blames an arsonist for the blaze. His finger-pointing soon makes him a pariah in
the department, a traitor to some, and a kook to others. Two years after the fire,
still haunted by the death of his friends, McGee takes the case to Spenser. Spenser
quickly learns not only that McGee might be right, but that the fire might be linked
to a deadly string of new arsons plaguing one of Boston's oldest neighborhoods.
As Spenser deals with some tough personal issues with longtime love Susan
Silverman, he follows the trail of fires through a mire of corruption and greed
while everyone wonders where the firebug will strike next.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

ALWAYS IN-DEMAND: Since Parker's death in January 2010, fans have embraced the
continuation of his beloved thrillers. Robert B. Parker titles, including the Spenser series
and the westerns, now come out three times a year, keeping patrons engaged with the
audiobooks they love all year-round.

ACE ACES IT: Ace Atkins has received rave reviews for carrying on the famed author's
legacy. "Even the most fanatical Parker fans would be hard pressed to identify any aspect
of this Spenser novel that doesn't read as if it were penned by Spenser's late
creator."--Publishers Weekly; "To loyalists it may be heresy, but a case can be made for
the Atkins novels being better than some of the last Spenser mysteries penned by
Parker."--Booklist, starred review 

JOE MANTEGNA IS A BELOVED VOICE: Mantegna's narration truly brings Spenser, a fan
favorite character, to life on audio. Booklist says, "Mantegna's impressive talents magnify
the fearful suspense" in Robert B. Parker's already gripping thrillers.* 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam Adult hardcover (150,000
1st print).

Praise for Robert B. Parker's Spenser series:
"Narrator Joe Mantegna has long been associated with the popular Spenser series, portraying
the title character in several TV adaptations and narrating numerous audiobooks. That he
has done so with Parker's blessing is understandable...the narrator perfectly captures
Spenser's sarcastic and flippant tone."--Publishers Weekly (Robert B. Parker's Wonderland)

"Mantegna's impressive talents magnify the fearful suspense in the thriller."--Booklist (Robert
B. Parker's Kickback)* 

Series Overview
Robert B. Parker's iconic Boston PI, Spenser, is a tough-but-tender private detective in the tradition of Hammett and
Chandler, who follows his own moral code. Parker redefined the modern crime novel, and now Ace Atkins carries Spenser
into the future.

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Oxford, Mississippi
ROBERT B. PARKER was the author of seventy books. Winner of the Mystery Writers of America
Grand Master Award and considered the undisputed dean of American crime fiction, he died
in January 2010. ACE ATKINS is the Edgar-nominated author of seventeen books, and a
former crime reporter for the Tampa Tribune, where he earned a Pulitzer Prize.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: 
British: 
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: 
Agency: THE HELEN BRANN AGENCY INC 

Reprint: 
1st Serial: 
Special Markets: 
Agent: HELEN BRANN

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399170850 5/16 Putnam Adult HC $27.00/$35.00
Audio Download 9780553398229 5/16 Books on Tape $47.50/$61.50
E-book 9780698161245 5/16 Putnam Adult HC
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Rbp'S Kickback (Lib)(Cd)/Atkins, Ace/CD 9781101913277 5/15 Books on Tape $32.00/$38.00
Rbp'S Kickback (Lib)(Ldl)/Atkins, Ace/DN 9780553398199 5/15 Books on Tape $47.50/$55.00
Rbp'S Cheap Shot (Lib)(Cd)/Atkins, Ace/C… 9780449807972 5/14 Books on Tape $32.00/$38.00
Rbp'S Cheap Shot (Lib)(Ldl)/Atkins, Ace/… 9780449807989 5/14 Books on Tape $47.50/$55.00
Rbp'S Wonderland (Lib)(Cd)/Atkins, Ace/C… 9780449807934 5/13 Books on Tape $32.00/$38.00
Rbp'S Wonderland (Lib)(Ldl)/Atkins, Ace/… 9780449807941 5/13 Books on Tape $47.50/$55.00
Rbp'S Lullaby (Lib)(Cd)/Atkins, Ace/CD 9780307987754 5/12 Books on Tape $32.00/$38.00
Rbp'S Lullaby (Lib)(Ldl)/Atkins, Ace/DN 9780307987761 5/12 Books on Tape $47.50/$55.00
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ON SALE 5/3/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752653-3
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Historical
BISAC 2: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 3: Fiction - Literary
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Historical Fiction and Book
Club Picks collections
Tie in with Crown's plans: 
National review and feature attention 
National radio campaign
Author events and interviews out of
Atlanta, GA
Online advertising on sites like US
Weekly , Hello Giggles, and The Cut
Goodreads campaign 
Print ad and online advertising at
BookPage
Read It Forward promotion
Social media promotion
Jazz Age playlist 
Coordinated library buzz campaign
Summer reading promotions 

A Fine Imitation  
A Novel 
Amber Brock
Set in the glamorous 1920s, A FINE IMITATION is an intoxicating debut that sweeps
listeners into a privileged Manhattan socialite's restless life and the affair with a
mysterious painter that upends her world, flashing back to her years at Vassar and
the friendship that brought her to the brink of ruin.
     Vera Bellington has the beauty, the pedigree and a penthouse at The
Angelus--the most coveted address on Park Avenue. But behind the sparkling
social whirl, Vera is living a life of quiet desperation. Her days are an unbroken
loop of empty, champagne-soaked socializing, while her nights are silent and
cold, spent waiting alone in her cavernous apartment for a husband who seldom
comes home. 
     Then Emil Hallan arrives at The Angelus to paint a mural above its glittering
subterranean pool. The handsome French artist moves into the building, shrouds
his work in secrecy, and piques Vera's curiosity, especially when the painter keeps
dodging questions about his past. Is he the man he claims to be? Even as she finds
herself increasingly drawn to Hallan's warmth and passion, Vera can't suppress her
suspicions. After all, she has plenty of secrets, too--and some of them involve art
forgers like her bold, artistically talented former friend, Bea, who years ago, at
Vassar, brought Vera to the brink of catastrophe and social exile. 
     When the dangerous mysteries of Emil's past are revealed, Vera faces an
impossible choice--whether to cling to her familiar world of privilege and
propriety, or to risk her future with the enigmatic man who has taken her heart. A
FINE IMITATION explores what happens when we realize that the life we've always
led is not the life we want to have.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

AN ABSORBING PERIOD PIECE: This is the audiobook listeners have been waiting for since 
Rules of Civility. Historical fiction fans will be swept away by the glamorous depictions of
high society in the Roaring '20s. With all the drama and romance of The Great Gatsby, this
audiobook gives listeners a glimpse into the Park Avenue apartments of New York's elite,
where appearances are not always what they seem. 

HEAR DUAL SECRET-DRIVEN AND RIVETING NARRATIVES: The alternating structure
interweaves two plotlines set ten years apart, slowly uncovering the mysterious secret that
ruined Vera and Bea's friendship and the dangerous affair between Emil and Vera. The
story winds its way through many twists that will keep listeners enthralled. One thread
weaves seamlessly into the other, exposing the juicy secrets of both the past and
present-day.

BOOK CLUB SWEET SPOT: Beautifully written and expertly plotted, A FINE IMITATION is
perfect for book group discussions, exploring topics of forbidden love, societal pressure,
the complicated nature of female friendships, the cost of happiness and the choice
between doing what is easy and doing what is right. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Crown hardcover (50,000 1st print).

Advance Praise for A FINE IMITATION:
"Amber Brock gives us a portrait of a woman and her times that shines with authenticity and
charm."--Anne Rivers Siddons, New York Times bestselling author of Low Country 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Smyrna, Georgia
AMBER BROCK teaches British literature at an all girls' school in Atlanta. She holds an M.A.
from the University of Georgia and now lives in Smyrna with her husband, also an English
teacher, and their three rescue dogs.
Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: JANKLOW & NESBIT ASSOCIATES 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: STEFANIE
LIEBERMAN

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781101905111 5/16 Crown $26.00/$34.00
Audio Download 9780147526540 5/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
E-book 9781101905128 5/16 Crown
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Rules Of Civility (Lib)(Cd)/Towles, Amor… 9780307934529 7/11 Books on Tape $39.95/$46.00
Rules Of Civility (Lib)(Ldl)/Towles, Amo… 9780307934536 7/11 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Bittersweet (Lib)(Ldl)/Beverly-Whittemor… 9780804192002 5/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Hundred Summers, A/Williams, Beatriz/DN 9781101928394 5/13 Books on Tape $85.50/$98.00
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ON SALE 5/3/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-399-56715-5
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Science Fiction - Military
BISAC 2: Fiction - Science Fiction - Action &
Adventure
BISAC 3: Fiction - Science Fiction - Space Opera
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Science Fiction collection
Tie in with Roc's plans:
Author events
Print review and feature coverage
Author blog tour 
Online interviews
Online advertising, including Tor.com and
Reddit 
Social media campaign, including
promotions on the Ace/Roc Facebook
page and the Destination Elsewhere
Facebook page

Admiral  
Sean Danker

The interstellar war has ended, but four soldiers face a predatory alien species far
from home...
     "I was on a dead ship on an unknown planet with three trainees freshly
graduated into the Imperial Service. I tried to look on the bright side."
     He was the last to awake. The label on his sleeper pod identifies him as an
Admiral of the Evagardian Empire--a surprise as much to him as to the three
recent recruits now under his command. He wears no uniform and is ignorant of
military protocol, but the ship's records confirm he is their superior officer.
     Whether he is an Evagardian Admiral or a Ganraen spy will have been of little
consequence if the crew members all end up dead. They are marooned on a
strange world, their ship's systems are failing one by one--and they are not alone.
The human race's first contact may just be their last...
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BOT LIBRARY CD EXCLUSIVE

FIRST IN A THRILLING NEW SERIES: ADMIRAL is the gripping first entry in a new series of
military science fiction from debut author Sean Danker, who is currently serving in the
military. His background adds to the detailed authenticity of the story's military content.

SPACE ADVENTURE IN THE TRADITION OF ANDY WEIR: Fans of The Martian and Jack
Campbell will devour this tense space adventure. The plot of ADMIRAL also has many
elements which fans of the blockbuster Alien sci-fi series will love.

OUT-OF-THIS-WORLD LISTEN: Science fiction is a genre that works especially well on
audiobook. Using music and sound effects, audiobooks can transport listeners directly into
an intergalactic adventure. 

A BLAST FROM START TO FINISH: The underlying mystery of who the Admiral and his
recruits really are will propel listeners through this riveting sci-fi thriller. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Roc hardcover (35,000 1st print).
Roc is a science fiction/fantasy imprint of Penguin Group. 

Advance Praise for ADMIRAL: 
"A cross between the action-filled suspense of The Martian...ADMIRAL is a satisfying military
adventure filled with plenty of science fiction mystery, wrapped in layers of caper-style
suspense."--Jean Johnson, national bestselling author of The V'Dan

"A riveting space mystery. A seductive mix of suspense and action."--William C. Dietz,
national bestselling author of The Legion of the Damned series 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Near Minot, North
Dakota 

Author Hometown: St. Louis, MO

SEAN DANKER has been writing since he was fifteen. He read entirely too much Asimov in
college, and now we're all paying the price for it. His hobbies include biting off more than he
can chew, feeling sorry for himself on Twitter, and telling people to lighten up. He is
currently serving in the military on a base in North Dakota.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: 
British: 
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: 
Agency: KIMBERLEY CAMERON &
ASSOCIATES  

Reprint: 
1st Serial: 
Special Markets: 
Agent: MARY MOORE

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9780698197251 5/16 Roc Hardcover
Audio Download 9780399567162 5/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
Hardcover 9780451475794 5/16 Roc Hardcover $27.00/$35.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Darwin Elevator, The(Lib)(Ldl)/Hough, Jason M./DN 9780385393355 7/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Darkling Child, The (Lib)(Cd)/Brooks, Terry/CD 9780804190695 6/15 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Darkling Child, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Brooks, Terry/DN 9780804190701 6/15 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Zone One (Lib)(Cd)/Whitehead, Colson/CD 9780307940940 10/11 Books on Tape $45.00/$51.00
Zone One (Lib)(Ldl)/Whitehead, Colson/DN 9780307940957 10/11 Books on Tape $66.50/$75.50
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ON SALE 5/3/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752252-8
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Romance - Contemporary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 3: Fiction - Action & Adventure
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Nine CD
Format Description: APPROX 11 HOURS
Series: Summer Hill

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Romance collection
Tie in with Ballantine's plans: 
National/local review and feature print
attention
Online review and feature attention
Targeted blogger outreach 
Advertising campaign 
Early reviewer promotions through Vine,
Netgalley, Goodreads, and LibraryThing
Feature in Romance at Random, Random
House, and PRH newsletter and social
media platforms
Promotions via author's newsletter,
Facebook, and Twitter

The Girl from Summer Hill  
A Summer Hill Novel 
Jude Deveraux
The first audiobook in a new contemporary romance series set in the mountains of
Virginia in a town full of family legends, romance, and secrets, from New York
Times bestselling author of the Nantucket Brides trilogy.
     Sparks fly as fiery Casey Reddick and brooding Hollywood actor Tate Landers
clash in the Virginia summer heat. A chef who puts her career first and her love life
second, Casey doesn't see what every girl in town is swooning over. She made up
her mind the moment she met Tate: he's gorgeous, but stuck-up. He's nothing
like his ex-brother-in-law, Devlin, who's playing the Wickham to Tate's Darcy and
Casey's Elizabeth Bennett in a local production of Pride and Prejudice. How could
Casey be star-struck by Tate when she's heard Devlin's damning stories about
him? As they rehearse together, however, Casey finds herself attracted to
Tate--he's much more down-to-earth than she expected and any physical contact
between the two of them literally gives her a tingling, electric shock. As opening
night draws near, Casey has some difficult decisions to make. Whom should she
believe? The seemingly sincere, slighted Devlin or Tate, whose rough, arrogant
exterior may only be skin deep? She's come to love that jolt she gets when they
touch--but will she get burned?
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BELOVED ROMANCE AUTHOR: Jude Deveraux is famous for her incredible and
unforgettable love stories. When her irresistibly spirited, quick-witted heroines team up
with their sexy, take-charge heroes, the ensuing sparks heat up listeners' headphones.

THE START OF A NEW TRILOGY: This audiobook marks the first entry in a stunning new
trilogy set in a fictional Virginia town, full of romance as lush as the landscape.

POPULAR CHARACTERS: This new trilogy features a new generation of Montgomerys and
Taggerts, the beloved families Deveraux has made famous in past novels.

DEVOTED FAN BASE: The sixty million-plus copies of her book in print worldwide are a
testament to Deveraux's massive and extremely loyal fan base. Deveraux has more than
73,000 likes and growing for her Facebook page where she connects directly with fans. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Ballantine Books hardcover (60,000
1st print). Also available in large print. 

Praise for Jude Deveraux on audio:
"[Kirsten] Potter's smashing performance transforms this fine contemporary romance into a
must-listen...Listeners hear the emotions behind the words...Warmly expressive narration
brings out the best in this smart and sexy romp."--Booklist, starred review (Ever After)

"Tavia Gilbert does an excellent job of narrating, reading with great inflection and giving the
story life...Recommended for fans of romances with light paranormal aspects."--Library
Journal (True Love) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Nantucket, MA/New
York, NY 

Author Hometown: Louisville, KY

JUDE DEVERAUX is the author of forty-one New York Times bestsellers. She was honored
with a Romantic Times Pioneer Award in 2013 for her distinguished career. To date, there
are more than sixty million copies of her books in print worldwide.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781101883266 5/16 Ballantine Books $27.00/$35.00
Large Print 9780399566837 5/16 RH Large Print $27.00/$35.00
E-book 9781101883273 5/16 Ballantine Books
Audio Download 9780147522535 5/16 Books on Tape $85.50/$110.50
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
True Love (Lib)(Cd)/Deveraux, Jude/CD 9780385367271 7/13 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
True Love (Lib)(Ldl)/Deveraux, Jude/DN 9780385367288 7/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
For All Time (Lib)(Cd)/Deveraux, Jude/CD 9780385367615 7/14 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
For All Time (Lib)(Ldl)/Deveraux, Jude/D… 9780385367622 7/14 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
Ever After (Lib)(Cd)/Deveraux, Jude/CD 9780385367578 6/15 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Ever After (Lib)(Ldl)/Deveraux, Jude/DN 9780385367585 6/15 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
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ON SALE 5/3/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0894-0
$45.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Historical
BISAC 3: Fiction - Gay
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eleven CD
Format Description: APPROX. 12 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Historical Fiction, Mystery and
Thriller, and Father's Day collections
Tie in with Knopf's plans: 
National Media Appearances, including
NPR and print features
National Online Interviews, Reviews, and
Literary Blog Coverage
5 to 6-city Author Tour
Preorder Online Campaign through
Facebook, Goodreads, and Shelf
Awareness
National Print Advertising in the New York
Times Book Review
Major Online Advertising Campaign
Facebook Advertising Campaign,
targeting fans of The Imitation Game, The
Girl in the Spider's Web, Stieg Larsson
Father's Day Campaign

Fall of Man in Wilmslow  
David Lagercrantz

From the author of the #1 bestseller The Girl in the Spider's Web--an electrifying
thriller beginning with the suicide of renowned mathematician Alan Turing, and
culminating in a young detective's awakening to painful secrets about his own life
and the life of his country.
     It's 1954. Several English nationals have defected to the USSR, while a
witch-hunt for homosexuals rages across Britain. In these circumstances, no one
is surprised when a mathematician by the name of Alan Turing is found dead in
his home: it is widely assumed that he committed suicide, unable to cope with the
humiliation of a criminal conviction for homosexuality. But young Detective
Sergeant Leonard Corell, who had always dreamt of a career in higher
mathematics, suspects greater forces are involved. In the face of opposition from
his superiors, he begins to assemble the pieces of a puzzle that lead him to one of
the most closely guarded secrets of the war: the Bletchley Park operation to crack
the Nazis' Enigma Code. But he is also about to be rocked by two startling
developments in his own life, one of which will find him being pursued as a threat
to national security...
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Listeners know David Lagercrantz as the author tapped to continue
Stieg Larsson's bestselling Millennium series, proving his adept skill at crafting
blockbuster thrillers. The Girl in the Spider's Web debuted at #1 on the New York Times
bestseller list. Listeners will be waiting to see what else Lagercrantz has up his sleeve.

IN-DEMAND SUBJECT MATTER: Following the popularity of the Academy Award-winning
blockbuster The Imitation Game, Alan Turing, Bletchley Park, and the Enigma code are
high on the public's radar. This audiobook is perfect for patrons who want to hear more. 

THRILLING HISTORICAL LISTEN: Fans of suspenseful psychological thrillers and smart,
fast-paced historical fiction will love this WWII-era mystery.

OUTSTANDING REVIEWS: The UK hardcover was published in May 2015 to much critical
acclaim. This buzz in advance of the US release will build listeners' anticipation.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Knopf hardcover (75,000 1st
print). 

Praise for David Lagercrantz:
"[David] Lagercrantz is perceptive in his treatment of the tragic Turing...Perhaps the most
signal achievement here is the clever melding of two narrative forms: a sympathetic
biography...and a police procedural."--The Independent (FALL OF A MAN IN WILMSLOW)

"Has the faintest whiff of W.G. Sebald; haunted characters determined to pull others down
into turbid, oppressive currents of memory and ideas. You are willingly drawn down with
them." - -The Spectator (FALL OF A MAN IN WILMSLOW)

"Full of all the hacking, attitude, and reckless action...[A] whirlwind of nonstop action and
intr igue..."-- Library Journal, starred review (The Girl in the Spider's Web)

"Both a fascinating exploration of electronic surveillance and a gripping, highly suspenseful
personal drama..."-- Booklist, starred review (The Girl in the Spider's Web) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Hometown: Stockholm, Sweden
DAVID LAGERCRANTZ is an acclaimed author and journalist. He has written numerous
biographies and four novels, including the #1 bestselling The Girl in the Spider's Web.

Rights 
Territories: US, open market (no Europe, no
Canada)
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN) 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9781101946701 5/16 Knopf
Audio Download 9780735208957 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00
Hardcover 9781101946695 5/16 Knopf $26.95
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Girl In The Spider'S (Lib)(Cd)/Lagercran… 9780553550719 9/15 Books on Tape $45.00
Girl In The Spider'S(Lib)(Ldl)/Lagercran… 9780553550726 9/15 Books on Tape $95.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
An Officer And A Spy (Lib)(Cd)/Harris, Robert/CD 9780804165693 1/14 Books on Tape $45.00
An Officer And A Spy(Lib)(Ldl)/Harris, Robert/DN 9780804165709 1/14 Books on Tape $95.00
Paris Architect, The (Lib)(Cd)/Belfoure, Charles/CD 9780804190831 10/13 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Paris Architect, The(Lib)(Ldl)/Belfoure, Charles/DN 9780804190848 10/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 5/3/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-8041-9510-2
$40.00/$51.00

Category: Novel
BISAC 1: Fiction - Thrillers - Psychological
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Crime
BISAC 3: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - Police
Procedural
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Ten CD
Format Description: APPROX. 12 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Thrillers, Debut Author, and
Book Club Picks collections
Tie in with Berkley's plans: 
Print features and reviews
Online reviews and author interviews
Inclusion in Summer Reading round-ups
Author blog tour
National advertising campaign
Online advertising
Maximum Shelf newsletter promotion
Shelf Awareness advertising
IndieBound White Box campaign
ARC giveaways including GoodReads
and Library Thing
NetGalley e-blast promotions
Book club outreach and promotion
Readers Guide available online
Online promotions

I Let You Go  
Clare Mackintosh

Hear the smash bestselling debut from Clare Mackintosh: a tautly paced, twisty,
psychological thriller that Lee Child called "astonishingly good."
     On a rainy afternoon, a mother's life is shattered as her son slips from her grip
and runs into the street...
     Jenna Gray moves to the remote Welsh coast, desperate to leave behind the
heartbreak of the accident and heal from her loss and her painful past. Detective
Ray Stevens is determined to get to the bottom of this case. The investigation
takes him away from his family and he finds himself growing closer to Kate Evans,
a forthright young detective on his team. But Jenna's past is about to catch up with
her, with consequences so devastating that they can scarcely be imagined. A
brilliantly constructed suspense story that will leave listeners breathless.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

THE NEXT BLOCKBUSTER THRILLER: Originally a self-published e-book, I LET YOU GO was
named to the Huffington Post UK's list of "The Ones to Watch: Best Debut Fiction" list and
became the fastest selling title by a new crime writer in the UK in 2015. The major buzz
surrounding this instant UK bestseller makes this a highly-anticipated listen that patrons
will be waiting to snatch up. 

GRIPPING BOOK CLUB PICK: Listeners who loved The Girl on the Train and Gone Girl will be
thrilled by this audiobook filled with "an astonishing intensity that drags you in and
never--ever--lets you go."* The riveting psychological suspense and the incredible plot
twist will leave listeners gasping.

BASED ON A TRUE STORY: Author Clare Mackintosh worked for a police department for 12
years and this thrilling story is inspired by an actual unsolved crime. The true-to-life
details and realistic characters in this audiobook make the story even more chilling. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Berkley hardcover (100,000 1st
print)

Praise for I LET YOU GO:
"Astonishingly good."--Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Make Me

"Tense and fast-paced, with a heart-hammering shock of an ending."--Good Housekeeping

"Astonishing...drags you in and never--ever--lets you go...This is a story so heartfelt that
reading it feels like intruding on a private nightmare...and ends with a series of searing
twists."--Daily Mail*  

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Chipping Norton,
Oxfordshire, UK
CLARE MACKINTOSH spent twelve years in the Thames Valley Police Department, during
which time she worked on criminal investigations. She left the police force in 2011 to work
as a freelance journalist and social media consultant. She is the Director of the Chipping
Norton Literary Festival and lives in the Cotswolds with her husband, a police officer, and
their three children. I LET YOU GO is her debut novel.

Rights 
Territories: 
Audio: 
British: 
Restriction: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU) 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: 
Translation: 
Agency: 

Reprint: 
1st Serial: 
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781101987490 5/16 Berkley Hardcover $26.00/$34.00
Audio Download 9780804195119 5/16 Books on Tape $85.50/$110.50
E-book 9781101987513 5/16 Berkley Hardcover
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Secret Place, The (Lib)(Cd)/French, Tana… 9780553545395 9/14 Books on Tape $50.00/$58.00
Secret Place, The (Lib)(Ldl)/French, Tan… 9780553545401 9/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 5/3/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752494-2
$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 2: Fiction - Humorous
BISAC 3: Fiction - Satire
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Seven CD
Format Description: APPROX 8 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Debut Fiction collection 
Tie in with Putnam's plans: 
Regional Author Tour
Pre-publication author events
National print & online campaign
National Electronic Media
Targeted big-mouth mailings
Online advertising
Online promotion
Online reading group guide
Twitter.com/camilleperri

The Assistants  
Camille Perri

From Cosmopolitan's Books Editor-at-Large, a wry and astute debut about a young
Manhattanite whose embezzlement scam turns her into an unlikely advocate for the
leagues of overeducated and underpaid assistants across the city. 
     Tina Fontana is a thirty-year-old executive assistant to Robert Barlow, the CEO
of Titan Corp., a multinational media conglomerate. She's excellent at her job and
beloved by her famous boss--but after six years of making reservations and
pouring drinks from bottles that cost more than her rent, the glamor of working
for a media company in New York has faded, and her student loan debt has not. 
     When a technical error with Robert's Travel & Expense report presents Tina with
the opportunity to pay off all of her loans with what would be pocket change for
her boss, she hesitates. She's always played by the rules, but it's such a relatively
small amount of money for the Titan Corporation--and for her it would be a
life-changer. As Tina begins to fall down the rabbit hole of her
morally-questionable plan, other assistants with crushing debt and fewer scruples
approach her to say that they want in. Before she knows it, she's at the forefront
of a movement that has implications far beyond what anyone anticipated.
    Featuring an eclectic clan of co-conspirators, a love interest far too handsome
to be trusted, and a razor sharp voice full of wry humor, THE ASSISTANTS is a
rallying cry for the leagues of overeducated and underpaid women who are asking
themselves "How is it that after all these years, we are still assistants?"
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

THIS FORMER LIBRARIAN KNOWS A GOOD STORY: Camille Perri is a smart, savvy writer
whose wit and humorous dialogue will translate well to audio and win her many fans. She
has recently been appointed as the Cosmopolitan's Books Editor-at-Large, and she
previously worked as a books editor at Esquire Magazine, as a ghost writer for Alloy, and
as a librarian. 

COMPULSIVE BEACH LISTEN: Think The Devil Wears Prada meets Office Space. Perri's prose
is quick and hilarious. Listeners won't be able to press pause on this addicting audiobook.

RELEVANT/RELATABLE TOPIC: Income inequality and class resentment are universal, and
thousands of young employees face the same issues with student debt and shrinking
entry-level salaries as the characters in THE ASSISTANTS. The idea of fighting back
against the 1% will resonate deeply with Perri's target listeners. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam Adult hardcover (75,000
1st print). 

Advance Praise for THE ASSISTANTS: 
"Wry, thoughtful, and funny as hell..."--Eliza Kennedy, author of I Take You

"Anyone who has ever been an assistant will appreciate Camille Perri's funny, honest, 100%
relatable (and did I say funny?) debut."--Elisabeth Egan, author of A Window Opens 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: New York Author Hometown: New York
CAMILLE PERRI is Cosmopolitan Magazine's Books Editor-at-Large. Previously she served as a
books editor at Esquire, a ghostwriter of young adult novels, a fiction reader for The Paris
Review, a reference librarian, and, of course, an assistant. She holds a BA degree from New
York University and a Master of Library Science degree from Queens College.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: LEVINE GREENBERG LIT. AGENCY, 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: No
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399172540 5/16 Putnam Adult HC $25.00/$33.00
Audio Download 9780147524959 5/16 Books on Tape $66.50/$85.50
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ON SALE 5/3/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752472-0
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: History - Military - General
BISAC 2: History - Military - Afghan War (2001-)
BISAC 3: Biography & Autobiography - Military
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eleven CD
Format Description: APPROX 13 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Military and Nonfiction
collections
Tie in with Dutton's plans: 
National publicity
National television interviews
20-city radio satellite tour
Newspaper and magazine features and
reviews
Online promotion

Red Platoon  
A True Story of American Valor 
Clinton Romesha
The only comprehensive, firsthand account of the thirteen hour firefight at the Battle
of Keating by Medal of Honor recipient Clinton Romesha, for listeners who enjoyed 
Black Hawk Down and Lone Survivor.
     In 2009, Clinton Romesha of Red Platoon and the rest of the Black Knight Troop
were preparing to shut down Command Outpost Keating. It was the most remote
and inaccessible in a string of bases built by the U.S. military in Nuristan and
Kunar, in the hope of preventing Taliban insurgents from moving freely back and
forth between Afghanistan and Pakistan. Only three years after its construction, it
was apparent that it was simply too isolated and too dangerous to defend. On
October 3, 2009, after years of constant smaller attacks, the Taliban finally
decided to throw everything they had at Keating. The ensuing 14-hour battle--
and eventual victory--cost 8 men their lives.
     As Romesha puts it, "The narrative I want to lay out is not simply an account of
how the rest of us managed to survive that fight, but also--and perhaps more
importantly--a memorial to the men who did not. Who they were. How they died.
And to the extent that it is even possible to take the measure of such a thing,
whether their deaths held meaning and value, given that their lives were sacrificed
for an outpost that probably never should have been built in the first place."
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

HEAR A FIRSTHAND ACCOUNT: RED PLATOON is the first and only firsthand account to
emerge from the Battle of Keating, told by Clinton Romesha, who spearheaded both the
defense of the outpost and the counter-attack that drove the Taliban back beyond the
wire, and received the Medal of Honor for his actions. Listeners who enjoy military history
and memoirs will be riveted by this gripping story. 

UNPARALLELED ACCESS INTO THE BATTLE: Romesha conducted extensive interviews with
seven members of the Black Knight Troop who participated in phases of the battle he was
not able to witness directly. Each of these men helps lay out the complete story in intensive
detail, creating one all-encompassing account.

INSIGHTFUL LISTEN ON THE COST OF WAR: Romesha not only recounts the battle, but also
poignantly commemorates his fellow fallen soldiers, and he poses an important question
about their sacrifice: how could this have been prevented? His reflections on this battle
will affect how we think about the costs of war. As shown by the success of Phil Klay's 
Redeployment, realistic war writing is incredibly important to our understanding of how
our wars overseas have far-reaching and devastating effects. 

MEDAL OF HONOR RECIPIENT: The Medal of Honor is the highest military award the
country can bestow. So far, only thirteen soldiers have been awarded the Medal of Honor
for the heroism they displayed while serving in Iraq or Afghanistan. Only seven of them
survived to accept the medal. Two of them, including author Clinton Romesha, received
the honor for their role in the Battle of Keating.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Dutton hardcover (200,000 1st
print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: North Dakota
Former Staff Sergeant CLINTON L. ROMESHA enlisted in the Army in 1999. He deployed twice
to Iraq and once to Afghanistan. He is the recipient of numerous awards and decorations,
including the Medal of Honor. Romesha separated from the Army in 2011. He lives with his
wife, Tammy, their three children, and Tammy's parents in North Dakota. Romesha works as
a Field Safety Specialist with an oilfield construction company.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: INTERNATIONAL CREATIVE
MANAGEM 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9780698404151 5/16 Dutton Adult
Hardcover 9780525955054 5/16 Dutton Adult $28.00/$36.00
Audio Download 9780147524737 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
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ON SALE 5/3/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-8041-9190-6
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Family Life
BISAC 3: Fiction - Sagas
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Ten CD
Format Description: APPROX 12 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Tie in with Knopf's plans:
National Media Appearances, including
PBS, NPR, and print features
National Online Interviews, Reviews, and
Literary Blog Coverage
Women's Magazine and Blog Coverage
Men's Magazine and Blog Coverage
10 to 12-city Author Tour
Winter Institute Appearance
National Print Advertising
Online Advertising Campaign
Major Facebook Campaign, targeting
Russo's fans, and those of Richard Ford,
Adam Johnson, Anne Tyler, John irving,
Donna Tartt
Major GoodReads Campaign, including
Q&A on his author page
Repromotion of Empire Falls and
Nobody's Fool
Father's Day Promotion
Major Library Promotion

Everybody's Fool  
A novel 
Richard Russo
A bestselling and beloved author, at the very top of his game, now returns to North
Bath, New York, the setting of his 1994 smash hit Nobody's Fool.
     Sully, the irresistible and perpetually unlucky star of Nobody's Fool, has come
by some unexpected good fortune in the intervening years. But while money's no
longer a worry, he's now staring down a cardiologist's estimate that he only has a
year or two left, and he's busy as hell keeping this news from every important
person in his life: Ruth, the married woman he carried on with for years; the
ultra-hapless Rub Squeers, who worries that he and Sully aren't still best friends;
Sully's son and grandson, for whom he was mostly an absentee figure; Doug
Raymer, now Chief of Police and still obsessing over the identity of the man his
wife might have been having an affair with before she died in a freak accident;
Bath's mayor, the former academic Gus Moynihan, who also has a pressing wife
problem; and then there's Carl Roebuck, whose lifelong run of failing upwards
might now come to ruin. 
    A follow-up to his beloved bestseller, EVERYBODY'S FOOL is classic
Russo--filled with humor, heart, hard times, and characters who listeners can't
help but love despite themselves--and a crowning achievement from one of the
great storytellers of our time.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

COMMERCIAL AND LITERARY SUCCESS: Richard Russo is a fan favorite who also regularly
garners critical acclaim for his storytelling prowess. He received the Pulitzer Prize in 2002
for his stunning novel, Empire Falls, which was then adapted into an award-winning HBO
mini-series. The movie adaptation of Nobody's Fool--starring Paul Newman, Melanie
Griffith, Bruce Willis, and Jessica Tandy--attracted many new fans to this already
bestselling novel, all of whom will be thrilled to return to these beloved characters. 

EVERYBODY'S FOOL: It's not necessary to have listened to Nobody's Fool to appreciate
everything EVERYBODY'S FOOL has to offer. Featuring the same beloved characters, this
audiobook tells a completely new story replete with humor, drama, and small town charm.
The many new wrinkles and developments in both character and plot will delight his many
fans and win him countless new ones. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Knopf hardcover (250,000 1st
print). Also available in large print. 

Praise for Nobody's Fool:
"While Russo won the Pulitzer Prize for Empire Falls, many people still consider this to be
their favorite of his works."--AudioFile 

"Russo has created a masterpiece with this offbeat tale...High praise for this wonderful,
quirky tale of small-town life."--Booklist, starred review 

"Russo again proves himself a shrewd observer of human nature, whose universal failings he
scrutinizes with a comic eye and a compassionate heart."--Publishers Weekly 

About the Author/Illustrator
RICHARD RUSSO is the author of seven previous novels; two collections of stories; and 
Elsewhere, a memoir. In 2002 he received the Pulitzer Prize for Empire Falls, which was
adapted into an award-winning HBO mini-series.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
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Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
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ON SALE 5/3/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-399-56662-2
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Visionary & Metaphysical
BISAC 3: Fiction - Occult & Supernatural
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction collection
Tie in with Penguin Press's plans: 
National media campaign
Seed early with print and online reviewers
National and regional review coverage
Fiction media and book page print features
Literary fiction blog and podcast campaign
Pitch trade magazine features

The Ecliptic  
A Novel 
Benjamin Wood
From the award-winning author of The Bellwether Revivals, a bewitching novel set
on a mysterious island, where artists strive to recover their lost gifts--and where
nothing is quite as it seems.
     Situated on a Turkish island, Portmantle might be the strangest, most exclusive
artists' colony around. Its brilliant residents linger for years, all expenses paid and
living under assumed names. Relieved of the burdens of time and ego, they are
free to create. Cloaked in secrecy, it feels like the end of the world. Elspeth Conroy
(aka "Knell") is a Scottish painter who has been at Portmantle for a decade, a
refugee from the hectic London art scene. Her fellow longtimers include
Quickman, a novelist whose sole book became a classic and paralyzed his muse;
MacKinney, a playwright who left behind her family; and Pettifer, an architect
obsessing over an unfinished cathedral. 
     The hermetic world at Portmantle shatters when the 17-year-old Fullerton
arrives at the gates, his provenance and talents unknown. As Knell tries to find
answers, she delves into her own past, and we see the path that led her to this
place: Her intimate bond with her gruff drunk of a mentor; her early successes and
crushing failures; a sortie across the Atlantic and into the psychiatrist's office; and
a grand commission of astronomical significance. What is "the Ecliptic," and how
does it relate to the life Elspeth left behind? This gorgeous puzzle of a story is as
cunningly constructed as it is emotionally piercing, and the effect is nothing short
of electrifying.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

INTERNATIONAL AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Benjamin Wood's debut novel, The Bellwether
Revivals, was shortlisted for both the Costa First Novel Award and the Commonwealth Book
Prize in the UK, and won one of France's foremost literary awards, Le Prix du Roman Fnac.

BUZZWORTHY LITERARY FICTION: The UK release of THE ECLIPTIC was met with rave
reviews. The Telegraph named it one of their Best Books of the Summer. This is an
audiobook for listeners who crave the complex, interlocking narratives of David Mitchell's
fiction and the eerie, cloistered atmosphere of Kazuo Ishiguro's Never Let Me Go.

A DAZZLING LISTEN: Wood's richly imagined world comes to life on audiobook through his
intricately crafted descriptions. This story will haunt listeners long after the audio has
ended. Its hair-raising climax has a mind-unraveling intensity, bound to leave listeners
marveling at the intricate elegance of the puzzle.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Penguin Press hardcover (50,000
1st print).

Praise for THE ECLIPTIC:
"A resounding achievement. One of the most absorbing explorations of the artistic
process...Rich, beautiful and written by an author of great depth."--The Guardian

"An intelligent examination of creativity, psychology, and a riveting mystery..."--The
Independent

"Stunning...Wood has created one of the most human and moving characters in recent
fiction...A gorgeous and harrowing work."--Emily St. John Mandel, author of Station Eleven 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: London, UK
BENJAMIN WOOD is a former Commonwealth Scholar and he is now a Senior Lecturer in
Creative Writing at Birkbeck, University of London. He lives with his wife in London.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market (no
Europe)
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU) 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: C. FLETCHER & COMPANY, LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
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ON SALE 5/10/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-399-56583-0
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Sports & Recreation - Running & Jogging
BISAC 2: Biography & Autobiography - Sports
BISAC 3: Religion - Christianity - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Biography and Sports
collections
Tie in with Penguin Press's plans: 
National media campaign
Widespread review coverage
Radio phoner campaign
Pitch broadcast and feature interviews
with surviving family members
Target sports, history, and Christian
media feature coverage
Op-eds at publication
National advertising campaign
Major online and social media marketing
campaign
Shelf Awareness, Goodreads, and
NetGalley giveaways and promotions
Targeted outreach to fans of Unbroken
and Boys in the Boat
Targeted outreach to sports fans, religious
communities, and history readers
Multimedia kit, featuring photographs and
letters

For the Glory  
Eric Liddell's Journey from Olympic Champion to Modern Martyr 
Duncan Hamilton
The untold and inspiring story of Eric Liddell, hero of Chariots of Fire, from his
Olympic medal to his missionary work in China to his last, brave years in a
Japanese work camp during WWII.
     Many people will remember Eric Liddell as the Olympic gold medalist from the
Academy Award-winning film Chariots of Fire. Famously, Liddell would not run on
Sunday because of his strict observance of the Christian Sabbath, and so he did
not compete in his signature event, the 100 meters, at the 1924 Paris Olympics.
He was the greatest sprinter in the world at the time, and his choice not to run was
ridiculed by the British Olympic committee, his fellow athletes, and most of the
world press. Yet Liddell triumphed in a new event, winning the 400 meters in Paris. 
     Liddell ran--and lived--for the glory of his God. After winning gold, he
dedicated himself to missionary work in China, where he also worked at a local
school. With war on the horizon, Liddell put Florence, his pregnant wife, and
children on a boat to Canada, while he stayed behind, his conscience compelling
him to stay amongst the Chinese. He and thousands of other westerners were
eventually interned at a Japanese work camp. Once imprisoned, Liddell became the
moral center of the camp. He was the hardest worker in the camp, counseled many
of the other prisoners, gave up his own meager portion of meals many days, and
organized games for the children there. He even raced again. For his ailing,
malnourished body, it was all too much. Liddell died of a brain tumor in the camp.
His passing was mourned around the world, and his story still inspires. In the
spirit of The Boys in the Boat and Unbroken, FOR THE GLORY is a compelling
narrative of heroism and a gripping story of faith in the darkest circumstances.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

PRESTIGIOUS AWARD WINNER: Duncan Hamilton is the two-time winner (and five-time
nominee) of the William Hill Award for Outstanding Sport Writing, which Laura Hillenbrand
won for Seabiscuit. 

AMAZING TRUE STORY: Eric Liddell is a hero for the ages. One of the most well-known
runners of the twentieth century, his Olympic stand for his beliefs is one of the enduring
stories of the Games. But only half of his remarkable story has been told. As a missionary
to China and in the Weihsen work camp, he once again showed the heart of a champion. 

INSPIRED A BELOVED FILM: Chariots of Fire won the Oscar for Best Picture in 1981 and was
a blockbuster global hit. Thirty-five years later, the film, with its indelible theme, lives on
in popular culture. 

AN AUDIO WITH WIDE APPEAL: Eric Liddell is already a touchstone in Christian circles, as
Louis Zamperini was long before the publication of Unbroken, one of the bestselling
nonfiction audios of all time. This is a great sports story that should appeal to fans of
running and Olympic history, a WWII era biography that will captivate history buffs, but it's
also an inspirational audiobook listen that will resonate with all listeners. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Penguin Press hardcover (75,000
1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: UK
DUNCAN HAMILTON is an award-winning sportswriter and author who has twice won the
foremost sports writing prize in the UK (the William Hill Award) and been nominated an
additional three times.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market (no
Europe)
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU) 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: C. FLETCHER & COMPANY, LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: GRAINNE FOX
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Unbroken (Lib)(Cd)/Hillenbrand, Laura/CD 9781415962749 11/10 Books on Tape $45.00/$53.00
Unbroken (Lib)(Ldl)/Hillenbrand, Laura/DN 9781415962763 11/10 Books on Tape $95.00/$111.00
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ON SALE 5/10/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752438-6
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: History - United States - Revolutionary
Period (1775-1800)
BISAC 2: Biography & Autobiography - Military
BISAC 3: History - Military - United States
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Twelve CD
Format Description: APPROX 15 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in History and Father's Day
collections
Tie in with Viking's plans: 
18-City Author Tour
National and Regional Publicity and
Review Coverage
History and Politics Media and Book Page
Print Features
20-City Radio Satellite Campaign
National Radio and Television Campaign
Extensive Internet and Blog Campaign

Valiant Ambition  
George Washington, Benedict Arnold, and the Fate of the American
Revolution 
Nathaniel Philbrick
From the New York Times bestselling author of In The Heart of the Sea--soon to be a
major motion picture--comes a surprising account of the American Revolution, and
the tragic relationship between George Washington and Benedict Arnold.
     In June 1776, the vulnerable Continental army under an unsure George
Washington (who had never commanded a large force in battle) evacuates New
York after a devastating defeat by the largest naval fleet in the world. In
September, near the Canadian border, his favorite general, Benedict Arnold,
accomplishes a miracle victory on Lake Champlain. Four years later, Washington
has vanquished his demons but Arnold is on trial for treason, and America is
forced to realize that the real threat to their liberties might not come from without
but from within. Philbrick brilliantly sets each battle scene and examines the
Shakespearean tragedy that unfolds in the key relationship of Washington and
Arnold, who is an impulsive (and, to Philbrick, sympathetic) hero whose
devastating injuries at Saratoga erode his soul, and whose misfortunes at the
hands of distant politicians destroy his faith in the legitimacy of the rebellion. 
     The Revolution, as Philbrick describes it, has become a near civil war, with
bloody confrontations more about settling old grudges against hated neighbors
than liberty and freedom. The Founding Fathers here are no band of idealistic
brothers but driven by the same self-righteous opportunism that plagues
Congress today. As a country wary of tyrants suddenly must figure out how it
should be led, Washington's unmatched ability to rise above the petty politics of
his time enables him to win the war that really mattered. VALIANT AMBITION is a
complex, controversial, and dramatic portrait of the war that gave birth to a nation.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

MAJOR MOVIE ALERT: The movie adaptation of National Book Award winner In the Heart of
the Sea, starring Chris Hemsworth and directed by Ron Howard, opens in December
2015--winning Philbrick a new legion of fans for his incredible storytelling. 

ESSENTIAL AUDIO FOR AMERICAN HISTORY COLLECTIONS: A Pulitzer Prize finalist,
Philbrick is one of today's most admired contemporary historians. He offers a completely
unique perspective on a glorified period in American history and the controversial
historical figure Benjamin Arnold. 

NARRATIVE NONFICTION AT ITS BEST: Philbrick's masterfully engaging writing style makes
his nonfiction audiobooks absorbing must-listens. This is the true and messy story of
patriotism and betrayal, with lessons relevant to today's political landscape. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous with the Viking hardcover (250,000 1st print).

Praise for Nathaniel Philbrick:
"Helped on by [narrator Scott] Brick's consummate vocal skills, this title is lively and
absorbing."--Booklist (Sea of Glory)

"With a gracefulness of language that rarely falters, Philbrick spins a ghastly, irresistible
tale..."--Publishers Weekly, starred review (In the Heart of the Sea) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Nantucket, Mass
NATHANIEL PHILBRICK is the New York Times bestselling author of In the Heart of the Sea
(winner of the National Book Award), Mayflower (finalist for the Pulitzer Prize), Bunker Hill, 
Sea of Glory, The Last Stand, Why Read Moby Dick?, and Away Off Shore.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: STUART KRICHEVSKY LIT AGENCY I 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: No
Special Markets: 
Agent: STUART
KRICHEVSKY

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780525426783 5/16 Viking Adult $30.00/$39.00
Audio Download 9780147524393 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
E-book 9780698153233 5/16 Viking Adult
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
In The Heart Of The (Lib)(Cd)/Philbrick,… 9780736659727 11/00 Books on Tape $40.00/$51.00
In The Heart Of(Mti)(Lib)(Ldl)/Philbrick… 9781101887912 2/15 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
Sea Of Glory: Americ (Lib)(Cd)/Philbrick… 9780736696043 11/03 Books on Tape $88.00/$104.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Revolutionary Summer (Lib)(Cd)/Ellis, Jo… 9780307943774 6/13 Books on Tape $35.00/$40.00
Revolutionary Summer(Lib)(Ldl)/Ellis, Jo… 9780307943781 6/13 Books on Tape $66.50/$75.50
Washington (Lib)(Ldl)/Chernow, Ron/DN 9780307876478 10/10 Books on Tape $95.00/$111.00
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ON SALE 5/10/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-399-56768-1
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Social Science - General
BISAC 2: Psychology - General
BISAC 3: Business & Economics - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eleven CD
Format Description: APPROX 13 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal,
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Social Science, Psychology,
Science, and Business Listens collections
Tie in with Knopf's plans: 
National Media Appearances, including
PBS, NPR, and print features
National Online News Interviews, Reviews
and Blog Coverage
Coverage in and on Business,
Technology and Psychology Publications
and Sites
Author Tour, including Boston, New York
Seattle, San Francisco, and Washington,
D.C.

You May Also Like  
Taste in an Age of Endless Choice 
Tom Vanderbilt
From the bestselling author of Traffic, a brilliant and entertaining exploration of our
personal tastes--why we like the things we like and what it says about us.
     Everyone knows his or her favorite color, the foods we most enjoy, and which
season of House of Cards deserves the most stars on Netflix. But what does it
really mean when we like something? How do we decide what's good? Is it
something biological? And how do businesses make use of this information?
Comprehensively researched and singularly insightful, YOU MAY ALSO LIKE delves
deep into psychology, marketing, and neuroscience to answer these complex and
fascinating questions. From the tangled underpinnings of our food choices to the
dynamics of the pop charts and our playlists, this audiobook explores how we
form our preferences--and how they shape us. It explains how difficult it is, even
for experts, to pinpoint exactly what makes something good or enjoyable, and
how the success of companies like Netflix, Spotify, and Yelp! depends on the
complicated task of predicting what we will enjoy. Like Traffic, this audiobook
takes us on a fascinating and consistently surprising intellectual journey that helps
us better understand how we perceive and appreciate the world around us.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

DRIVE YOUR NON-FICTION TRAFFIC WITH AUDIO: Tom Vanderbilt's Traffic was a national
bestseller, received many stellar reviews, and was translated into more than a dozen
languages. This is the next big listen for fans of Malcolm Gladwell and Charles Duhigg. 

COMPELLING BUSINESS LISTEN: By analyzing the tactics of major companies like Netflix,
Trip Advisor, Pandora, and Yelp, YOU MAY ALSO LIKE offers insights about how people
make their consumption choices, which will make it highly useful to business listeners. 

AUDIO MAKES SCIENCE ACCESSIBLE: Vanderbilt excels at taking a massive set of studies
and a breadth of complex research, and making it not just accessible, but fun to hear.
Audio is the perfect way to absorb sometimes hard-to-read scientific details and listeners
who enjoy podcasts like Radio Lab and Freakonomics will find this audiobook fascinating. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Knopf hardcover (100,000 1st
print). 

Praise for Traffic: 
"Listening to this book while in traffic creates the ultimate 'news you can you use'
experience...With driver commutes growing longer each year, Traffic should be required
listening for everyone..."--AudioFile

"The big challenge of this audiobook is how much drivers who listen to audiobooks will
adjust their habits while listening to it."--Publishers Weekly 

"Fluently written and oddly entertaining, full of points to ponder while stuck at the on-ramp
meter or an endless red light." - -Kirkus 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Brooklyn, NY
TOM VANDERBILT is the author of Traffic and Survival City. He has written for many
publications, including The New York Times Magazine, The Wall Street Journal Magazine, 
Popular Science, and more. He is a contributing editor of Wired U.K, Outside, and Artforum.
He has appeared on a wide range of television and radio programs, from The Today Show to
NPR's Fresh Air. He has been a Visiting Scholar at NYU's Rudin Center for Transportation and
a winner of the Warhol Foundation Arts Writers grant, among other honors.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE ZOE PAGNAMENTA AGENCY,
LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: ZOE
PAGNAMENTA

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9780307958259 5/16 Knopf
Audio Download 9780399567698 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
Hardcover 9780307958242 5/16 Knopf $27.95
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Traffic (Lib)(Ldl)/Vanderbilt, Tom/DN 9781415956106 8/08 Books on Tape $95.00/$107.50
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Antifragile (Lib)(Cd)/Taleb, Nassim Nicholas/CD 9780449011317 11/12 Books on Tape $45.00/$52.00
Antifragile (Lib)(Ldl)/Taleb, Nassim Nicholas/DN 9780449011324 11/12 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Drunk Tank Pink (Lib)(Ldl)/Alter, Adam/DN 9780385363334 3/13 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
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ON SALE 5/17/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-399-56626-4
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Biographical
BISAC 3: Fiction - Historical
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Ten CD
Format Description: APPROX 11 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction and Mother's
Day collections
Tie in with Knopf's plans: 
National Media Appearances, including
NPR and print features
National Online Interviews, Reviews, and
Literary Blog Coverage
Women's Magazine and Blog Coverage
Author Tour
Pre-pub Advertising on Shelf Awareness
Goodreads giveaway
National Print Advertising, including The
New York Times Book Review
Online Advertising Campaign, including
major news and entertainment sites
including NYTimes.com, Salon.com,
Slate.com 
Facebook and Goodreads Advertising
Mother's Day Promotion
Library Marketing Campaign
Reading Group Guide

A Country Road, A Tree  
A Novel 
Jo Baker
From the bestselling author of Longbourn, a stunning new novel that follows an
unnamed writer--with a distinct resemblance to Samuel Beckett--whose life and
extraordinary literary gift are permanently shaped in the forge of war.
     When war breaks out in Europe in 1939, a young, unknown writer journeys
from his home in neutral Ireland to conflict-ridden Paris and is immediately drawn
into the maelstrom. With him we experience the hardships and determined
vibrancy at the heart of European life as the Nazis rise to power; his friendships
with James Joyce and other luminaries also making their home in Paris; his quietly
passionate devotion to the Frenchwoman who will become his lifelong companion;
his secret work for the French Resistance and narrow escapes from the Gestapo;
his flight from occupied Paris to the countryside; and the rubble of his life after
liberation. And through it all listeners are witness to workings of a uniquely
brilliant mind struggling to create a language that will express his experience of
this shattered world. Here is a remarkable story of survival and determination, and
a portrait of the extremes of human experience alchemized into timeless art.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BESTSELLING AUTHOR AND LIBRARIAN FAVORITE: Jo Baker's newest triumph follows on the
heels of the terrific success of Longbourn, a national bestseller and New York Times Book
Review Notable Book that made several Best Book of the Year lists. It was also a
LibraryReads Favorite of Favorites pick in 2014. One librarian called it "a beautiful, uplifting
novel full of mystery, hope and romance." A movie adaptation is also in development.

EVOCATIVE HISTORICAL FICTION: Listeners will be transported to Paris during World War II,
an irresistible backdrop--still glamorous, yet perilous. Baker's descriptions of occupied
France are reminiscent of Irène Némirovsky's in Suite Française and fans of The Paris Wife 
will enjoy hearing the next chapter of the infamous Parisian literary scene. 

FAMOUS FIGURE COMES ALIVE ON AUDIO: A must-listen for fans of Noble Prize winner
Samuel Beckett, but also entirely accessible to those who are not familiar with his work. As
she did with Jane Austen in Longbourn, Baker has an uncanny ability to channel Beckett's
sensibility without parroting it. She draws on his life and work through meticulous
research, while maintaining a deeply atmospheric style all her own. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Knopf hardcover (75,000 1st
print). Also available in large print. 

Stellar praise for Longbourn:
"[B]rilliant and inventive...A classic tale of love lost, perseverance, and early 19th-century life
that will please even the most critical of Janeites...A must listen for fans of historical fiction,
Austen, and Downton Abbey. " - -Library Journal, starred review 

"Exceptional...Emma Fielding's performance is quietly appealing... Fielding turns characters
into genuine individuals."--AudioFile Earphones Award winner

"This literary tribute also stands on its own as a captivating love story."--Publishers Weekly,
starred review

"Narrator [Emma] Fielding's reading is enchanting...A charming listen."--Booklist 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Lancaster, England
JO BAKER was educated at Oxford University and Queen's University Belfast. She is the author
of Longbourn, The Undertow, The Telling, The Mermaid's Child, and Offcomer.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: AITKEN ALEXANDER ASSOCIATES, L 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: ANNA STEIN

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781101947180 5/16 Knopf $25.95
Large Print 9780399567582 5/16 RH Large Print $26.00/$34.00
E-book 9781101947197 5/16 Knopf
Audio Download 9780399566271 5/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Longbourn (Lib)(Cd)/Baker, Jo/CD 9780804149426 10/13 Books on Tape $45.00/$52.00
Longbourn (Lib)(Ldl)/Baker, Jo/DN 9780804149433 10/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Under The Wide/Starry(Lib)(Cd)/Horan, Nancy/CD 9780449808122 1/14 Books on Tape $50.00/$57.00
Under The Wide/Starr(Lib)(Ldl)/Horan, Nancy/DN 9780449808139 1/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 5/17/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752462-1
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 2: Fiction - Family Life
BISAC 3: Fiction - Coming Of Age
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Ten CD
Format Description: APPROX 12 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction and Book Club
Picks collections
Tie in with Riverhead's plans: 
National author tour
National electronic media 
Print and online reviews and features 
NPR interviews
Radio satellite tour
National print advertising
National online advertising
Widespread galley distribution
Fall trade show giveaways
Book club promotion
Online reading group guide
Targeted online outreach
Social media and online promotion

The After Party  
A Novel 
Anton DiSclafani
From the nationally bestselling author of The Yonahlossee Riding Camp for Girls, a
story of 1950s Texas socialites and the one irresistible, controversial woman at the
bright, hot center of it all.
     Joan Fortier is the epitome of Texas glamour and the center of the 1957
Houston social scene. Tall, blonde, beautiful, strong, she has a talent for
dominating the room and the gossip columns. Every man who sees her wants her,
and every woman wants to be her. She may be the only one of her social circle not
yet married and settled down, but that's okay: Joan enjoys a good scandal. 
     Best friends with Joan since pre-school, Cece Buchanan is either Joan's
chaperone or her partner in crime, depending on the night and whom you ask.
With her solid husband and sweet toddler son, some say Cece shouldn't be
concerned with Joan's single-girl exploits. But the two have grown up almost like
sisters, to the point that it isn't always easy for Cece to tell where she ends and
Joan begins. When Joan starts to drift out of reach and beyond the borders of their
confined world the summer they are twenty-five, Cece considers it her
responsibility to bring her back to the fold, for better or for worse. But as Cece's
investment and involvement in Joan's life evolves, her judgment also clouds,
ultimately allowing one questionable choice to appear to be the only one there is.
Immersing listeners in the big, sun-drenched world of 1950s Texas oil money and
social clubs, DiSclafani's captivating new novel unfurls a story of female friendship
as obsessive, euphoric, and consuming as any romance.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Anton DiSclafani's debut, The Yonahlossee Riding Camp for Girls,
was one of the great summer hits of 2013, with rave reviews from The New York Times, 
The Washington Post, The Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune, NPR, People, USA Today, O
Magazine, and Entertainment Weekly. It spent over a month on the New York Times
bestseller list. Patrons will be excited to hear more from her. 

RICH HISTORICAL BACKDROP: Listening to this audiobook is like walking onto a movie
set--the clothes, the furniture, the incredible excess that the oil money brought--the
cinematic historical details are transporting. In this perfect follow-up to her first hit,
DiSclafani returns to the historical South, delivering an entrancing glimpse into the
glamorous sphere of the Texas rich and beautiful, with lots of money, gossip, and
drinking. She's able to enliven a complete cultural world against the larger backdrop of the
nation during the 1950s, a period of momentous change. 

SMART, IRRESISTIBLE LISTEN: This riveting narrative invites the listener to experience the
story both through Cece's eyes, and through a broader lens. The author perfectly captures
the sense of urgency and compulsion felt by someone bordering on obsession. Like the
addictive act of gossiping, the listener will feel the same urgent need to hear more.

BOOK CLUB PICK: Listeners will find much to analyze and discuss in these relatable female
social dynamics. This is a look at the powerful hold a female friendship can have--even
over a seemingly sane, grounded, and loved character like Cece--and the anxiety and
vulnerabilities it can tap into.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Riverhead hardcover (100,000 1st
print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: St. Louis, Missouri
ANTON DISCLAFANI is the author of the New York Times bestselling novel, The Yonahlossee
Riding Camp for Girls. She was raised in northern Florida.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: WILLIAM MORRIS ENDEAVOR 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781594633164 5/16 Riverhead Hardcover $26.00/$34.00
Audio Download 9780147524638 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
E-book 9780698161238 5/16 Riverhead Hardcover
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Rules Of Civility (Lib)(Cd)/Towles, Amor… 9780307934529 7/11 Books on Tape $39.95/$46.00
Rules Of Civility (Lib)(Ldl)/Towles, Amo… 9780307934536 7/11 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Engagements, The (Lib)(Cd)/Sullivan, J.… 9780804120586 6/13 Books on Tape $45.00/$52.00
Engagements, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Sullivan, J.… 9780804120593 6/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 5/17/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752497-3
$50.00/$64.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Crime
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Crime
BISAC 3: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Ten CD
Format Description: APPROX 12 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Thriller and Mystery collections
Tie in with Putnam's plans: 
National author tour
National print campaign
National radio satellite tour
Online advertising
Online promotion

Lost and Gone Forever  
Alex Grecian

Scotland Yard's Murder Squad returns to their battle with Jack the Ripper, in the
gripping new novel by the author of The Yard.
     Many changes have happened to the Murder Squad. Rash actions have cost
Sergeant Nevil Hammersmith his job, and in response he has set up his own
private detective agency. Inspector Walter Day has been missing for a year, and no
one knows where he is--though there is a strong suspicion that Saucy Jack has
him. Hammersmith has made finding Day his primary case, and he has
company--a pair of bounty hunters, a man and a woman. It is only gradually that
he has come to realize that they are not what they seem...
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BOT LIBRARY CD EXCLUSIVE

LISTEN WITH THE LIGHTS ON: Jack the Ripper is still on the loose! And this time he has
taken one of the Murder Squad's own as prisoner--an irresistible plot turn that will keep
faithful fans guessing until the end. The gritty details and high-stakes suspense make this
a chilling audiobook that all thriller fans will love. 

AWARD-NOMINATED SERIES: The Yard received best debut nominations from the Barry
Award, the Strand Magazine Critics' Award, and the Romantic Times' Reader's Choice
Awards. It was also named one of Kirkus 's Ten Best Crime Novels in 2012.

HISTORICAL THRILLER BASED ON TRUE EVENTS: The Murder Squad series features the
creation of Scotland Yard's real-life twelve-man Murder Squad in 1889, with characters
based on actual members of that squad, as well as on the Yard's first forensic pathologist.
And of course, Jack the Ripper was a real life figure as well.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam hardcover (50,000 1st
print). 

Praise for Alex Grecian: 
"Alex Grecian brings his graphic and dramatic skills to bear in a harrowing psychological
drama, narrated with a visual accuracy that is the stuff of nightmares. Prepare yourself for a
compelling mix of psychological thriller and historical mystery."--Booklist, starred review
(The Harvest Man)

"Subplots proliferate, and gritty details abound...Recommended for most public
l ibraries."--Library Journal, starred review (The Yard)

"Grecian is skilled at creating menacing villains and sympathetic secondary characters. The
nonstop action would make for a strong BBC America series (think Coppers or Ripper
Street)...Best for mystery fans who appreciate heroes in peril, gory autopsy details, and
Victorian London."--Library Journal (The Harvest Man) 

Series Overview
Based on the real-life investigative unit formed in 1889, Alex Grecian's Scotland Yard Murder Squad regularly faces down
Jack the Ripper and the other chilling criminals of the Victorian era, who will redefine "homicide" for generations to come.

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Topeka, Kansas
ALEX GRECIAN worked for an ad agency before returning to writing fiction full time and
raising his son. He is the author of the critically acclaimed graphic novel series Proof and
Rasputin, and is the author of five Murder Squad novels. He lives in Topeka, Kansas, with his
wife and son.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE GERNERT COMPANY 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: SETH FISHMAN

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399176104 5/16 Putnam Adult HC $27.00/$35.00
Audio Download 9780147524980 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
E-book 9780698407268 5/16 Putnam Adult HC
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Harvest Man, The (Lib)(Cd)/Grecian, Alex… 9781101914458 5/15 Books on Tape $50.00/$58.00
Harvest Man, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Grecian, Ale… 9781101914465 5/15 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
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ON SALE 5/17/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48356-0
$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Crime
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Crime
BISAC 3: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 9 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Thriller collection
Tie in with Putnam's plans: 
National author tour
Pre-publication appearances
National broadcast campaign
National print campaign
NPR interviews
National advertising
Pre-order sweepstakes
Online promotions

The Second Life of Nick Mason  
Steve Hamilton

New York Times bestselling, two-time Edgar Award-winning author Steve Hamilton's
newest thriller prompted Lee Child to say, "Whatever he writes, I'll read. Steve
Hamilton's that good." Hamilton introduces an unforgettable new hero, a man who
will walk out of prison and into a harrowing double life that is anything but free.
     Nick Mason has already spent five years inside a maximum security prison
when an offer comes that will grant his release twenty years early. He
accepts--but the deal comes with a terrible price. Now, back on the streets, Nick
Mason has a new house, a new car, money to burn, and a beautiful roommate.
He's returned to society, but he's still a prisoner. Whenever his cell phone rings,
day or night, Nick must answer it and follow whatever order he is given. It's the
deal he made with Darius Cole, a criminal mastermind serving a double life term
who runs an empire from his prison cell. Forced to commit increasingly more
dangerous crimes, hunted by the relentless detective who put him behind bars,
and desperate to go straight and rebuild his life with his daughter and ex-wife,
Nick will ultimately have to risk everything--his family, his sanity, and even his
life--to finally break free.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BELOVED, BESTSELLING, AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Steve Hamilton is a New York Times
bestselling author who's won the Edgar Award twice and many more major mystery
awards. He's beloved by the mystery community, and this series launch has garnered the
support of such notables as Lee Child, Michael Connelly, Harlan Coben, and Don Winslow.

NEW SERIES WITH A FANTASTIC HOOK: Nick Mason is an irresistable new hero and the
beginning of this new series that will capture listeners' attention with its gripping premise
and leave them wanting more.

MAJOR FILM DEAL: Lionsgate optioned the rights to the novel in a pre-emptive deal that
was widely reported by Deadline, Variety, and others. Producing is Nina Jacobsen, who
also produced The Hunger Games. This gripping thriller is made to be an action movie. 

ACTION-PACKED AUDIO: This electrifying listen will add thrills to any patron's commute,
with its high levels of suspense and even higher stakes. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam hardcover (100,000 1st
print).

Praise for THE SECOND LIFE OF NICK MASON:
"Steve Hamilton amazes me. Every time I think he's going to zig he zags. As original as any
writer I've ever read...Get in on the ground floor with THE SECOND LIFE OF NICK
MASON."--Michael Connelly

"A gamechanger. Nick Mason is one of the best main characters I've read in years. An
intense, moving, absolutely relentless book--it will grab you from the first line and never let
go."--Harlan Coben 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Cottekill, NY
STEVE HAMILTON is the New York Times bestselling author of twelve books, most recently 
Die a Stranger and Let It Burn. His debut, A Cold Day in Paradise, won both an Edgar and a
Shamus Award for Best First Novel. His standalone novel The Lock Artist was a New York
Times Notable Crime Book and won an Alex Award and the Edgar Award for Best Novel. He
attended the University of Michigan, where he won the prestigious Hopwood Award for
writing, and now lives in Cottekill, NY, with his wife and their two children.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE STORY FACTORY 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: SHANE
SALERNO

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399574320 5/16 Putnam Adult HC $26.00/$34.00
Audio Download 9780451483577 5/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
E-book 9780399574337 5/16 Putnam Adult HC
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Fixer, The (Lib)(Cd)/Finder, Joseph/CD 9781101914854 6/15 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Fixer, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Finder, Joseph/DN 9781101914861 6/15 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
Ghostman (Lib)(Cd)/Hobbs, Roger/CD 9780385361767 2/13 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Ghostman (Lib)(Ldl)/Hobbs, Roger/DN 9780385361774 2/13 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
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ON SALE 5/17/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0658-8
$40.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - War & Military
BISAC 2: Fiction - Family Life
BISAC 3: Fiction - Literary
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 9 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Military Fiction collection 
Tie in with Knopf's plans: 
National Media Appearances, including
NPR and print features
National Online Interviews, Reviews and
Literary Blog Coverage
Men's Magazine and Blog Coverage
Outreach to Military and Veterans
publications and organizations
Select Author Appearances
National Print Advertising
Online Advertising Campaign
Military targeting on military interest sites
Goodreads giveaway

Anatomy of a Soldier  
A novel 
Harry Parker
A stunning debut of patriotism, heroism, and profound humanism, that will
immediately take its place on the shelf of classics about the true impact of war.
     The voices of forty-five different inanimate narrators--shoes and boots, a
helmet, a medal, a beer glass, a snowflake, an improvised explosive device--tell
the story of the heart-stopping journey of Captain Tom Barnes, an officer leading
British troops in a war zone. These objects offer a unique perspective on their
surroundings and the devastating effects of war on the community in this zone. A
work of extraordinary humanity and hope, created out of something hopeless and
dehumanizing, ANATOMY OF A SOLDIER makes art out of pain and suffering and
takes its place in a long and rich line of stories that articulate the lives that
soldiers lead.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

INSPIRED BY THE AUTHOR'S FIRSTHAND EXPERIENCES: Harry Parker was twenty-six, a
young captain of British troops, when he stepped on the wrong patch of dirt in
Afghanistan, losing one leg immediately, and another after he was choppered out of "hell
on earth." Despite losing both his legs, Parker is a keen sportsman and dedicated runner,
and in 2012 he carried the Olympic torch--at Prince Harry's request--during the
Paralympic Opening Ceremony. 

AN AWE-INSPIRING, RELEVANT LISTEN: Parker joins in the long tradition of war writing,
providing his own fresh perspective as a veteran of the war in Afghanistan. The result is
an audiobook that is both relevant and ageless. The recent successes of National Book
Award winner Redeployment and Kevin Powers's acclaimed The Yellow Birds show that
listeners are drawn to well-written fiction about the recent wars. Parker's story is unique,
gritty, and authentic.

UNIQUE FORMAT, WELL-SUITED FOR AUDIO: The multi-narrative format of this story, told
from the perspective of forty-five inanimate objects, will be powerfully impactful when
heard aloud. The audiobook gives voice to these objects as they recount a moving story
that will resonate with listeners.

UNIVERSAL IMPORTANCE: Top publishers across the world have already bought rights in
England, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, and Spain, with many more to follow. This
audiobook will interest listeners of military fiction, history, and biographies, but it's a
meaningful story that should be heard by all. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Knopf hardcover (40,000 1st print).

Praise for ANATOMY OF A SOLDIER:
"This is a brilliant book, direct from the battle zone, where all the paraphernalia of slaughter
is deployed to tell its particular and savage story."--Edna O'Brien, internationally bestselling
author 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: London, England Author Hometown: Wiltshire, England
HARRY PARKER grew up in Wiltshire and was educated at Falmouth College of Art and
University College London. He joined the British Army when he was twenty-three and served
in Iraq in 2007 and Afghanistan in 2009. He now lives with his wife in London, and they're
expecting their first child this fall. He's also a painter, attends art school, and just took a
fellowship in Italy to refine that talent. He sea-kayaks in his spare time.

Rights 
Territories: US, open market (no Europe, no
Canada)
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN) 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781101946633 5/16 Knopf $26.95
Audio Download 9780735206595 5/16 Books on Tape $76.00
E-book 9781101946640 5/16 Knopf
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Redeployment/Klay, Phil/DN 9781101975275 3/14 Books on Tape $66.50/$76.00
Aftermath, The (Lib)(Cd)/Brook, Rhidian/CD 9780804149501 9/13 Books on Tape $40.00
Aftermath, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Brook, Rhidian/DN 9780804149518 9/13 Books on Tape $76.00
Dust That Falls From (Lib)(Cd)/De Bernieres, Louis/CD 9780147522009 8/15 Books on Tape $50.00
Dust That Falls From(Lib)(Ldl)/De Bernieres, Louis/DN 9780147522016 8/15 Books on Tape $95.00
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ON SALE 5/17/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0808-7
$50.00/$64.00

BISAC 1: Biography & Autobiography - Political
BISAC 2: History - United States - General
BISAC 3: Political Science - Political Process -
Leadership
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Twelve CD
Format Description: APPROX. 14 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Nonfiction and Biography
collections
Tie in with Random House's plans: 
National media attention
National/local review and feature print
attention
National/local radio attention
Online review and feature attention
Local author promotion: Boston
Social media promotions to build author
platform
Targeted blog outreach
Targeted email marketing campaign
Email marketing campaign targeting
non-fiction and history readers
Feature in Random House e-newsletters

Bobby Kennedy  
The Making of a Liberal Icon 
Larry Tye
New York Times bestselling author of Satchel: The Life and Times of an American
Legend Larry Tye was given unprecedented access by the Kennedy family to write
this in-depth, vibrant biography.
     "Each time a man stands up for an ideal," Robert F. Kennedy once said, "he
sends forth a tiny ripple of hope, and crossing each other from a million different
centers of energy and daring, those ripples build a current which can sweep down
the mightiest walls of oppression and resistance." His romantic vision for America
and the planet made Bobby the rare optimist in an age of political cynicism. 
     History remembers RFK as a racial healer, a tribune for the poor, and the last
progressive knight. But Kennedy--nurtured on the rightist orthodoxies of his
dynasty-building father--started his public life as counsel to the left-baiting,
table-thumping Senator Joseph McCarthy. A bare-knuckled political operative who
masterminded his brother's whatever-it-takes bids for senator and president,
Kennedy also okayed FBI wiretaps of Martin Luther King Jr. and masterminded
cloak-and-dagger operations against communist Cuba. Larry Tye examines Bobby
Kennedy's journey from cold warrior to hot-blooded liberal, a profoundly moving
journey that also offers a lens into two of the most chaotic and confounding
decades of twentieth century America.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

ENGAGING NONFICTION LISTEN: Larry Tye is the New York Times bestselling author of 
Satchel and Superman. His attention to detail, meticulous research, and engaging writing
style make his nonfiction audiobooks informative and fascinating must-listens. 

UNIQUE, UNPRECEDENTED ACCESS: The Kennedy family opened up fifty-eight boxes of
Bobby's papers for Larry Tye--boxes that had been under lock and key for the past 40
years. Other sources shared unpublished memoirs and unreleased government files. 

THE DEFINITIVE BIOGRAPHY OF BOBBY ON AUDIO: Among the many men and women who
agreed to speak to Larry Tye (and only to Larry Tye) were Bobby's widow Ethel, his sister
Jean, and his aide John Siegenthaler. Other staffers all agreed to interviews as well,
because they felt that Tye's portrait was true to Bobby's character. Tye's determination to
sift through the many, often contradictory opinions of Kennedy means that BOBBY
KENNEDY will be the definitive one-volume biography of this controversial figure.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Random House hardcover (60,000
1st print).

Praise for Larry Tye: 
"[Larry] Tye is an excellent storyteller, and this work is thoroughly researched. The result is a
rich history full of lively heroes and villains."--Library Journal, starred review (Superman)

"This excellent production will engage a general audience as well as fans of comics and pop
history."--AudioFile Earphones Award winner (Superman) 

"Tye masterfully weaves primary and oral sources together to create a credible biography
of...a neglected figure in baseball history."--Library Journal (Satchel) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Boston, MA
LARRY TYE was an award-winning journalist at The Boston Globe and a Nieman Fellow at
Harvard University. He now runs a Boston-based training program for medical journalists.
He is the author of The Father of Spin, Home Lands, Rising from the Rails, and Satchel, and
co-author, with Kitty Dukakis, of Shock.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE KNEERIM & WILLIAMS AGENCY 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9780679645207 5/16 Random House
Audio Download 9780735208094 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
Hardcover 9780812993349 5/16 Random House $30.00/$39.00
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Satchel (Lib)(Ldl)/Tye, Larry/DN 9781415964699 6/09 Books on Tape $95.00/$125.65
Superman (Lib)(Cd)/Tye, Larry/CD 9780307990136 6/12 Books on Tape $50.00/$58.00
Superman (Lib)(Ldl)/Tye, Larry/DN 9780307990143 6/12 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Days Of Fire (Lib)(Cd)/Baker, Peter/CD 9780385362368 10/13 Books on Tape $70.00/$80.00
Days Of Fire (Lib)(Ldl)/Baker, Peter/DN 9780385362375 10/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Common Struggle, A (Lib)(Cd)/Kennedy, Patrick J./CD 9781101924006 10/15 Books on Tape $45.00/$58.00
Common Struggle, A (Lib)(Ldl)/Kennedy, Patrick J./DN 9781101924013 10/15 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
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ON SALE 5/24/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752685-4
$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 3: Fiction - Family Life
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Seven CD
Format Description: APPROX. 8 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Tie in with Hogarth's plans: 
National review and feature attention
(hardcover and original paperback)
National/regional NPR campaign
Pre-publication author tour: Boston,
Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles
Significant indie bookseller campaign
Summer reading promotion
Read it Forward promotion
Social media campaign
Academic and Library campaign

This Too Shall Pass  
A Novel 
Milena Busquets
A lively, sexy, honest, and moving novel set on the idyllic Spanish coast, about a
woman facing life in her 40's.
     Blanca is forty years old and motherless. Shocked at the unexpected loss of the
most important person in her life, she suddenly realizes that she has no idea what
her future will look like. 
     To deal with her dizzying grief and confusion, Blanca turns to sex, her dearest
friends, her closest family, and a change of scenery. Leaving Barcelona behind, she
returns to her mother's former home in Cadaqués on the coast, accompanied by
her two sons, two ex-husbands, two best friends, and with plans to meet her
married lover. Though she is haunted by both past and present, Blanca embarks
on a new sort of journey alongside those she loves most, one of resilience and
hope, teaching her to live on with the knowledge that even the most devastating
pain will eventually subside. 
     Wryly funny, wistfully romantic, grief-stricken and raw, THIS TOO SHALL PASS is
at once an unforgettable meditation on loss and of love, and a timeless story of
what it means to find a way forward and to truly, happily live on one's own terms.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER: THIS TOO SHALL PASS is a major bestseller worldwide and
has sold in 30 countries, speaking to the wide appeal of this high acclaimed work. 

JOAN DIDION MEETS ELENA FERRANTE: Milena Busquets is unafraid to face the depths and
dilemmas of grief, as well as the complexities of a woman's relationship to sex, marriage,
and motherhood head-on with both humor and honesty. By turns searing and
straightforward, THIS TOO SHALL PASS is a generous, wise debut that a broad range of
listeners will relate to. 

THE PERFECT LISTENING ESCAPE: With a hilarious and honest narrator, an undeniably
gorgeous setting, and lots of drama, this book is a perfect escapist summer pleasure.

AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL INSPIRATION: This story is full of authentic, deeply felt emotion.
Busquets wrote it after the author lost her own mother, Esther Tusquets, who founded the
well-known Spanish publisher Lumen. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Hogarth hardcover (75,000 1st
print). 

Praise for THIS TOO SHALL PASS:
"[THIS TOO SHALL PASS is] full of subtle wisdom."--Carmen Posadas, Harper's Bazaar

"A pure concentrate of emotion and intelligence...Unforgettable."--Marie Claire (France)

"An intense novel, with a delicate prose, both touching and deeply funny."--Vis Molina, El
Cultural (Spain)

"A literary tsunami...A seductive voice, one that wants to take a strong bite on life."--Silvia
Marimon, ARA (Spain) 

About the Author/Illustrator
MILENA BUSQUETS was born in Barcelona where she attended the Lycée Français de
Barcelone. She obtained a degree in Archeaology from the Institute of Archeaology at
University College London, began work in publishing, and has since founded her own
publishing house. She currently works as a journalist and as a translator.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market (no
Europe)
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US,CAN,OpnMkt(no EU) 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: PONTAS COPYRIGHT AGENCY, S.L. 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: JESSICA CRAIG

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781101903704 5/16 Hogarth $23.00/$30.00
Audio Download 9780147526861 5/16 Books on Tape $66.50/$85.50
E-book 9781101903711 5/16 Hogarth
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Bittersweet (Lib)(Ldl)/Beverly-Whittemor… 9780804192002 5/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Maine (Lib)(Cd)/Sullivan, J. Courtney/CD 9780307917317 6/11 Books on Tape $45.00/$51.00
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ON SALE 5/24/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-307-70206-7
$60.00/$77.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 2: Fiction - Science Fiction - Apocalyptic &
Post-Apocalyptic
BISAC 3: Fiction - Literary
Carton Count: 12
Audio Components: Twenty-one CD
Format Description: APPROX 26 HOURS 30
MINUTES
Series: Passage Trilogy
Series #/Subseries: 3

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Series Favorites and Sci-Fi
collections 
Tie in with Ballantine's plans: 
National media attention
National/local review and feature print
attention
National/local radio attention
Online review and feature attention
10-city author tour by request
Targeted blogger outreach
Advance reader's edition
Major national advertising campaign
Consumer giveaway promotions
Major social media promotion
Targeted email marketing

The City of Mirrors  
A Novel (Book Three of The Passage Trilogy) 
Justin Cronin
The wait is finally over! Narrator Scott Brick returns to read the long-awaited third
and final installment in the Passage trilogy, hailed by Entertainment Weekly as "A 
The Stand-meets-The Road journey."
     With The Twelve destroyed, many wonder if the threat to humankind also has
vanished. But then a terrifying threat shudders the gates of the colony...and
Amy--the girl who must save the world, Peter, Alicia, and Michael must at last
confront their destinies.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

AWARD-WINNING, BESTSELLING SERIES: Justin Cronin has created an international
phenomenon with his apocalyptic adventure series. The Passage and The Twelve have sold
1.2 million copies across multiple formats in the U.S. and were both New York Times
bestsellers, winning stunning reviews. The Passage was named one of the best books of
the year by Time, The Washington Post and many others. The Twelve won a favorable
review from the New York Times who compared Cronin's intricate plotting to J.R.R. Tolkin
and Stephen King.

STUNNING CONCLUSION: Fans of the series will be clamoring to hear the finale to this epic
tale in a mind-blowing conclusion that reveals both the origin of the story and its
unbelievable end. 

HIGHLY PROMOTABLE AUTHOR: Cronin toured widely for the trilogy's first two books,
meeting countless readers and listeners. He stays in touch with fans via his website,
Facebook page (16.7k fans), and Twitter feed (12.2k followers).

STELLAR AUDIOBOOK SALES: The first installment in the series, The Passage, sold as well
as A Dance With Dragons by George R. R. Martin.

HOLLYWOOD HARD AT WORK: With a director and screenwriter named, Ridley Scott's Scott
Free Productions continues to work on the film adaptation of The Passage.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Ballantine hardcover (300,000 1st
print). 

Praise for The Passage Trilogy: 
"...[A]ddictive plot and compassionate characters...[T]he audiobook is sure to be in
demand."--Booklist, starred review (The Passage)

"[B]ig, sprawling fantasy work...Cronin is an evocative writer, and [narrator Scott] Brick
engages with a heartfelt delivery."--AudioFile (The Passage)

"Cronin's masterly prose and intricate plotting bring an entire world to life...begs favorable
comparisons to epics such as J.R.R. Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings and Stephen King's The
Stand...A strange new creature for the 21st century: the literary superthriller, driven at once
by character and plot."--New York Times Book Review (The Twelve) 

Series Overview
The Passage Trilogy is an epic adventure set in an apocalyptic America shaped by the fallout of a government experiment on
twelve death-row inmates that follows the journey of Amy, a mysterious girl asked to save the world.

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Houston, Texas Author Hometown: New England
JUSTIN CRONIN is the New York Times bestselling author of The Passage, The Twelve, Mary
and O'Neil (which won the PEN/Hemingway Award and the Stephen Crane Prize), and The
Summer Guest. Other honors for his writing including a fellowship from the National
Endowment for the Arts and a Whiting Writer's Award.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: 
British: 
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: 
Agency: TRIDENT MEDIA GROUP, LLC 

Reprint: 
1st Serial: 
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780345505002 5/16 Ballantine Books $28.00
Audio Download 9780307702098 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
E-book 9780804177641 5/16 Ballantine Books
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Passage, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Cronin, Justin/D… 9781415961773 6/10 Books on Tape $95.00/$112.00
Twelve, The (Lib)(Cd)/Cronin, Justin/CD 9780307702036 10/12 Books on Tape $60.00/$68.00
Twelve, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Cronin, Justin/DN 9780307702050 10/12 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 5/24/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-399-56630-1
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Coming Of Age
BISAC 3: Fiction - Urban
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Ten CD
Format Description: APPROX 12 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction and Delicious
Listens collections
Tie in with Knopf's plans: 
National Media Appearances, including
NPR and print features
National Food Press
Women's Magazine and Blog Coverage 
Coverage on Food and Lifestyle Blogs
Author Tour, including Denver, Los
Angeles, New York, and San Francisco

Sweetbitter  
A Novel 
Stephanie Danler
A lush, thrilling debut about a year in the life of a uniquely beguiling young woman,
set in the wild, alluring world of a famous downtown New York restaurant.
     "Let's say I was born when I came over the George Washington Bridge..." This is
how we meet unforgettable Tess, the twenty-two-year-old at the heart of this
stunning debut. Shot like a bullet from a mundane past, she's come to New York
to escape the provincial, to take on her destiny. After she stumbles into a coveted
job at a renowned Union Square restaurant, we spend the year with her as she
learns the chaotic, punishing, privileged life of a "backwaiter,"on and off duty. Her
appetites are awakened, for food, wine, knowledge and experience; and she's
pulled into the thrall of two other servers--a handsome bartender she falls hard
for, and an older woman whose connection to both young lovers is murky, sensual
and overpowering. These two will prove to be Tess's hardest lesson of all.
SWEETBITTER is a story about discovery, enchantment, and the power of what
remains after disillusionment.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

LITERARY SENSATION: Stephanie Danler is an electrifying new voice that captures the
experience of being young and new to the city with an energy reminiscent of Bright Lights,
Big City and an intimate accuracy that will resonate with listeners of all ages. Already the
subject of an article in the New York Times at the time of acquisition, this outstanding
audiobook will make listeners hungry for more from this sensational debut talent. 

FORMER WAITRESS DELIVERS A TREAT FOR THE EARS: Stephanie spent a decade in the
food, wine and hospitality industry, including a year at the legendary Union Square Cafe.
Her passion is clear in every sentence and her food writing is exceptional. She is deeply
connected in the restaurant world and passionate about everything she does, whether it's
helping to open restaurants and wine shops, hiking El Camino just for the food, or writing
this stunning first novel. Her editor Peter Gethers says, "The way she writes about food,
you can actually taste it." 

DELICIOUS LISTEN: This is a seductive novel of the senses, of learning about food, of
acquiring the taste that defines us. With its sharp, charming, deeply lovable heroine, its
vibrantly evoked milieu, and its arresting prose, this has the potential to become a
breakout literary sensation, and a generational touchstone. 

KITCHEN CONFIDENTIAL MEETS DEVIL WEARS PRADA: SWEETBITTER has the strong appeal
of those books that take listeners behind the scenes of rarefied institutions. The restaurant
is minutely, lovingly, sometimes horrifyingly rendered. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Knopf hardcover (100,000 1st
print). 

Advance Praise for SWEETBITTER:
"[Stephanie] Danler writes about food with sensory gusto...[and] evokes Tess's voice--
intimate, confiding, wonderstruck, depressed--with deft skill. This novel is a treat, sure to
find a big following."--Publishers Weekly, starred review 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Brooklyn, NY Author Hometown: Los Angeles, CA
STEPHANIE DANLER is a writer based in Brooklyn, New York. She holds an MFA in creative
writing from The New School.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: TRIDENT MEDIA GROUP, LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: MELISSA
FLASHMAN

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9781101875957 5/16 Knopf
Audio Download 9780399566318 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
Hardcover 9781101875940 5/16 Knopf $24.95/$32.49
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Blood, Bones, & Butte(Lib)(Cd)/Hamilton,… 9781415943731 3/11 Books on Tape $40.00/$45.00
Blood, Bones, & Butt(Lib)(Ldl)/Hamilton,… 9781415943755 3/11 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
Delicious! (Lib)(Cd)/Reichl, Ruth/CD 9780385393461 5/14 Books on Tape $45.00/$52.00
Delicious! (Lib)(Ldl)/Reichl, Ruth/DN 9780385393478 5/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Devil Wears Prada, T (Lib)(Cd)/Weisberge… 9780736693370 5/03 Books on Tape $72.00/$85.00
Devil Wears Prada, T(Lib)(Ldl)/Weisberge… 9780739353585 10/06 Books on Tape $68.40/$78.00
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ON SALE 5/31/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48342-3
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Biography & Autobiography - Political
BISAC 2: Political Science - Political Ideologies -
Conservatism & Liberalism
BISAC 3: Political Science - Public Policy - Cultural
Policy
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Nine CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Memoir and Politics collections
Tie in with Sentinel's plans: 
National TV and radio 
National publicity with print attention in
political and conservative press
National conservative radio campaign 
Media and events out of WDC, NYC and
Kentucky 
Online advertising 
Social media and online promotions 
Outreach to conservative blogs 
Author influencer mailing 
Signed bookplates available 

The Long Game  
A Memoir 
Mitch McConnell
Read by Mitch McConnell
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell offers a surprisingly candid memoir that
ranges from his childhood battle with polio to his rise to the top of the Republican
Party leadership.
     Mitch McConnell likes to say that "Being Senate Majority Leader is like being the
groundskeeper at a cemetery--everybody is under you, but nobody's listening."
Senator McConnell is in the news virtually every day, but he says almost nothing to
the press and has, in his words, "an almost athletic determination to keep my own
mouth shut." His carefully cultivated silence has increased his political power
tremendously since he arrived in the Senate in 1985.
     Now Senator McConnell finally opens up about his life and career, giving
listeners an intimate look at his personal motivations and political ambitions, as
well as offering a peek behind-the-curtain of how the Washington political
machine really operates at the highest levels. Among his many insights, Senator
McConnell shares his private thoughts on:

His secret formula for deciding how to vote on appointments and major bills.
What poisoned the Obama Administration's relations with Congress.
What he really thinks of his Senate archrival, Harry Reid.
What President Obama should have learned from Vice President Biden.
The falseness behind Hillary Clinton's much-vaunted moderation.
What happened during the fights over Obamacare and government shutdowns.
How he deals with impatient colleagues such as Ted Cruz and the Tea Party
Republicans in the House.

Though the public and most politicians are increasingly impatient for change,
Senator McConnell remains committed to a patient approach, having learned over
his long career that lasting change can only be won by playing the long game.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

READ BY THE AUTHOR

ESSENTIAL POLITICAL LISTEN: This audiobook will be an absorbing, revelatory listen for
political junkies and anyone who wants to know what really happens in Congress. 

THE STORY BEHIND THE HEADLINES: Senator McConnell's public sparring with Tea Party
leaders like Ted Cruz has been filling headlines. His insights on these events, some of
which he divulges for the first time, will spark conversations across party lines. 

TIMELY AND TOPICAL AUDIO: Releasing in the run-up to the 2016 election and right
before the Republican National Convention, Senator McConnell's memoir will be a vital
addition to the national political conversation.

FRIENDS IN HIGH PLACES: Senator McConnell has A-list allies across the conservative
media establishment, starting with his old friend Roger Ailes, the Chairman and CEO of
Fox News. As the person who sets the agenda for the Senate, McConnell wields
tremendous influence and commands more media attention than ever before. His memoir
will be in the media spotlight and the demand from politically active patrons will be high. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous with the Sentinel hardcover (100,000 1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
MITCH MCCONNELL has represented Kentucky in the US Senate since 1985 and has served as
Senate Majority Leader since January 2015. He is a native of Alabama and is married to Elaine
Chao, the former Secretary of Labor under George W. Bush.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: WILLIAMS & CONNOLLY, LLP 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399564109 5/16 Sentinel HC $28.00/$36.00
Audio Download 9780451483430 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
E-book 9780399564123 5/16 Sentinel HC
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Duty (Lib)(Cd)/Gates, Robert M/CD 9780804148641 1/14 Books on Tape $60.00/$68.00
Duty (Lib)(Ldl)/Gates, Robert M/DN 9780804148658 1/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Things That Matter (Lib)(Ldl)/Krauthammer, Charles/DN 9780553398311 12/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Worthy Fights (Lib)(Cd)/Panetta, Leon/CD 9780553544732 10/14 Books on Tape $55.00/$62.00
Worthy Fights (Lib)(Ldl)/Panetta, Leon/DN 9780553544749 10/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 5/24/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0676-2
$50.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Alternative History
BISAC 2: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 3: Fiction - Fantasy - Historical
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Twelve CD
Format Description: APPROX. 15 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction and Fantasy
collections
Tie in with Doubleday's plans: 
National Media Appearances
National Print Features
National Author Tour
Extensive blogger outreach
Promotion to reading groups; discussion
guide will be available
BEA Promotion: Giveaway of "Beasley &
Son" candy tins
National Print Advertising 
Cable TV Advertising in NY and LA
Beach Reading and Bestseller Follow-up
Print Advertising
Promotion at Comic Con
Major Online Advertising Campaign
including Shelf Awareness and Facebook,
targeting fans of Erin Morgenstern, Carlos
Zafon, and Susanna Clarke; TV shows
such as Penny Dreadful and Orphan
Black.

Smoke  
A Novel 
Dan Vyleta
A wildly imaginative, irresistibly addicting listen set in an alternate historical
England, in which the emission of Smoke marks the sinful and poor--for fans of 
Shadow of the Wind, Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norell, and The Magicians.
     "The laws of Smoke are complex. Not every lie will trigger it. A fleeting thought
of evil may pass unseen; a fib, an excuse, a piece of flattery. Next thing you know
its smell is in your nose. There is no more hateful smell in the world than the smell
of Smoke."
     England. A century ago, give or take a few years. An England where people who
are wicked in thought or deed are marked by the Smoke that pours forth from
their bodies, a sign of their fallen state. The aristocracy do not smoke, proof of
their virtue and right to rule, while the lower classes are drenched in sin and soot.
An England utterly strange and utterly real.
     An elite boarding school where the sons of the wealthy are groomed to take
power as their birthright. Teachers with mysterious ties to warring political factions
at the highest levels of government. Three young people who learn everything
they've been taught is a lie--knowledge that could cost them their lives. A grand
estate where secrets lurk in attic rooms and hidden laboratories. A love triangle. A
desperate chase. Revolutionaries and secret police. Religious fanatics and
coldhearted scientists. Murder. A London filled with danger and wonder. A
tortured relationship between a mother and a daughter, and a mother and a son.
Unexpected villains and unexpected heroes. Cool reason versus passion. Rich
versus poor. Right versus wrong, though which is which isn't clear.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

A RICHLY ATMOSPHERIC LISTEN: SMOKE is a narrative tour de force, a tale of Dickensian
intricacy and ferocious imaginative power, fantastically detailed and intensely suspenseful.
Fans of The Night Circus, Jonathan Strange & Mr. Norell, and the The Magicians will be
swept away by this spell-binding audiobook.

STRANGE NEW WORLD COMES ALIVE ON AUDIO: Dan Vyleta's sophisticated alternative
vision of Victorian England feels both entirely real and entirely strange--it's Charles
Dickens meets Carlos Ruiz Zafon. 

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE: Filled with secrets, love, action, and murder, this is an
audiobook that will please a wide audience of listeners who enjoy literary or dystopian
fiction, fantasy, romance, and thrillers. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Doubleday hardcover (200,000 1st
print). Also available in large print.

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Stratford-upon-Avon,
England
DAN VYLETA is the son of Czech refugees who emigrated to Germany in the late 1960s. He
holds a Ph.D. in history from King's College, Cambridge. Vyleta is the author of three novels, 
Pavel & I, The Quiet Twin, which was shortlisted for the Rogers Writers' Trust Fiction Prize,
and The Crooked Maid, which was a finalist for the Scotiabank Giller Prize and won the J.I.
Segal Award. An inveterate migrant, Vyleta has lived in Germany, Canada, the United States
and the United Kingdom. He currently resides in Stratford-upon-Avon in England.

Rights 
Territories: US and open market (no Canada)
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN) 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: WRITERS HOUSE LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: SIMON LIPSKAR

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780385540162 5/16 DDay Gen Adult $27.95
Large Print 9780735209206 5/16 RH Large Print $28.00
Audio Download 9780735206779 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00
E-book 9780385540179 5/16 DDay Gen Adult
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Night Circus, The (Lib)(Cd)/Morgenstern, Erin/CD 9780307938923 9/11 Books on Tape $45.00/$51.00
Night Circus, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Morgenstern, Erin/DN 9780307938930 9/11 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Angel'S Game, The (Lib)(Cd)/Ruiz Zafon, Carlos/CD 9781415963029 6/09 Books on Tape $100.00/$118.00
Angel'S Game, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Ruiz Zafon, Carlos/DN 9781415963043 6/09 Books on Tape $95.00/$125.65
Magician King, The (Lib)(Cd)/Grossman, Lev/CD 9780307966629 8/11 Books on Tape $39.95/$46.00
Magician King, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Grossman, Lev/DN 9780307966636 8/11 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 5/24/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-399-56764-3
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: History - Military - Iraq War (2003-2011)
BISAC 2: History - Military - Afghan War (2001-)
BISAC 3: History - United States - 21St Century
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eleven CD
Format Description: APPROX 13 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Military and Politics collections
Tie in with Knopf's plans: 
National Media Appearances, including
PBS, CNN, MSNBC, NPR, and print
features
Coverage on Political and News Sites 
Coverage in and on Military publications
and sites
Outreach to Veterans Organizations
Author Tour, including Denver/Boulder,
New York, Salt Lake City, San Diego
(Pendleton), Seattle, and Washington,
D.C. (and Pentagon/Quantico)
National Print Advertising
Online Advertising Campaign
Facebook Advertising Campaign
Blogger outreach

The Mirror Test  
America at War in Iraq and Afghanistan 
J. Kael Weston
A powerfully written firsthand account of the human costs of conflict, THE MIRROR
TEST asks that we as a nation look in the mirror and address hard questions about
America's wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.
     J. Kael Weston spent seven years on the ground in Iraq and Afghanistan
working for the State Department. The U.S. government sent him to the some of
the most dangerous frontline locations. Upon his return home, traveling the
country to pay respect to the killed and wounded, he asked himself: How and
when will these wars end? What lessons can we learn from them? Questions with
no quick answers but perhaps ones that might lead to a shared reckoning worthy
of the sacrifices of those, troops and civilians alike, whose lives have been
changed by more than a decade and a half of war. Listeners will meet generals,
senators and ambassadors, NATO allies, Iraqi truck drivers, imams and mullahs,
Afghan schoolteachers and students, former Taliban fighters and ex-Guantanamo
Prison detainees, a torture victim, SEAL and Delta Force teams, and many Marines. 
     There is a moment during the recovery of soldiers who have received a
grievous wound to the face, when they must look upon their reconstructed
appearance for the first time, which doctors call "the mirror test." Here, like grains
of sand, Kael gathers these voices and stories--Iraqi, Afghan and American--
polishing them into a sheet of glass, one he offers as a national mirror. An
unflinching and deep examination of the interplay between warfare and diplomacy,
this is an essential audiobook--a crucial look at America now, how it is viewed in
the world, and how the nation views itself. And finally, how the 9/11 wars have,
indeed, scarred the face of the United States as well in this era of continual conflict.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

WIDELY RESPECTED OPINIONS: Kael Weston's writing has appeared in the New York Times, 
Wall Street Journal,  Washington Post, Los Angeles Times, and many other publications.
The BBC and NPR often seek out Weston's opinions on ISIS, Syria, Iraq, and Afghanistan. 

COMMEMORATIVE TIMING: Arriving in time for Memorial Day promotions, this audiobook
poses an important question to us all: How do we memorialize two disastrous wars? This
respectful and meaningful tribute honors the Marines and armed forces members who
served during these military conflicts. 

ESSENTIAL LISTENING: Kael Weston occupies a unique position--a former Washington
insider, who has been accepted equally by both Marines and the people of the Middle East.
Balanced and inclusive of a wide range of perspectives, Kael offers an account that will
resonate with listeners near and far. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Knopf hardcover (40,000 1st
print). 

Advance Praise for THE MIRROR TEST:
"Kael Weston is the conscience of our wars. This is not another war memoir or a volume of
combat reportage, but one of the few truly great and enduring books about America in the
post-9/11 world."--Rajiv Chandrasekaran, National Editor of The Washington Post 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Utah and Colorado Author Hometown: Orem, UT
JOHN KAEL WESTON represented the United States for over a decade as a State Department
official. Washington acknowledged his multi-year work in Fallujah with Marines by awarding
him one of its highest honors, the Secretary of State's Medal for Heroism.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE KNEERIM & WILLIAMS AGENCY 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: KATHERINE
FLYNN

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780385351126 5/16 Knopf $28.95/$37.95
Audio Download 9780399567650 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
E-book 9780385351133 5/16 Knopf
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Duty (Lib)(Cd)/Gates, Robert M/CD 9780804148641 1/14 Books on Tape $60.00/$68.00
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Worthy Fights (Lib)(Cd)/Panetta, Leon/CD 9780553544732 10/14 Books on Tape $55.00/$62.00
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978-0-451-48286-0
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Coming Of Age
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 3: Fiction - Psychological
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eleven CD
Format Description: APPROX 13 HOURS 30
MINUTES

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction and Mystery
collections 
Tie in with Crown's plans: 
National review and feature attention
National/regional NPR campaign
Author events and interviews out of New
York
National print advertising
Online advertising campaign
Social media promotion on Facebook and
Twitter
Enrollment in early review programs, such
as Amazon Vine
Galley and finished book giveaways on
online reading communities, such as
Goodreads and LibraryThing
Early reading group guide

June  
A Novel 
Miranda Beverly-Whittemore
A tale of an unexpected inheritance from a movie star that pulls a young woman
into a world of wealth, celebrity, and haunting secrets.
     When Cassie Danvers gets a visit explaining that she's the sole heir to
legendary Hollywood movie star Jack Montgomery's fortune, she is stunned. He's
named her as his granddaughter and cut his two famous daughters out of the will.
Cassie doubts she is Montgomery's descendant; her prim and proper grandmother
June, dead half a year, certainly never mentioned him. But Cassie finds out that
Jack Montgomery filmed a movie in June's hometown of St. Jude, Ohio in the
summer of 1955, which means Jack could have fathered Cassie's dad, even though
June was engaged at the time. Meanwhile, the family home in St. Jude where Cassie
now lives (and where June lived all those years ago) seems to come alive every time
Jack and June's names are mentioned in the same breath--or is it just Cassie's
imagination? As Cassie comes to discover, June had good reasons to keep her
secrets about Jack and all that happened the summer he came to film in St. Jude,
secrets involving blackmail, murder, betrayal, and broken hearts.
     A suspenseful and atmospheric summer listen--drawing on Bittersweet's theme
of an outsider who must come to grips with the secrets and lies of a prestigious
family's legacy--JUNE tells the story of two young women, united across sixty
years, confronting similar, but extraordinary, circumstances.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Miranda Beverly-Whittemore is poised for a breakout, following the
success of Bittersweet, a New York Times bestseller, a New York Daily News's "Books of
Summer" pick, and a LibraryReads selection. 

TIMELESS AND ATMOSPHERIC LISTEN: JUNE marries several endlessly fascinating subjects:
secret romance, inheritance, and family mystery, all in a ramshackle Gothic mansion in a
picturesque small town. 

ENTHRALLING BLEND OF LITERARY FICTION AND MYSTERY: Listeners will be drawn into
this haunting and suspenseful audio that examines the seduction of money, the battle
between right and wrong, and the universal, desperate wish to know and understand the
mysteries of our families.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Crown hardcover (100,000 1st
print). 

Praise for Bittersweet:
"Bittersweet takes swift, implausible plot turns, and its family secrets flow like a bottomless
magnum of champagne, but [Miranda] Beverly-Whittemore succeeds in shining a light into
the dark, brutal flaws of the human heart."--New York Times Book Review

"Riddled with stubborn clues, a twisty plot and beguiling characters."--Kirkus, starred review

"Mesmerizing gothic thriller...Bittersweet is worth savoring--it unfolds like a long summer
day, leisurely revealing the dark."--People 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Brooklyn and Vermont
MIRANDA BEVERLY-WHITTEMORE is the author of four novels, including The Effects of Light
and Set Me Free, which won the Janet Heidinger Kafka Prize for the best book of fiction by an
American woman published in 2007. A recipient of the Crazyhorse Fiction Prize, she lives and
writes in Brooklyn and Vermont.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: JOHN HAWKINS & ASSOCIATES INC. 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: ANNE HAWKINS

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780553447682 5/16 Crown $26.00/$34.00
E-book 9780553447699 5/16 Crown
Audio Download 9780451482877 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Bittersweet (Lib)(Ldl)/Beverly-Whittemor… 9780804192002 5/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
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978-0-451-48404-8
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Action & Adventure
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 3: Fiction - Thrillers - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Ten CD
Format Description: APPROX 12 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Adventure Series collection
Tie in with Putnam's plans: 
National print reviews and features
Local author event
National print advertising
Online advertising
Online and social media promotion
Academic Marketing:

The Emperor's Revenge  
Clive Cussler and Boyd Morrison

The new Oregon Files adventure from the #1 New York Times-bestselling grand
master of adventure--read by Scott Brick.
     Juan Cabrillo and the crew of the Oregon face their toughest challenge yet when
a violent bank heist during the Monaco Grand Prix decimates the Corporation's
accounts. To get the money back, Juan joins forces with an old friend from his
days in the CIA so they can track down a rogue hacker and a ruthless former
Ukrainian naval officer. It is only after the hunt begins that the enormity of the
plan comes into focus: the bank theft is just the first step in a plot that will result
in the deaths of millions and bring the world's economies to a standstill. The
catalyst for the scheme? A stunning document stolen during Napoleon's disastrous
invasion of Russia. But two hundred years later, it may be the thing that brings
Europe to its knees.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

POPULAR SERIES FROM A BESTSELLING AUTHOR: This is the 11th installment in Cussler's 
New York Times bestselling Oregon Files series. Faithful fans won't want to miss this latest
audio in the series, but new intrigued listeners can jump in with any title in the series.

BELOVED NARRATOR: Scott Brick is one of the most requested narrators by audiobook fans
and one of the most searched terms on our site. He has been a longtime reader of
Cussler's popular audiobooks.

PERFECT FOR AUDIO: With extravagant adventure, intricate plotting, colorful villains, and
historical tie-ins that make all of Cussler's books so popular. This series is tailor-made for
great listening fun.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam hardcover (500,000 1st
print). 

Praise for the Oregon Files series:
"Scott Brick does an excellent job of reading...Brick captures the excitement and suspense of
Cabrillo's narrow escapes, the various foreign accents of the characters, and the repartee and
camaraderie of the Oregon's crew...Highly recommended for all Cussler and action adventure
fans."--Library Journal, starred review (Mirage)

"Bestseller Cussler scores a direct hit...Series fans will have a lot of fun."--Publishers Weekly
(Piranha) 

Series Overview
Juan Cabrillo is Chairman of the ""Corporation," a special U.S. government-sponsored group that operates out of a ship
called the Oregon, a marvel of scientific research equipment bristling with state-of-the-art weaponry but disguised as a
heap of junk

About the Author/Illustrator
CLIVE CUSSLER is the author of more than fifty books in five bestselling series, including Dirk
Pitt, NUMA Files, Oregon Files, Isaac Bell, and Sam and Remi Fargo. Cussler lives in Arizona
and Colorado. BOYD MORRISON is the author of six adventures, including the four Tyler
Locke novels. He is also an actor and engineer, with a doctorate in engineering from Virginia
Tech, who has worked on NASA's space station project at Johnson Space Center and
developed several patents at Thomson/RCA. In 2003, he fulfilled a lifelong dream by
becoming a Jeopardy! Champion. He lives in Seattle.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: PETER LAMPACK AGENCY INC 

Reprint: No 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399175961 5/16 Putnam Adult HC $29.00/$38.00
Audio Download 9780451484055 5/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
E-book 9780698406513 5/16 Putnam Adult HC
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Piranha (Lib)(Cd)/Cussler, Clive/CD 9781101914359 5/15 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Piranha (Lib)(Ldl)/Cussler, Clive/DN 9781101914366 5/15 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
The Jungle/Cussler, Clive/DN 9781101978238 3/11 Books on Tape $47.50/$55.00
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BISAC 1: Fiction - Family Life
BISAC 2: Fiction - Humorous
BISAC 3: Fiction - Literary
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction and Book Club
Listens collection
Tie in with Riverhead's plans: 
National Author Tour
National electronic media
Print and online reviews and features
NPR Interviews
Radio Satellite Tour
National print advertising
Online advertising
Book club promotion
Social media and online promotion
Targeted online outreach
Academic marketing and library
promotions

Modern Lovers  
Emma Straub

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Vacationers, a smart, highly
entertaining audio about a tight-knit group of old college friends and what it means
to finally grow up, well after adulthood has set in.
     Friends and bandmates since college in the 1980s, Elizabeth and Andrew and
Zoe have watched each other marry and start businesses and families, all while
trying to hold on to the identities of their youth. Back in the band's heyday,
Elizabeth had a nose ring, Andrew had a ponytail, and Zoe was the lesbian all the
straight women wanted to sleep with. Now fifty years old, they all live in the same
neighborhood deep in gentrified Brooklyn. Elizabeth and Andrew are married to
one another; Zoe is married to a sensible woman named Jane. But the summer that
their children reach maturity--and start sleeping together--the fabric of their
adult lives begins to unravel. Zoe and Jane contemplate divorce. Andrew falls
under the sway of Guru Dave and his meditation commune. And Elizabeth opens
up the box of their past, letting out secrets and revelations--about themselves,
and about the famous fourth band member--that can never be reclaimed. 
    Straub packs wisdom, insight, and humor together to explore the complicated
relationships we have with our younger selves. This is an audiobook about
neighbors and nosiness, about ambition and pleasure, about adult friendship, the
excitement of youth, the shock of middle age, and the fact that our passions never
go away; they just evolve and grow along with us.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BESTSELLING AUTHOR ON THE RISE: The giant success of The Vacationers across all
formats has made Emma Straub a star. Her breakout novel climbed the New York Times 
bestseller list for 9 weeks, and EarlyWord shared multiple "hold alerts" for "the smart
beach read of the summer."

PERFECT FOR FANS OF GIRLS:  The Vacationers was about a slightly dysfunctional New
York family. MODERN LOVERS is set in Brooklyn with a new tight-knit group of friends and
their families. This is a story that speaks to both the teenager and the adult in all of us.
Fans of incisive coming-of-age stories will find this listen entertaining and memorable.

SUMMER LISTENING ESCAPE: Straub brings her breezy wit, keen observation, and subtle
wisdom to a story of relationships, finding the perfect balance of amusement and smart
substance. Like The Vacationers, this is a sharp, funny, and addicting beach listen. And
book clubs will take note. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Riverheard hardcover (150,000 1st
print). Also available in large print. 

Praise for The Vacationers:
"Sharply observed and funny, Straub's domestic-drama-goes-abroad is a delightful study of
the complexities of family and love."--Booklist, starred review 

"For those unable to jet off to a Spanish island this summer...The Vacationers may be the
next-best thing...[A] gorgeously written novel."--New York Times Book Review

"There's nothing more addictive than a darkly funny dysfunctional domestic drama...Pretty
much the perfect beach read."--Entertainment Weekly 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Brooklyn, New York
EMMA STRAUB is the New York Times bestselling author of The Vacationers, Laura Lamont's
Life in Pictures, and the short story collection Other People We Married.
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BISAC 1: Family & Relationships - Parenting - General
BISAC 2: Psychology - Developmental - Child
BISAC 3: Family & Relationships - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Nine CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Parenting and Psychology
collections 
Tie in with Viking's plans: 
5-City Author Tour and tie into author's
lecture schedule
National and Regional Publicity and
Review Coverage
Parenting and Psychology Media and
Book Page Print Features
20-City Radio Satellite Campaign
15-City TV Satellite Campaign
National Radio Campaign
Online advertising
Social media and online promotion
Targeted online outreach 
Academic marketing and library
promotions 

The Awakened Family  
A Revolution in Parenting 
Shefali Tsabary, Ph.D.
Read by Shefali Tsabary and Ph.D.
Oprah called Dr. Shefali Tsabary's first book "the most profound book on parenting
I've ever encountered," and immediately helped make it a New York Times
bestseller in 2014. Now, Dr. Shefali offers listeners a radically transformative plan
that shows parents how to raise children to be their best, truest selves.
     All parents have aspirations for their children. But often these turn into
crushing expectations that cause real harm and disillusionment at the most
important time in a child's development. Parenting should not be a competition
with winners and losers. Parents need to recognize their children for who they
actually are, and in her groundbreaking new book, Dr. Shefali Tsabary challenges
the modern myths of parenting that define how a child is "supposed to be."
Instead of holding our children to society's impossible ideals, Dr. Shefali teaches
us how to control our expectations, embrace the present moment, and let go of
the anxiety surrounding how best to parent our children. Written in the style of
her New York Times bestseller, The Conscious Parent, THE AWAKENED FAMILY
draws from Eastern philosophy as well as Western psychology to offer enlightened
advice and a clear program for raising confident, conscious children who are true
to themselves.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

READ BY THE AUTHOR: Think of Dr. Shefali as the Brené Brown of parenting. She is a
charismatic speaker who has presented at TEDx, Kellogg Business School, the Dalai Lama
Center for Peace and Education, and other conferences and workshops around the world.
She's been featured on Oprah Winfrey's  Super Soul Sunday and Oprah's Lifeclass.

HEAR ADVICE FROM A PARENTING EXPERT: Dr. Shefali specializes in the integration of
Western psychology and Eastern philosophy, bringing together the best of both worlds for
her clients. She is an expert in family dynamics and personal development and runs a
private practice in New York City. This authoritative and spiritual approach to parenting is
unique and she is considered the expert in this area.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY: Unlike traditional parenting books that offer
quick fixes for family dysfunction, Dr. Shefali asks listeners to delve deeper to find the
root of the problem. While The Conscious Parent focused on parents looking inward to
honestly evaluate themselves and find their inner wholeness, THE AWAKENED FAMILY
offers more insight on the entire family dynamic, providing a practical guide for raising
confident children. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Viking hardcover (100,000 1st
print). 

Praise for The Conscious Parent:
"CALLING ALL PARENTS! I just read the most profound book on parenting I've ever
encountered...Parents...you will be wowed and awed by her."--Oprah Winfrey

"Shefali Tsabary's invaluable book shows how the challenges of parenting can become a
great opportunity for spiritual awakening. Becoming a fully conscious parent is the greatest
gift you can give to your child."--Eckhart Tolle, author of The Power of Now and A New Earth 

About the Author/Illustrator
SHEFALI TSABARY, Ph.D., received her doctorate in clinical psychology from Columbia
University. She has written three books, including the award-winning New York Times
bestselling book The Conscious Parent.
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BISAC 1: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Crime
BISAC 3: Fiction - Thrillers - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Thrillers and Suspense
collection 
Tie in with Dutton's plans: 
National radio tour
5-city author tour
National print and online advertising
Newspaper and magazine features and
reviews
Online promotion
www.JosephFinder.com
Facebook.com/JosephFinder
Twitter: @JoeFinder

Guilty Minds  
Joseph Finder

New York Times bestselling author Joseph Finder delivers an exhilarating thriller
featuring fan favorite Nick Heller.
     Nick Heller is a private spy--a private intelligence operative, based in Boston,
hired by lawyers and politicians and even foreign governments. A veteran of the
war in Iraq, he served in the Special Forces and later worked in covert ops for the
Department of Defense. In GUILTY MINDS he's called in to help out with a delicate,
potentially explosive situation. The chief justice of the Supreme Court is about to
be defamed by a powerful gossip website called SlanderSheet, which specializes in
dirt on celebs. In mere days they will publish an exposé documenting that the
chief justice had liaisons with an escort, paid for by a wealthy casino mogul--who
recently had a case before the court. Nick has forty-eight hours to prove the story
is baseless. But when the call girl is found murdered, the case takes an
unexpected and dangerous turn...
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING PEDIGREE:  Joseph Finder has been a New York Times
bestseller for more than a decade. GUILTY MINDS is the third title in the Nick Heller series,
following Vanished and Buried Secrets, which were both New York Times bestsellers.

AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Finder's original plan was to become a spy. Instead he became
a bestselling thriller writer, and winner of the Strand Critics Award for Best Novel for 
Buried Secrets, winner of the International Thriller Writers Award for Best Novel for Killer
Instinct, and winner of the Barry and Gumshoe Awards for Best Thriller for Company Man.

A MUST-LISTEN THRILLER: Fans of Harlan Coben, Lisa Gardner, and Lee Child will love
Joseph Finder's suspenseful, cleverly plotted stand-alone thriller. Perfect for a beach listen
or summer escape.

HOLLYWOOD SUCCESS: Two of Joseph Finder's books (Paranoia and High Crimes) have
been made into films, with many more under option.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Dutton hardcover (150,000 1st
print).

Audio Praise for Joseph Finder:
"...[Y]ou really might end up in the driveway listening to the high-octane ending instead of
going inside for your supper."--AudioFile (Suspicion)

"[A] gripping, can't-turn-it-off story..."--Booklist (Buried Alive)

"Will keep listeners on the edge of their seats...Highly recommended for mystery and thriller
fans. - - Library Journal (The Fixer) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Boston
JOSEPH FINDER is the New York Times bestselling author of eleven previous novels, including 
Suspicion, Vanished, and Buried Secrets. Finder's international bestseller Killer Instinct won
ITW's Thriller Award for Best Novel of 2006.

Rights 
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BISAC 1: Fiction - African American - Historical
BISAC 2: Fiction - Sagas
BISAC 3: Fiction - Literary
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Nine CD
Format Description: APPROX. 11 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Historical Fiction and Debut
Author collections
Tie in with Knopf's plans: 
National Media Appearances, including
NPR and print features
National Online Interviews, Reviews, and
Literary Blog Coverage
Women's Magzine Coverage
African American Press
Author Tour, including Atlanta, Chicago,
Los Angeles, New York, San Francisco,
and Washington, D.C.
National Print Advertising 
Online Advertising Campaign 
Facebook Advertising and Promotion
Campaign, targeting fans of Toni
Morrison, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,
Ayana Mathis, Abraham Verghese,
Jhumpa Lahiri
Outreach to literary fiction and African
American literature bloggers
Library Marketing Campaign

Homegoing  
Yaa Gyasi

A riveting, kaleidoscopic debut and the beginning of a major career for a promising
new author. Yaa Gyasi's HOMEGOING is a story of race, history, ancestry, love, and
time, following the descendants of two sisters torn apart in eighteenth-century
Africa across three hundred years in Ghana and America.
     Two half sisters, Effia and Esi, unknown to each other, are born into two
different tribal villages in 18th century Ghana. Effia will be married off to an
English colonial, and will live in comfort in the sprawling, palatial rooms of Cape
Coast Castle, raising half-caste children who will be sent abroad to be educated in
England before returning to the Gold Coast to serve as administrators of the
Empire. Her sister, Esi, will be imprisoned beneath Effia in the Castle's women's
dungeon, and then shipped off on a boat bound for America, where she will be
sold into slavery. 
     Stretching from the tribal wars of Ghana to slavery and Civil War in America,
from the coal mines in the north to the Great Migration to the streets of 20th
century Harlem, Yaa Gyasi has written a modern masterpiece, a novel that moves
through histories and geographies and--with outstanding economy and
force--captures the troubled spirit of our own nation.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

A STUNNING DEBUT: Born in Ghana, raised in Alabama, Yaa Gyasi is just 26 years old. Her
authority and vision are astonishing. She has crafted a brilliant and relevant listen that
marks the launch of an important new voice.

INTERNATIONAL LITERARY EVENT: Auctions were conducted in 19 countries, with sales
pending in several others. This is destined to be a global literary event.

BOOK CLUB PICK: HOMEGOING is a powerful, emotional listen about race and history, and
the lingering residue of colonialism and slavery in the fabric of American culture. This is
truly a resonant listen for our time that will spark thought-provoking discussions. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Knopf hardcover (150,000 1st
print). Also available in large print. 

Advance Praise for HOMEGOING:
"Gyasi's characters are so fully realized, so elegantly carved--very often I found myself
longing to hear more...HOMEGOING is an inspiration." --Ta-Nehisi Coates, author of
National Book Award winner Between the World and Me

"HOMEGOING is a remarkable feat--a novel at once epic and intimate, capturing the moral
weight of history as it bears down on individual struggles, hopes, and fears. A tremendous
debut"--Phil Klay, author of National Book Award winner Redeployment 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Iowa City, IA
YAA GYASI was born in Ghana and raised in Huntsville, Alabama. She is a graduate of the
Iowa Writers Workshop and lives in Iowa City.
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BISAC 1: Fiction - Fantasy - Paranormal
BISAC 2: Fiction - Fantasy - Contemporary
Carton Count: 12
Audio Components: Sixteen CD
Format Description: APPROX. 20 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Paranormal Romance collection
Tie in with Berkley's plans: 
National print publicity
Online publicity campaign
National print advertising
Online advertising campaign
Email marketing campaign
Blog outreach campaign
Social media campaign

Crimson Death  
An Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter Novel 
Laurell K. Hamilton
Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter is back for her 25th sexy adventure in this #1 New York
Times bestselling series.
     Library Journal says, "Hamilton is still thrilling fans...with her amazing
multifaceted characters and intricate multilayered world, a mix of erotic romance,
crime-drama, and paranormal/fantasy fiction."* Now, in her twenty-fifth
adventure, vampire hunter and zombie raiser Anita Blake learns how far she'll go
to save someone she loves... 
     When Damian--Anita's sometimes lover, servant, and friend--is kidnapped,
Anita heads to Ireland. There she must face off against the vampire who created
him. M'Lady, Moroven, Nemhain...under every name she brings terror and
destruction. But Anita brings her own weapon to the party: Edward, the man
known as Death itself...
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

IMMENSELY POPULAR PARANORMAL ROMANCE AUTHOR: Laurell K. Hamilton is one of the
most acclaimed authors writing the in the paranormal romance genre, which is
increasingly popular in the audio format. 

FEEDING HAMILTON'S HUNGRY FANS: Following last summer's scorching installment, Dead
Ice, a New York Times bestseller, Laurell K. Hamilton is back with a new Anita Blake,
Vampire Hunter adventure that fans have been waiting for. Check your holds!

A PERFECT, SIZZLING SUMMER LISTEN: CRIMSON DEATH will keep patrons entertained with
its sizzling romance, vampiric scares, and gripping plot.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Berkley hardcover (250,000 1st
print). 

Praise for the Anita Blake, Vampire Hunter series:
"[Hamilton] keeps the action and sex on a high burner....Series fans and first-timers will be
pleased with the audio."--Booklist (Skin Trade)

"Narrator Kimberly Alexis...'owns' the voices. Alexis has Blake's tough sexuality down...She
makes shifting from male to female, human to monster sound simple and natural. Listening
is a pleasure."-- AudioFile (Burnt Offerings) 

"#1 New York Times best seller Hamilton...is still thrilling fans...with her amazing
multifaceted characters and intricate multilayered world, a mix of erotic romance,
crime-drama, and paranormal/fantasy fiction. Her descriptive prose is gritty and raw, with a
mosaic of humor and horror to tell this complex, well-detailed story. But it's her enigmatic
stable of stars that continue to shine, managing their improbable interpersonal relationship
dynamics."-- Library Journal (Dead Ice)*

"The combination of soap opera dramatics, sexual politics, and erotic scenarios makes this
an entertaining entry...Hamilton knows what keeps her fans happy, and this is bound to
please them."--Publishers Weekly (Dead Ice)

"Hamilton keeps the horror churning while returning to the emphasis on relationships that
made her the original queen of paranormal romance."--Booklist (Affliction) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Laurell lives near St.
Louis, MO
LAURELL K. HAMILTON lives with her family in a suburb of St. Louis and is working on her
next novel.

Rights 
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BISAC 1: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 2: Fiction - Romance - Contemporary
BISAC 3: Fiction - Romance - Romantic Comedy
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Nine CD
Format Description: APPROX. 11 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Romance and Debut Authors
collection 
Tie in with Putnam's plans: 
Author events
National print reviews and features
Online advertising
Online promotion
Book club promotion
Online reading group guide
Feature at BEA
Academic Marketing: Library Newsletter

Monsters: A Love Story  
Liz Kay

A cracklingly funny and poignant debut about desire, love, grief, and getting in your
own way, with the emotional intelligence of J. Courtney Sullivan and the
Hollywood-insider appeal of HBO's Entourage.
     Stacey Lane feels like a monster. Tommy DeMarco is one. Since her husband
died eight months ago, Stacey's been a certified mess--a poet who can't write
anymore, a good mother who feels like she's failing her kids. She's been trying to
redefine herself, to find new boundaries. Tommy has no respect for boundaries. A
surprisingly well-read, A-list Hollywood star, Tommy's fallen in love with Stacey's
novel-in-verse--a feminist reimagining of Frankenstein, no less. His passion for
the book, and eventually its author, will set their lives on a collision course. They'll
make a movie, make each other crazy, and make love--but only in secret. And all
with a vodka--or wine, or scotch--in hand. 
     As Stacey travels between her humdrum life in the suburbs of Omaha and the
glamorous but fleeting escape Tommy provides, what begins as a distracting affair
starts to pick up weight. It's a weight that unbalances Stacey's already unsteady life
but offers new depth to Tommy's. About desire, love, grief, parenthood, sexual
politics, and gender, MONSTERS: A LOVE STORY is a witty portrait of a relationship
gone off the rails, and two people who are made for each other--even if they're
not so sure they see it that way.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BRILLIANT DEBUT: Liz Kay's writing is unforgettable. Her witty tone and evocative,
polished prose are a true delight and will satisfy listeners of smart, character-driven fiction.

CINEMATIC ROMANCE TO HEAT UP HEADPHONES: This razor-sharp, fast-paced listen is a
disastrous but happy love story, featuring two wise-cracking leads, and a juicy love
triangle, not to mention a sensational ending straight off the big screen. Listeners will root
for Stacey and Tommy's Hollywood happily ever after. 

GLAMOROUS HOLLYWOOD APPEAL: This audio brings the insider world of Hollywood to
life, perfect for fans of industry-focused movies like Entourage and Birdman. Just as
Stacey is seduced by the dazzling Hollywood lifestyle, listeners, too, will be swept away by
the romance and glamour in this alluring audio. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam hardcover (40,000 1st
print). 

Advance Praise for MONSTERS: A LOVE STORY:
"At the beginning of the novel Stacey is in darkness. But it's a sad reality that turns magically
around. Inspiring for women everywhere."--Lucy Sykes, author of The Knockoff

"Stacey, the narrator of MONSTERS: A LOVE STORY, is...sharp, tough, and honest. The novel's
wry insights into messy relationships put me in mind of The Love Affairs of Nathaniel P. and
Emma Straub's The Vacationers."--Timothy Schaffert, author of The Swan Gondola 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Omaha, NE Author Hometown: Ogden, UT
LIZ KAY holds an MFA from the University of Nebraska where she was the recipient of an
Academy of American Poets Prize and the Wendy Fort Foundation Prize. In 2008, she was
awarded a Dorothy Sargent Rosenberg Prize for excellence in lyric poetry. She is a founding
editor of Spark Wheel Press and the journal burntdistrict. Her work has appeared in such
journals as The New York Quarterly, Nimrod, RHINO, Iron Horse Literary Review, and Beloit
Poetry Journal. Her work has been nominated for both the Pushcart and Best New Poets
anthologies.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 
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Translation: No
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Reprint: Yes 
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Engagements, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Sullivan, J.… 9780804120593 6/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Crazy Rich Asians (Lib)(Cd)/Kwan, Kevin/… 9780804120784 6/13 Books on Tape $50.00/$57.00
Crazy Rich Asians (Lib)(Ldl)/Kwan, Kevin… 9780804120791 6/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 6/7/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48489-5
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Social Science - Popular Culture
BISAC 2: Literary Collections - Essays
BISAC 3: Biography & Autobiography - Personal
Memoirs
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Ten CD
Format Description: APPROX. 11 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Nonfiction and Current Affairs
collections 
Tie in Blue Rider Press's plans: 
National print publicity
National broadcast publicity
Major online features
Podcast tour
10-city author tour: Austin, Boston,
Chicago, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New
York, San Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis

But What If We're Wrong?  
Thinking About the Present As If It Were the Past 
Charles Klosterman
New York Times bestselling author and acclaimed cultural critic Chuck Klosterman
explores the possibility that our currently held beliefs and assumptions about the
world will eventually be proven wrong.
     BUT WHAT IF WE'RE WRONG is an audiobook of interconnected essays that
speculate on the likelihood that many universally accepted, deeply ingrained
cultural and scientific beliefs will someday seem absurd. Covering a vast spectrum
of objective and subjective topics, the audiobook attempts to visualize
present-day society the way it will be viewed in a distant future. Klosterman cites
original interviews with a wide variety of thinkers and experts--including the likes
of George Saunders, David Byrne, Jonathan Lethem, Alex Ross, Kathryn Schulz,
Neil deGrasse Tyson, Brian Greene, Junot Díaz, Amanda Petrusich, Ryan Adams,
Dan Carlin, Nick Bostrom, and Richard Linklater.
     Klosterman asks straightforward questions that are profound in their simplicity:
How certain are we about our understanding of gravity or time? What will be the
defining memory of rock 'n' roll, five hundred years from today? Are all team
sports destined for extinction? How seriously should we view the content of our
dreams? What contemporary literature will be canonized? How is history
constructed (and how much can it be trusted)? Is it possible we "overrate"
democracy and freedom? And, most disturbingly, is it possible we've reached "the
end of new knowledge"? The answers Klosterman explores and integrates with his
own analysis generate the most compelling audio of his career.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

HIGH-PROFILE MEDIA MAGNET: Chuck Klosterman served as The Ethicist for the New York
Times Magazine for three years and has always garnered outstanding review and media
coverage. His social media platform is significant with 175,000 Twitter followers and over
45,000 Facebook likes. He is also an acclaimed cultural critic who continues to write major
profiles, most recently for Taylor Swift, Kobe Bryant, Jimmy Page, and Eddie Van Halen.

A TIMELY AND RELEVANT LISTEN: Klosterman assembles a series of fascinating essays,
featuring interviews from some of the greatest minds of this generation (including George
Saunders, Neil deGrasse Tyson, Junot Díaz, and many more) speaking about today's
hottest current affair topics. This thought-provoking listen with Klosterman's scathingly
hilarious observations is sure to add a humorous punch to your nonfiction collection. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Blue Rider Press hardcover
(150,000 1st print). 

Praise for Chuck Klosterman:
"[Chuck Klosterman] is a skilled prose stylist with a witty, twisted brain, [and] photo-perfect
memory for entertainment trivia."--Publishers Weekly (Sex, Drugs, and Cocoa Puffs)

"Pop-culture-infused philosophical acrobatics...The writing is always intellectually vigorous
and entertaining."--Publishers Weekly (I Wear the Black Hat)

"Klosterman has a knack for holding up a magical high-def mirror to American pop
culture."--Los Angeles Times (I Wear the Black Hat) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Brooklyn, NY Author Hometown: Wyndmere, ND
CHUCK KLOSTERMAN is the bestselling author of six nonfiction books and two novels. He
has written for the New York Times, Washington Post, GQ, Esquire, Billboard, ESPN, and
more. He lives in Brooklyn with his wife, Entertainment Weekly TV critic Melissa Maerz.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: LEVINE GREENBERG LIT. AGENCY, 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: DANIEL
GREENBERG

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399184123 6/16 Blue Rider Press $27.00/$35.00
Audio Download 9780451484901 6/16 Books on Tape $85.50/$110.50
E-book 9780399184147 6/16 Blue Rider Press
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
One Summer (Lib)(Cd)/Bryson, Bill/CD 9780804127356 10/13 Books on Tape $45.00/$52.00
One Summer (Lib)(Ldl)/Bryson, Bill/DN 9780804127363 10/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Attempting Normal (Lib)(Ldl)/Maron, Marc… 9780385363600 4/13 Books on Tape $66.50/$75.50
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ON SALE 6/7/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0664-9
$20.00/$26.00

BISAC 1: Business & Economics - Organizational
Behavior
BISAC 2: Business & Economics - Motivational
BISAC 3: Business & Economics - Management
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Three CD
Format Description: APPROX. 3 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Business collection
Tie in with Portfolio's plans: 
National publicity 
Print attention in business and
management press 
National business radio campaign 
Tie in with author lecture schedule 
Author appearances at management and
HR conventions
Online advertising 
Cross promotion with Kotter International 
Major blogger campaign to business,
leadership and management sites 
Promotion with management, leadership
and HR organizations
Author influencer mailings
Social media promotions  
Academic Marketing Promotion 
Promotion on LinkedIn

That's Not How We Do It Here  
A Story about How Organizations Rise and Fall--and Can Rise Again 
John Kotter and Holger Rathgeber
The bestselling authors of Our Iceberg is Melting are back with their second
business fable, this time on the eternal tensions of management vs leadership,
planning vs spontaneity, big vs small.
     This new business fable tackles the most fundamental questions in business:
why do organizations rise and fall, and how can they rise again in the face of
adversity? It distills decades of research by bestselling Harvard Business School
professor and leadership consultant John Kotter. 
     Once upon a time there was a clan of meerkats living in the Kalahari, a warm
and dry stretch of land in the southern part of the African continent. After years of
easy growth for their clan, a drought sharply reduces their resources and enables
dangerous new predators. The harmony of the clan is damaged as the meerkats
quarrel about possible solutions, and even whether a solution is required at all.
One young, bright, and adventurous worker, Nadia, sets out to find other clans, to
see if other meerkats have fresh ideas that could help her struggling clan. She
discovers a much smaller group that does things very differently, with much more
flexibility and team spirit. But not everything in the new group is as perfect as it
first seems. And they are just as likely to fall victim to some of the most
dangerous words in any organization: "That's not how we do it here." This simple
yet rich story will connect with a broad range of people who need to combine
flexibility and systems in a challenging climate.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

HEAR ADVICE FROM LEADERSHIP EXPERT: Dr. John P. Kotter is a New York Times
bestselling author, inspirational speaker, award-winning business and management
thought leader, and Harvard Professor Emeritus. His ideas and his company, Kotter
International, have helped mobilize people around the world to better lead organizations.

SOPHISTICATED CONCEPTS MADE ACCESSIBLE ON AUDIO: Kotter breaks down business
concepts into easy-to-understand parables that are widely popular and accessible.
Kotter's first fable, Our Iceberg Is Melting, has sold more than a million units since 2006.
The new audiobook delivers a deceptively simple story about an adorable meerkat clan
but, like Iceberg, it's carefully crafted and based on 40 years of research. 

ESSENTIAL BUSINESS LISTEN: This must-listen is a helpful handbook for organizations big
and small--and perfect to recommend for a busy patron's commute. The lessons outlined
in this parable are universal. Dr. Kotter's far-reaching insights will enlighten people at all
organizational levels, from senior executive and middle managers, to business students
and entry level employees.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Portfolio hardcover (100,000 1st
print).

Praise for John Kotter:
"One of the best business-strategy audios of the year...Compelling and well organized.
[Kotter's] thoughtful recommendations and strategies are at once sophisticated and
practical."--AudioFile Earphones Award winner (Leading Change)

"Kotter breaks from the mold of M.B.A. jargon-filled texts to produce a truly accessible, clear
and visionary guide to the business world..."-- Publishers Weekly (Leading Change) 

About the Author/Illustrator
DR. JOHN P. KOTTER has authored eighteen books to date--twelve of them bestsellers. His
books have reached millions, and have been printed in over 150 foreign language editions.
HOLGER RATHGEBER is also the co-author or Our Iceberg is Melting.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: 

Reprint: No 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399563942 6/16 Portfolio Hardcover $25.00/$33.00
Audio Download 9780735206656 6/16 Books on Tape $38.00/$49.00
E-book 9780399563959 6/16 Portfolio Hardcover
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Decisive (Lib)(Cd)/Heath, Chip/CD 9780449011133 3/13 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Decisive (Lib)(Ldl)/Heath, Chip/DN 9780449011140 3/13 Books on Tape $66.50/$75.50
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ON SALE 6/7/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-399-56590-8
$40.00/$51.00

Category: Military/Memoir
BISAC 1: History - Military - World War II
BISAC 2: True Crime - Espionage
BISAC 3: Biography & Autobiography - Historical
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in History, Nonfiction, and Spy
collections
Tie in with Berkley's plans: 
National radio publicity
National print publicity campaign
National online publicity campaign

Into the Lion's Mouth  
The True Story of Dusko Popov: World War II Spy, Patriot, and the
Real-Life Inspiration for James Bond 
Larry Loftis
The extraordinary true story of the spy who inspired Ian Fleming's James Bond.
     James Bond has nothing on Dusko Popov. A triple agent for the Abwehr, MI5
and MI6, and the FBI during World War II, Popov seduced numerous women, spoke
five languages, and was a crack shot, all while maintaining his cover as a
Yugoslavian diplomat.
     On a cool August evening in 1941, a Serbian playboy created a stir at Casino
Estoril in Portugal by throwing down an outrageously large baccarat bet to
humiliate his opponent. The Serbian was a British double agent, and the
money--which he had just stolen from the Germans--belonged to the British.
Watching with intent interest from the sideline was none other than author Ian
Fleming. The Serbian was Dusko Popov. As a youngster, he was expelled from his
London prep school. Years later he would be arrested and banished from Germany
for making derogatory statements about the Third Reich. When World War II
ensued, the playboy became a spy, eventually serving three dangerous masters:
the Abwehr, MI5 and MI6, and the FBI.
     INTO THE LION'S MOUTH is a globe-trotting account of a man's entanglement
with espionage, murder, assassins, and lovers--including enemy spies and a
Hollywood starlet. It is a story of subterfuge and seduction, patriotism, and
cold-blooded courage.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

THE INSPIRATION FOR THE WORLD'S MOST INFAMOUS SPY: Dusko Popov served as the
inspiration for Ian Fleming's James Bond, but Popov's exploits are even more remarkable
because they're true. 

ACTION-PACKED AS ANY 007 MOVIE: This gripping audio will attract longtime Bond movie
fans and is perfect for listeners who enjoyed Ben Macintyre's A Spy Among Friends. 

THRILLING HISTORICAL LISTEN: Patrons will be hooked by this true World War II spy story,
that sweeps listeners across the globe on Popov's exotic adventures. Popov traveled the
world, juggling missions for Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States. This is
a sensational story that makes for the perfect listening escape, combining a riveting
espionage thriller with a fascinating historical backdrop. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Berkley Caliber hardcover (40,000
1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Orlando, Florida
LARRY LOFTIS is an attorney, author, and adjunct professor of law. He received a B.A. from
the University of Florida, an M.A. from Reformed Theological Seminary, and a J.D. from the
University of Florida Law School, where he served on the Law Review as the Senior Executive
Editor and Senior Articles Editor.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: TRIDENT MEDIA GROUP, LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: No
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9780698197664 6/16 Berkley Caliber Hardcover
Audio Download 9780399565915 6/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
Hardcover 9780425281819 6/16 Berkley Caliber Hardcover $27.00/$35.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Spy Among Friends, A (Lib)(Cd)/Macintyre… 9780553397901 7/14 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Spy Among Friends, A(Lib)(Ldl)/Macintyre… 9780553397918 7/14 Books on Tape $85.50/$98.00
Double Cross (Lib)(Cd)/Macintyre, Ben/CD 9780307990457 7/12 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Double Cross (Lib)(Ldl)/Macintyre, Ben/D… 9780307990464 7/12 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 6/7/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-1-101-91307-9
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 2: Fiction - African American - Contemporary
Women
BISAC 3: Fiction - Family Life
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Book Club collection
Tie in with Crown's plans: 
National publicity
National review and feature attention 
National radio campaign
Multi-city author tour 
National advertising campaign
Social media outreach
Assets created for digital and in-store
promotions
Widespread book club outreach
Book club kits available including Reading
Group Guide
Academic and library marketing 

I Almost Forgot About You  
A Novel 
Terry McMillan
New York Times bestselling author Terry McMillan delivers an inspiring story of a
woman who shakes things up in her life to find greater meaning.
     Dr. Georgia Young's wonderful life--great friends, family, and a successful
career--aren't enough to keep her from feeling stuck and restless. When she
decides to make some major changes in her life, she finds herself on a wild
journey that may or may not include a second chance at love. Like Waiting to
Exhale and How Stella Got Her Groove Back, I ALMOST FORGOT ABOUT YOU will
tell legions of listeners what can happen when you face your fears, take a chance,
and open yourself up to the world.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BESTSELLING AUTHOR AND INDUSTRY ICON: All of Terry McMillan's seven previous novels
were New York Times bestsellers and four have been made into movies (Waiting to Exhale, 
How Stella Got Her Groove Back, Disappearing Acts, and A Day Late and a Dollar Short).
With her ties to Hollywood, a place on the PEN/Faulkner board, a tenure track creative
writing position, a history with Essence magazine, and a multitude of writing awards,
McMillan is a widely renowned and respected author. 

ENGAGED AND DEVOTED FANBASE: McMillan has 350,000 likes on Facebook and 270,000
Twitter followers, showing a strong foundation to grow her already incredible fanbase.
Millions of loyal fans are eagerly awaiting this perfect summer listen. 

PATRONS WILL CHEER FOR THIS SMART, RELATABLE AUDIO: McMillan fell in love with
books as a teenager while working at the local library. She writes hilarious and realistic
characters whose dialogue is brought to life on audio. Recommend to listeners who love
smart, contemporary fiction that features strong female characters, from authors like
Elizabeth Gilbert, Anna Quindlen, Jojo Moyes, and Elizabeth Strout.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Crown hardcover (200,000 1st
print). Also available in large print. 

Praise for Terry McMillan: 
"Emmy Award-winning Lynn Whitfield delivers a sassy, compassionate, and totally
enchanting reading...McMillan's characters are all lovable...her writing draws the listener into
the web...The result is a thoroughly enjoyable story full of characters with depth and
sensitivity."-- AudioFile Earphones Award winner (The Interruption of Everything)

"[A] complex and entertaining story of family dynamics...McMillan is in her element, and
readers [Desiree] Coleman and [M.E.] Willis do an excellent job of capturing the personalities
of all the characters...Their talents guide the listener expertly through this captivating and
ultimately optimistic tale."--Publishers Weekly (A Day Late and a Dollar Short)

"A saucy and savvy tale...McMillan nails down dialogue with sure and steady strokes...This
boldly authentic, comic, and bittersweet novel will be in demand."--Booklist (Waiting to
Exhale)

"[McMillan's] ever-present wry humor and keen portrayal of love in all its exasperating
imperfection make her work universal."--Bookpage (Who Asked You?) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Pasadena, CA
TERRY MCMILLAN studied journalism at UC Berkeley and screenwriting at Columbia before
making her fiction debut with Mama, which won both the Doubleday New Voices in Fiction
Award and the American Book Award. She lives in Pasadena, California.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: THE FRIEDRICH AGENCY, LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Trade Paper 9781101902592 3/17 Broadway Books $15.00/$18.00
Audio Download 9781101913062 6/16 Random House Audio $20.00/$26.00
Large Print 9780399566769 6/16 RH Large Print $27.00/$35.00
E-book 9781101902585 6/16 Crown
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Getting To Happy (Lib)(Ldl)/Mcmillan, Te… 9780307876003 9/10 Books on Tape $95.00/$111.00
Interruption Of Everything/Mcmillan, Ter… 9781101975923 7/05 Books on Tape $85.50/$98.00
Waiting To Exhale (Lib)(Cd)/Mcmillan, Te… 9780736699716 4/04 Books on Tape $108.00/$0.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Leaving Time (Lib)(Cd)/Picoult, Jodi/CD 9780804129039 10/14 Books on Tape $45.00/$52.00
Leaving Time (Lib)(Ldl)/Picoult, Jodi/DN 9780804147651 10/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 6/7/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48396-6
$35.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 3: Fiction - Humorous
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Seven CD
Format Description: APPROX. 8 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction and Modern
Retellings collection
Tie in with Hogarth's plans: 
National review and feature attention
National/regional NPR campaign
Author events and interviews out of
Washington, DC
National print and online advertising
Read It Forward promotion
Social media campaign
#hogarthshakespeare
Promotion on Vintage's Shakespeare
Facebook page (16 million likes)
Shakespeare in the Park giveaway 
Theater buzz mailings across the US 
Promotions timed to Shakespeare 400
and the touring of the First Folio in 2016
Hogarth Shakespeare and
#Shakespeare400 promotion at BEA 2016
Extensive library campaign
Academic campaign targeting
Shakespeare, theater, and literature
professors nationwide 

Vinegar Girl  
A Novel 
Anne Tyler
William Shakespeare's The Taming of the Shrew retold by Anne Tyler, Pulitzer Prize
winner and New York Times bestseller.
     Anne Tyler's retelling of The Taming of the Shrew asks whether a thoroughly
modern, independent woman like Kate would ever sacrifice herself for a man. Its
answer is as individual, offbeat, and funny as Kate herself. 
     Kate Battista feels stuck. How did she end up running house and home for her
eccentric scientist father and her uppity, pretty younger sister, Bunny? Plus, she's
always in trouble at work--her preschool charges adore her, but their parents
don't always appreciate her unusual opinions and forthright manner. Dr. Battista
has his own problems. After years in the academic wilderness, he is on the verge
of a breakthrough. His research could help millions. There's only one problem: his
brilliant young lab assistant, Pyotr, is about to be deported. And without Pyotr, Dr.
Battista's work may not ever be realized. When Dr. Battista cooks up an outrageous
plan that will enable Pyotr to stay in the country, he's relying--as usual--on Kate
to help him. Kate is furious: this time he's really asking too much. Will she be able
to resist the two men's touchingly ludicrous campaign to bring her around?
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

HEAR SHAKESPEARE WITH A MODERN TWIST: VINEGAR GIRL will delight longtime fans of
Tyler, devotees of the Bard, or any listener who enjoys hilarious, heartwarming tales. 

INTERNATIONAL PROJECT: VINEGAR GIRL is the third installment in the Hogarth
Shakespeare series, a major global initiative the Guardian calls "the great rewriting project
of the 21st century." Launched in October 2015, the series will be published in 14
languages across 20 territories, with more books to come from bestselling authors Gillian
Flynn, Margaret Atwood, Jo Nesbø, and Tracey Chevalier.

TIMED WITH 400TH ANNIVERSARY: The 400th anniversary of Shakespeare's death will be
marked in 2016 with a worldwide celebration of the author's work. Major collaborators
include the Royal Shakespeare Company, the Times and The Sunday Times Cheltenham
Festival, the Guardian, the British Library, the Folger Shakespeare Library, the Library of
America, and more to come, as well as a huge social media campaign. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous with the Hogarth hardcover (125,000 1st print).

Audio Praise for Anne Tyler: 
"As always, [Tyler's] exploration of everyday tragedy and the way people learn to cope with
loss is, at times, comic, wise, and heartbreaking...pacing of the dialogue between the main
characters is realistic and emotionally engaging...resonates with the listener long after the
last words are spoken."--AudioFile Earphones Award (The Beginner's Goodbye) 

"[Tyler] renders mundane activities and conversations into a bittersweet tableau of love,
family ties, and heartache...[Tyler] will leave her fans and other listeners of contemporary
fiction awed and satisfied."--Library Journal (A Spool of Blue Thread) 

"[Kimberly] Farr's voice adds depth to the story...The everyday conversations of the family are
enhanced by Farr's excellent narration."--Booklist (A Spool of Blue Thread) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Baltimore, MD
ANNE TYLER was born in Minnesota and grew up in North Carolina. She is the Pulitzer
Prize-winning author of Breathing Lessons and nineteen other bestselling novels. Her most
recent novel, A Spool of Blue Thread, is a New York Times bestseller and was shortlisted for
the 2015 Baileys Women's Prize for Fiction.

Rights 
Territories: US, open market (no Europe, no
Canada)
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US,OpnMkt(no EU/CAN) 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780804141260 6/16 Hogarth $25.00
Audio Download 9780451483973 6/16 Books on Tape $66.50
E-book 9780804141277 6/16 Hogarth
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Spool Of Blue Thread (Lib)(Cd)/Tyler, An… 9780553551051 2/15 Books on Tape $45.00
Spool Of Blue Thread(Lib)(Ldl)/Tyler, An… 9780553551068 2/15 Books on Tape $95.00
Beginner'S Goodbye (Lib)(Cd)/Tyler, Anne… 9780307969163 4/12 Books on Tape $35.00/$41.00
Beginner'S Goodbye (Lib)(Ldl)/Tyler, Ann… 9780307969170 4/12 Books on Tape $57.00/$65.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Gap Of Time, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Winterson, J… 9780147522078 10/15 Books on Tape $76.00
Shylock Is My Name (Lib)(Ldl)/Jacobson,… 9780147526960 2/16 Books on Tape $66.50
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ON SALE 6/14/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752016-6
$50.00/$64.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 2: Fiction - War & Military
BISAC 3: Fiction - Thrillers - Military
Carton Count: 12
Audio Components: Sixteen CD
Format Description: APPROX 20 HOURS
Series: Jack Ryan Jr. Novel, A

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Thriller collection
Tie in with Putnam's plans: 
National print reviews and features
National radio interviews
Author tour
Radio satellite tour
National print advertising
National online advertising
Radio promotions
Social media outreach

Tom Clancy Duty and Honor  
Grant Blackwood

When a wealthy political opponent of Jack Ryan implies that there is a black mark
on the Ryan family ledger, it's up to Jack Ryan, Jr. to unravel the threads in an
insidious plot in this continuation of Tom Clancy's #1 New York Times bestselling
series.
     As President Jack Ryan's term in office nears its end, new enemies reveal
themselves. Because this new threat is more personal, Jack Sr. feels that only his
son can be trusted to investigate it. But will Jack Jr. uncover more than he can
handle?
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

AUDIO REVEALS AUTHENTIC VOICE: Author Grant Blackwood is a US Navy veteran who
brings a gripping realism to the series. He worked with Tom Clancy on the #1 bestseller, 
Dead or Alive and wrote Tom Clancy Under Fire on his own. He's the perfect writer to
continue Clancy's legacy.

BESTSELLING SERIES: Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan series is one of the most successful thriller
franchises in history. Tom Clancy Under Fire hit #4 on the New York Times hardcover
bestseller list and stayed on the list for over a month. 

A BIG HIT ON AUDIO: Tom Clancy's audiobooks have always been incredibly popular over
the years, and continue to be as Grant Blackwood has taken over the series. This newest
Jack Ryan listen is sure to be in demand.

MOVIE EXPOSURE: The recent Jack Ryan: Shadow Recruit starring Chris Pine introduced
Jack Ryan to a whole new generation of fans. Of course, many were already big fans thanks
to Harrison Ford, Alec Baldwin, and Ben Affleck, who have each portrayed the
all-American hero on film.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam hardcover (1,000,000 1st
print). Also available in large print. 

Praise for Tom Clancy Under Fire:
"In this strong addition to bestseller Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan series from Blackwood... Clancy
fans will be pleased to discover that in Blackwood's more than capable hands, Jack remains
the all-American hero they remember."--Publishers Weekly

"Blackwood has written books with Clancy, so he's a perfect author to continue the Jack
Ryan, Jr., stories...Fans of the franchise will be pleased that the stories are in capable
hands...Expect plenty of demand among Clancy devotees."--Booklist 

"The narrative is continuous action and derring-do...A complex international
adventure."--Kirkus 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Scottsdale, AZ
New York Times best-selling author of the Briggs Tanner series, GRANT BLACKWOOD is also
the co-author of the Fargo Adventure Series with Clive Cussler, as well as the co-author of
the #1 NYT bestseller, Dead or Alive with Tom Clancy, and The Kill Switch with James Rollins.
A U. S. Navy veteran, Grant spent three years aboard a guided missile frigate as an
Operations Specialist and a Pilot Rescue Swimmer. Grant lives in Colorado, where he is
working his own standalone series starring a new hero.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: WILLIAM MORRIS ENDEAVOR 

Reprint: No 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399176807 6/16 Putnam Adult HC $29.00/$38.00
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Audio Download 9780147520173 6/16 Books on Tape $50.00/$64.00
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ON SALE 6/14/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752401-0
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Coming Of Age
BISAC 2: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 3: Fiction - Psychological
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction and Debut
Author collection
Tie in with Random House's plans: 
National/local review and feature print
attention
Online review and feature attention
NPR campaign
Local author promotion: New York
Author tour: cities by request
Targetted blogger outreach
Major print advertising campaign
Online and mobile advertising campaign
Extensive social media advertising
campaign
Summer reading promotional campaign
Book club outreach
Reading group guide

The Girls  
A Novel 
Emma Cline
Girls, their vulnerability, strength, and desire to belong, are at the heart of this
addicting audiobook debut set during the violent end of the 1960s in Northern
California.
     At the start of summer, a lonely and thoughtful teenager, Evie Boyd, sees a
group of girls in the park, and is immediately caught by their freedom, their
careless dress, their dangerous aura of abandon. Soon, Evie is in thrall to Suzanne,
a mesmerizing older girl, and is drawn into the circle of a soon-to-be infamous
cult and the man who is its charismatic leader.
     Hidden in the hills, their sprawling ranch is eerie and run down, but to Evie, it is
exotic, thrilling, charged--a place where she feels desperate to be accepted. As
she spends more time away from her mother and the rhythms of her daily life, and
as her obsession with Suzanne intensifies, Evie does not realize she is coming
closer and closer to unthinkable violence, and to that moment in a girl's life when
everything can go horribly wrong.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

TALENTED DEBUT AUTHOR: At only 25 years old, Emma Cline was the winner of the 2014
Plimpton Prize for Fiction from The Paris Review. Her fiction has also been published in Tin
House. She has an MFA from Columbia University, and worked in the fiction department at
The New Yorker. THE GIRLS is the brilliant debut from a promising new talent.

BUZZWORTHY LITERARY FICTION: One of the big titles at the 2014 Frankfurt Book Fair,
THE GIRLS has inspired worldwide buzz--rights have sold in 31 territories so far. Scott
Rudin has already optioned the film rights, thanks to the book's cinematic potential that
comes to life on audio.

COMPULSIVE, PSYCHOLOGICAL LISTEN: THE GIRLS is an unforgettable portrait of a teenage
girl on the cusp of adulthood. Cline captures the lengths to which a girl can go for
approval and attention. She has taken a coming-of-age story and made it into something
wholly new, original, and universal in its incredible power.

VIVID HISTORICAL BACKDROP: Cline evokes California in the 1960's with transporting
vividness. This audio brings alive an explosive moment in American history. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Random House hardcover (200,000
1st print). Also available in large print.

Advance Praise for THE GIRLS: 
"THE GIRLS is a brilliant and intensely consuming novel--imposing not just for a writer so
young, but for any writer, any time."--Richard Ford, author of The Lay of the Land

"Emma Cline's first novel positively hums with fresh, startling, luminous prose. THE GIRLS
announces the arrival of a thrilling new voice in American fiction."--Jennifer Egan, author of
A Visit from the Goon Squad 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Brooklyn, NY Author Hometown: Northern California
EMMA CLINE is from California. Her fiction has appeared in Tin House and the Paris Review,
and she was the recipient of the 2014 Paris Review Plimpton Prize.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE CLEGG AGENCY, INC. 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: BILL CLEGG

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780812998603 6/16 Random House $27.00/$35.00
Large Print 9780735208186 6/16 RH Large Print $27.00/$35.00
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ON SALE 5/10/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48224-2
$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Biography & Autobiography - Composers &
Musicians
BISAC 2: Biography & Autobiography - Personal
Memoirs
BISAC 3: Biography & Autobiography - Rich & Famous
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Seven CD
Format Description: APPROX. 8 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Nonfiction, Biography, and
Music Legends collections
Tie in with Spiegel & Grau's plans: 
National media attention
National/local review and feature print
attention
National/local radio attention
Online review and feature attention
Local author promotion: New York
Targeted outreach and promotions to
Rolling Stones fan websites,
e-newsletters, and social media pages
Targeted blog outreach to music fan
websites and non-fiction book bloggers
Email marketing campaign targeting fans
of nonfiction and music books
Feature in Random House e-newsletters

The Sun and the Moon and the Rolling Stones  
Rich Cohen

Read by Rich Cohen
A panoramic, stylish narrative history of the Rolling Stones, viewed through the
highly subjective, opinionated, and impassioned lens of Vanity Fair contributor Rich
Cohen, who traveled with the band in the 90s as a young reporter for Rolling Stone.
     This is Rich Cohen's Almost Famous: He enters the Stones epic narrative as a
young journalist sent out on the road with the band in the 90s. Cohen writes with
style and humor; his chronicle of the band is informed by personal relationships,
decades of reporting, and the highly subjective views of a kid who grew up on the
music and for whom the Stones will always be the greatest rock and roll band of
all time.
     The band narrative starts at the beginning: when Mick and Keith first meet--
and follows them through the 90s, with a brief nod to notable events in the life of
the band over the past 20 years. On a parallel, background track is Cohen's story
as it intersects with the band's--resulting in a riveting rock and roll listen.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

READ BY THE AUTHOR

STILL THE GREATEST ROCK AND ROLL BAND IN THE WORLD: Rich Cohen's insider
perspective and personal relationship with the band yields tasty new insights into the
Rolling Stones, even after all these years of coverage and memoirs. Rolling Stones
aficionados will need to hear Cohen's account--the band is a subject of perennial interest,
still making headlines and selling out arenas around the world. 

AUDIO = PERFECT FORMAT FOR FANS: Audiobooks are perfect to recommend to
music-lovers, who may already be avid listeners or excited to try the format. Cohen's
account is especially engaging and personal on audio.

A ROCKIN' SUMMER LISTEN: Just in time for Father's Day, this is a must-listen to
recommend to classic rock-loving dads and the perfect way to get patrons excited for the
summer rock concert season.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Spiegel & Grau hardcover (100,000
1st print). 

Praise for Rich Cohen:
"[A] gripping biography...Cohen's lively and entertaining prose style provides the perfect
vehicle for this story...it is nearly impossible to put the book down, and that's something you
don't say about a lot of biographies..."-- Booklist, starred review (The Fish That Ate the Whale)

"Dynamic history...Cohen weaves the story of...[Leonard] Chess with the stories of the artists
he recorded and well-judged glimpses of social history. Though written with the energy of
his teenage bull sessions, Cohen's history avoids the rhetorical excess nearly endemic to rock
and roll books, offering instead a punchy and driven but also sturdy and careful
narrative."--Publishers Weekly (Machers and Rockers) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Ridgefield, Connecticut Author Hometown: Chicago
RICH COHEN is the author of New York Times bestsellers and NYT Notable Books, including 
Tough Jews, Sweet and Low, and When I Stop Talking You'll Know I'm Dead. He is a
contributing editor at Vanity Fair and Rolling Stone and has written for The New Yorker, The
Atlantic, and Harper's Magazine, among others. Cohen has won the Great Lakes Book Award
and the Chicago Public Library's 21st Century Award, and his stories have been included in 
The Best American Essays and The Best American Travel Writing.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: 
British: 
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: 
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Reprint: 
1st Serial: 
Special Markets: 
Agent: MARGARET
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ON SALE 6/14/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0852-0
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Political Science - World - Middle Eastern
BISAC 2: Religion - Religion, Politics & State
BISAC 3: History - Middle East - Israel & Palestine
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Nine CD
Format Description: APPROX. 11 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Nonfiction, Current Affairs and
Politics collections 
Tie in with Penguin Press's plans: 
National and regional review coverage
National broadcast media
Radio phoner campaign
Political and current events media and
print features
Pitch trade magazine features
Online campaign focusing on human
rights, political and literary blogs/sites
Op-eds at publication
Targeted outreach to literary, history, and
political bloggers
Promotional author video
Outreach to and partnerships with human
rights foundations

The Way to the Spring  
Life and Death in Palestine 
Ben Ehrenreich
From an award-winning journalist, a brave and necessary immersion into the lives
and struggles of a group of everyday Palestinians, for fans of Katherine Boo's 
Behind the Beautiful Forevers and Ari Shavit's My Promised Land.
     For the past three years, American writer Ben Ehrenreich has been spending
stretches of time living with several Palestinian families in the West Bank. Along
the way he has written major stories for American outlets, including a remarkable 
New York Times Magazine cover story. Now comes the powerful new work that has
always been his ultimate goal, THE WAY TO THE SPRING. 
     We are familiar with brave journalists who travel to bleak or war-torn places
and make human contact with people suffering from extremes of oppression and
want: Katherine Boo, Adrian Nicole Leblanc, Alex Kotlowitz, and Philip Gourevitch
among them. Palestine is, by any measure, whatever one's politics, one such place.
In cities and small villages alike, men and women, young and old, a group of
unforgettable characters share their lives with Ehrenreich and make their own case
for resistance and resilience in the face of life under occupation. Ruled by the
Israeli military, set upon and harassed constantly by Israeli settlers who admit
unapologetically to wanting to drive them from the land, forced to negotiate an
ever more elaborate and more suffocating series of fences, checkpoints and
barriers that have sundered home from field, home from home, they are a
population whose living conditions are unique and hard to imagine, until now. 
     Blending political and historical context with deeply human stories, THE WAY
TO THE SPRING makes clear that conditions on the ground are ever changing and
getting worse, in an accelerating dynamic that should provoke the conscience of us
all. In a great act of bravery, empathy and intellectual understanding, Ben
Ehrenreich, simply by placing us in the footsteps of ordinary Palestinians and
telling their story with surpassing literary power and grace, makes it impossible for
us to turn away.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BLAZING NEW TALENT: Ben Ehrenreich, the son of Barbara Ehrenreich, is a thrillingly good
literary journalist. His cover piece on the West Bank for the New York Times Magazine
made a tremendous impact. His first nonfiction audiobook will attract media and patron
attention. 

RELEVANT AND TIMELY LISTEN: The recent firebombing of a Palestinian home by Israeli
settlers, killing an infant, has crystallized the awful campaign of slow-motion ethnic
cleansing the Palestinians are up against. Few subjects are more galvanizing or
controversial than the Israel-Palestine problem. Tackling tough hot button issues, this
audio is guaranteed to spark discussion--it will have fierce allies and fierce enemies alike.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Penguin Press hardcover (50,000
1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Los Angeles, CA
BEN EHRENREICH is the author of two novels, Ether and The Suitors. His writing has appeared
in Harper's, the New York Times Magazine, and the London Review of Books, among others.
A recipient of the National Magazine Award, he lives in Los Angeles.

Rights 
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Reprint: Yes 
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978-0-7352-0874-2
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BISAC 1: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - General
BISAC 2: Fiction - African American - General
BISAC 3: Fiction - Urban
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Mystery collection
Tie in with Doubleday's plans: 
National Media Appearances
National Print Features
National Author Tour
National Print Advertising
Online Advertising
Promotion and advertising on Facebook

Charcoal Joe  
An Easy Rawlins Mystery 
Walter Mosley
Walter Mosley's indelible detective Easy Rawlins is back, with a new detective
agency and a new mystery to solve.
     Picking up where Rose Gold left off in L.A. in the late 1960s, Ezekiel "Easy"
Rawlins finds his life in transition. He's ready to--finally--propose to his
girlfriend, Bonnie Shay, and start a life together. And he's taken the money he got
from the Rose Gold case and has, together with two partners, started a new
detective agency. But, inevitably, a case gets in the way: Easy's friend Mouse
introduces him to Rufus Tyler, a very old man everyone calls Old Black Joe. Joe's
nephew, Seymour (young, bright, top of his class at Stanford), has been arrested
and charged with the murder of a white man from Redondo Beach. Rufus tells Easy
he will pay and pay well to see his nephew exonerated, but seeing as how Seymour
was literally found standing over the man's dead body at his cabin home and the
racially-charged motives behind it, that might prove to be a tall order.
     Between his new company, a heart that should be broken but is not, a whole
raft of new bad guys on his tail, and a bad odor that surrounds Old Black Joe, Easy
has his hands full, his horizons askew, and a life in shambles.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

STERLING LITERARY CREDENTIALS: Walter Mosley is not just a major crime writer--he's an
important literary figure, period. He is one of only two crime writers, along with Chester
Himes, to be represented in the Norton Anthology of African American Literature.

PROLIFIC AND VERSATILE AUTHOR: Mosley is multi-talented in all genres: in addition to
two other crime series (featuring Leonid McGill and Fearless Jones), his forty-two-plus
books include literary novels, erotica, sci-fi, political works (often race-related), young
adult novels, and even a Fantastic Four graphic novel.

WELCOME BACK TO THE LATE SIXTIES: This fresh setting is perfect for audio. Mosley's Easy
Rawlins books chronologically track the history, black and white, of postwar Los Angeles.
They add up to something like a serial epic.

BELOVED CHARACTER: Since his debut in 1990's Devil in a Blue Dress (and the
subsequent film starring Denzel Washington), Easy Rawlins has remained Walter Mosley's
most popular and enduring character.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Doubleday hardcover (50,000 1st
print). 

Audio Praise for Rose Gold:
"[Narrator J.D.] Jackson is spot-on...He effectively delineates the many black and white male
characters' speech patterns...[a] fast-paced, engaging tale."--Booklist

"A long list of vivid characters spring from Mosley's mind in each novel...Jackson brings them
all to life with admirable versatility."-- Publishers Weekly

"Has a contemporary sound that adds to the detective's relatability. Easy's a caring guy, but
he's also a survivor. Jackson brings out both of these qualities in his narration."--AudioFile 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Brooklyn, NY Author Hometown: Los Angeles, CA
WALTER MOSLEY is the author of more than forty-three books and the winner of numerous
awards, including an O. Henry Award, a Grammy Award, and PEN America's Lifetime
Achievement Award. He is a graduate of Goddard College and holds an MFA from CCNY.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: WATKINS LOOMIS AGENCY INC. 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: GLORIA LOOMIS

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
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Audio Download 9780735208759 6/16 Books on Tape $85.50/$110.50
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$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Thrillers - General
BISAC 2: Fiction - Humorous
BISAC 3: Fiction - Romance - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Seven CD
Format Description: APPROX 9 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Thrillers and Blockbuster
Series collections
Tie in with Bantam's plans 
National media attention
National/local review and feature print
attention
Online review and feature attention
National multi-media advertising
campaign including television, print, and
out-of-home ads
Major online and mobile advertising
campaign
Facebook, Twitter, Fancorps, and
Pinterest promotions
Text message campaign and e-blasts to
author's mailing list
Promotions on www.AtRandom.com and
in the What's New, Fiction, and Random
Reads e-newsletters

The Pursuit  
A Fox and O'Hare Novel 
Janet Evanovich and Lee Goldberg
From Janet Evanovich, #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Stephanie Plum
novels, and Lee Goldberg, bestselling author of the Monk series, comes the fifth Fox
and O'Hare audiobook in their fun and exciting, bestselling suspense series.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BELOVED SERIES NARRATOR: Fan favorite Scott Brick narrates this bestselling series. Check
your holds on The Scam, The Heist, The Chase, and The Job, which had explosive debuts
and continue to charm listeners. 

#1 BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Janet Evanovich is one of the world's biggest selling authors and
is always in demand by listeners who love her fun mysteries and adventures. This series is
the perfect recommendation for summer travel.

EDGAR NOMINATED CO-AUTHOR: Lee Goldberg is a bestselling novelist and television
writer whose popular Monk novels are linked to the television series, which had 9.4 million
viewers tuned into the series finale. The team of two mystery pros results in sure-fire fun
for fans. 

PERFECT BEACH LISTEN: With plenty of adventure, romance, and laughs, Fox and O'Hare
audiobooks are always a fun addition to a relaxing beach day.

WIDE PATRON APPEAL: Fans of the New York Times bestselling Nikki Heat series by
Richard Castle will come to this series for the great chemistry between Kate and Nick and
the clever plot twists. Both male and female thriller listeners will be on board.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Bantam hardcover (275,000 1st
print). Also available in large print.

Praise for the Fox and O'Hare series:
"Scott Brick is such an outstanding narrator...Listeners will find the ending perfect--and a
perfect setup for Kate and Nick's next adventure."--AudioFile Earphones Award (The Heist)

"Brick brings the perfect tone to his narration, walking the line between suspense and
comedy, keeping listeners on the edge of their seats, while throwing them plenty of chuckles
in the process." --Publishers Weekly (The Chase)

"This suspense series continues to mix the humor from Evanovich and Goldberg's books with
the intricate cons seen in the best episodes of Mission: Impossible...The banter and thrills
are nonstop."--Library Journal (The Job) 

About the Author/Illustrator
JANET EVANOVICH is the #1 bestselling author of the Stephanie Plum novels, the Fox and
O'Hare series, the Lizzy & Diesel series, twelve romance novels, the Alexandra Barnaby novels
and How I Write: Secrets of a Bestselling Author. LEE GOLDBERG is a screenwriter, TV
producer, and the author of several books, including the bestselling Monk series of
mysteries. He has earned two Edgar Award nominations and was the 2012 recipient of the
Poirot Award from Malice Domestic.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: No
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780553392777 6/16 Bantam $28.00/$34.00
Large Print 9780735285019 6/16 RH Large Print $28.00/$34.00
Audio Download 9780553551570 6/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
E-book 9780553392784 6/16 Bantam
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Scam, The (Lib)(Cd)/Evanovich, Janet/CD 9780385367066 9/15 Books on Tape $35.00/$45.00
Scam, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Evanovich, Janet/DN 9780385367073 9/15 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
Job, The (Lib)(Cd)/Evanovich, Janet/CD 9780385367028 11/14 Books on Tape $35.00/$41.00
Job, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Evanovich, Janet/DN 9780385367035 11/14 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
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978-0-451-48677-6
$40.00

BISAC 1: Family & Relationships - Parenting - General
BISAC 2: Self-Help - Self-Management - Stress
Management
BISAC 3: Psychology - Developmental - Child
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Nonfiction, Psychology, and
Parenting collections
Tie in with Viking's plans: 
National media from Toronto
Work with the author's organization, The
MEHRIT Centre, to promote the book via
newsletter, website, and events
Explore event opportunities with schools,
school boards, universities and other
event partners

Self-Reg  
How to Help Your Child (and You) Break the Stress Cycle and
Successfully Engage with Life 
Dr. Stuart Shanker
From internationally celebrated psychologist Stuart Shanker, the first parenting
audiobook to bring the science and psychology of children's behavior together to
build brain/body awareness for self-regulation and success.
     SELF-REG is a ground-breaking listen that presents an entirely new
understanding of a child's emotions and behavior, serving as a practical audio
guide for parents to help their kids engage calmly and successfully in learning and
life. Rooted in decades of clinical practice and research by leading child
psychologist Dr. Stuart Shanker, SELF-REG realigns the power of the parent-child
relationship for positive change. Self-regulation is the nervous system's way of
responding to stress. We are seeing a generation of children and teens with
excessively high levels of stress and, as a result, an explosion of emotional, social,
learning, behavior, and physical health problems. An entrenched view of child
rearing is seeing our children as lacking self-control or will-power, but the real
basis for these problems lies in excessive stress.
     Self-regulation can dramatically improve a child's mood, attention, and
concentration. It can help children to feel empathy and to develop the sorts of
virtues that every parent knows are vital for their child's long-term well-being.
Self-regulation brings about profound and lasting transformation that continues to
mature throughout life. Shanker translates decades of his findings from working
with children into practical, prescriptive advice for parents, giving them concrete
ways to develop their self-regulation skills and teach their children how to do the
same for optimal learning, social, and emotional growth, and overall well-being.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

PRACTICAL, LISTENER-FRIENDLY ADVICE: Full of anecdotal advice for kids from all walks of
life, Dr. Shanker offers real solutions that can make a difference to the lives of parents and
children immediately. Busy parents can listen on the go, or with a spouse to spark
important discussion. 

EXPERT DELIVERS PROVEN RESULTS: Dr. Shanker is recognized the world over as a leading
professional in child psychology. Based on decades of clinical practice and adapted with
incredible results as an important educational tool, Dr. Shanker's teachings have been
applied widely by medical professionals, and the Canadian Department of Education. 

REVOLUTIONARY SOLUTIONS:This audio is unlike any parenting or psychology book to
come before it. This isn't merely a new voice on parenting, but a paradigm-shift, a new
way of thinking about our bodies, stress-levels, and the environment. 

ESSENTIAL LISTEN FOR PARENTS: SELF-REG is the audiobook that parents need now more
than ever. Fast-paced contemporary life increasingly places enormous stress on children.
Dr. Shanker addresses this new and growing stress crisis head on.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Penguin Press hardcover (50,000
1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
DR. STUART SHANKER is a Distinguished Research Professor of Psychology and Philosophy at
York University and the creator of The MEHRIT Centre. He is a former President of the
Council of Early Child Development. He attended the University of Toronto for his Bachelors
and Masters degrees. At the University of Oxford, he obtained his DPhil with Distinction in
Philosophy. His expertize has been sought internationally, and he has been an advisor on
early child development to government organizations across the world.

Rights 
Territories: US and open market (no Canada)
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Opn Mkt (no CAN) 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE KNEERIM & WILLIAMS AGENCY 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: JILL KNEERIM

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781594206092 6/16 Penguin Press HC, The $28.00
Audio Download 9780451486783 6/16 Books on Tape $76.00
E-book 9780698158887 6/16 Penguin Press HC, The
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Screamfree Parenting(Lib)(Ldl)/Runkel, Hal Edward/DN 9781415942291 9/07 Books on Tape $38.00/$42.00
No-Drama Discipline (Lib)(Ldl)/Siegel, Daniel J./DN 9780553399745 9/14 Books on Tape $66.50/$76.00
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ON SALE 6/28/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-8041-2762-2
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 2: Fiction - Romance - Contemporary
BISAC 3: Fiction - Literary
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS 30
MINUTES

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Book Club and Summer
Listening collections
Tie in with Ballantine's plans: 
National media attention
National/local review and feature print
attention
National/local radio attention
Online review and feature attention
Local author promotion: Atlanta
12 city author tour
National multi-media advertising campaign
Features in PRH newsletters and social
media platforms
Promotions via author's newsletter and
social media platforms
Library marketing

First Comes Love  
A Novel 
Emily Giffin
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The One & Only. Two
thirty-something sisters find themselves facing the question: if love and marriage
and children don't all come together at once, which do you fight for?
     Meredith thought she'd done it all right--married the perfect man, had the
perfect daughter--but as she grows increasingly restless, she can't help but
wonder if she got the love part wrong. Josie has been happily single for years, but
she wants a child of her own so much, she's one bad Match.com date away from
heading straight for the baby carriage all on her own. 
     The sisters, whose relationship was strained by the tragic death of their older
brother over a decade ago, find that they need each other more than they realized.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

MAJOR BESTSELLER: All seven of Emily Giffin's novels have been New York Times
bestsellers--her most recent work The One & Only debuted at #1. She has accumulated a
huge and loyal following and is part of an elite circle of the very biggest commercial fiction
writers at work today.

BOOK CLUB LISTEN: With Giffin's trademark wit and incredible insight, this heartwarming
audio, centered on the relationship of two sisters, is perfect for book clubs. Giffin's novels
are extremely well-written and appeal to a wide demographic. Expect high holds.

HOLLYWOOD SUCCESS: Giffin's novel, Something Borrowed, was made into a movie
starring Kate Hudson, and that novel has sold more than 2.2 million copies. She has three
more novels under option and in various stages of development.

"A MODERN DAY JANE AUSTEN": Giffin consistently receives rave reviews. The Chicago Sun
Times said, "[Giffin] has traversed the slippery slopes of true love, lost love, marriage,
motherhood, betrayal, forgiveness and redemption that have led her to be called 'a
modern-day Jane Austen'...Even Austen would find [Where We Belong] hard to put down."

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Ballantine Books hardcover
(400,000 1st print).

Praise for The One & Only:
"The calmness and delicateness of [narrator Sofia] Willingham's voice make this story a
pleasant listen...This is not an ordinary love story because it's also about how one
rediscovers oneself."--AudioFile

"[Emily Giffin's] in-depth look at football, family dynamics and unexpected romance is both
compelling and perceptive."--Kirkus 

"Find a shady spot, get a cool drink, and just luxuriate in the joy of a book well written."
--The Huffington Post 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Atlanta, GA Author Hometown: Chicago, IL
EMILY GIFFIN is a graduate of Wake Forest University and the University of Virginia School of
Law. After practicing litigation at a Manhattan firm for several years, she moved to London to
write full time. The author of seven New York Times bestselling novels, Something Borrowed,
Something Blue, Baby Proof, Love the One You're With, Heart of the Matter, Where We Belong, 
and The One & Only, she lives with her husband and three young children.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE PARK LITERARY GROUP LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: THERESA PARK

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780345546920 6/16 Ballantine Books $28.00
Audio Download 9780804127639 6/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
E-book 9780345546937 6/16 Ballantine Books
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
One & Only, The (Lib)(Cd)/Giffin, Emily/… 9780804127585 5/14 Books on Tape $45.00/$52.00
One & Only, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Giffin, Emily… 9780804127592 5/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
I'Ve Got Your Number (Lib)(Cd)/Kinsella,… 9780307988126 2/12 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
I'Ve Got Your Number(Lib)(Ldl)/Kinsella,… 9780307988256 2/12 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 7/5/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48298-3
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 2: Fiction - Psychological
BISAC 3: Fiction - Literary
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction and Thrillers
collection 
Tie in with Spiegel and Grau's plans: 
National/local revew and feature print
attention
Online review and feature attention
Local author promotion: Columbia, MO
Author tour: Scottsdale, San Diego,
Seattle, Houston
Targeted blogger outreach
Online advertising campaign targeting
mystery fans and book clubs
Promotions to grow Laura's enewsletter
list and social media pages
Mystery blog tour
Featured title and giveaways at mystery
conventions
Feature in Random House e-newsletters
Library marketing

Arrowood  
A Novel 
Laura McHugh
A dark, gripping literary suspense listen about a mysterious kidnapping and the
ways in which our lives are shaped by memory and the stories we create about our
past.
     When Arden Arrowood was four years old, her two-year-old twin sisters were
stolen from the front yard of their hometown of Keokuk, Iowa, on the Mississippi
River while Arden watched. 
     Twenty years later, she returns home to confront the darkest part of her past.
As the mystery unravels, the novel explores the reliability of memory, the stories
we tell ourselves, and the power of love.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

HIGHLY PRAISED LIBRARYREADS PICK: Laura McHugh's debut The Weight of Blood was a #1
LibraryReads pick and won the 2015 International Thriller Award for Best First Novel. It
also won the Silver Falchion Award for Best First Novel--Literary Suspense. 

HAUNTING, ATMOSPHERIC AUDIO: As Booklist said in their review of The Weight of Blood,
"the best is yet to come" from McHugh.* Her second audiobook does not disappoint--like
her debut, this is a masterfully written, literary suspense story set in the decaying
grandeur of a Midwestern River town. 

BOOK CLUB LISTEN: With themes involving family, relationships, memory, betrayal, and
love, there is plenty for book clubs to discuss in this riveting audio. It will haunt listeners
long after the final disc ends.

HIGH-DEMAND FOR DARK STORYLINES: This is the perfect recommendation for patrons
who enjoy dark, gripping mysteries like Gillian Flynn's Gone Girl, Paula Hawkins's The Girl
on the Train, and Daniel Woodrell's Winter's Bone.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous with the Spiegel & Grau hardcover (35,000 1st print). 

Praise for The Weight of Blood:
"An admirable contribution to the literary crime genre...This audiobook will be well received
by sophisticated listeners who appreciate delving into the psychologies of families and
communities."--Library Journal, starred review 

"[A] clever, multilayered debut...This is an outstanding first novel, replete with suspense,
crisp dialogue, and vivid Ozarks color and atmosphere."--Publishers Weekly

"[A] suspenseful novel, with a barn burner of a plot...McHugh shows herself to be a
compelling writer intimately familiar with rural poverty and small-town weirdness; the best is
yet to come."--Booklist*  

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Columbia, Missouri Author Hometown: Columbia, Missouri
LAURA MCHUGH is the author of The Weight of Blood. Her short fiction has been published in 
Confrontation and Big Muddy: A Journal of the Mississippi River Valley.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: SALLY WOFFORD-GIRAND 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: S.
WOLFFORD-GIRAND

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9780812996401 7/16 Spiegel & Grau
Audio Download 9780451482990 7/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
Hardcover 9780812996395 7/16 Spiegel & Grau $27.00/$35.00
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Weight Of Blood, The (Lib)(Cd)/Mchugh, L… 9780553546033 3/14 Books on Tape $50.00/$58.00
Weight Of Blood, The(Lib)(Ldl)/Mchugh, L… 9780804191524 3/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Night Sister, The (Lib)(Cd)/Mcmahon, Jen… 9780804165211 8/15 Books on Tape $40.00/$51.00
Night Sister, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Mcmahon, Je… 9780804165228 8/15 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
Winter People, The (Lib)(Cd)/Mcmahon, Je… 9780804165174 2/14 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Winter People, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Mcmahon, J… 9780804165181 2/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 7/12/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48270-9
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Historical
BISAC 2: Fiction - Sagas
BISAC 3: Fiction - Romance - Historical - 20Th
Century
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Twelve CD
Format Description: APPROX 15 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Historical Fiction and Book
Club Listens collections
Tie in with Random House's plans: 
National/local review and feature print
attention
Online review attention
Targeted blogger outreach
Summer reading promotional campaign
and giveaways
Extensive social media promotions to
build author platform
Email marketing campaign targeting
commercial book club readers
Early excerpts online
Book club outreach
Reading group guide
Feature in Random House e-newsletters

The House at the Edge of Night  
A Novel 
Catherine Banner
A sweeping saga of Castellemare, a romantic and beautiful island off the coast of
Italy, and of several generations of a family who run the bar at the center of island
life, called The House at the Edge of Night.
     Filled with the romance of Beautiful Ruins and in the tradition of the magical
tapestry works of Isabel Allende, comes a sweeping listen about four generations
of the Esposito family who live and love on an enchanting Mediterranean island off
the coast of Italy.
     THE HOUSE AT THE EDGE OF NIGHT explores what it takes to hold together a
family against the forces of love and bitterness that threaten to divide it, and what
it means to survive on the very edge of European history.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

EXCITING DEBUT AUTHOR: Catherine Banner is a 25 year old author, who published a YA
series in the UK and Canada, written when she was 15. Her adult fiction debut has sparked
worldwide interest--rights were immediately sold in 11 countries. 

RICH HISTORICAL BACKDROP: This audiobook follows three generations of Esposito
women--their loves, secrets, mysteries, losses and triumphs--across a vast sweep of
history, from World War I through the Recession of 2008, as they fight to protect their
magical island, Castellamare.

SPELLBINDING SUMMER LISTEN: Set in a timeless and enchanting island off the coast of
Sicily, Castellamare is far enough away that it is forgotten by the mainland, but not far
enough to escape from the world. This cinematic family saga is perfect for fans of 
Beautiful Ruins and Captain Corelli's Mandolin. Recommend as a beach listen for patrons
in need of a summer escape. 

BOOK CLUB PICK: Discussion groups will love this family of strong, loving women and the
themes of love, loss, and legends that infuse this audio. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Random House hardcover (50,000
1st print).

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: County Durham, UK Author Hometown: Cambridge, UK
CATHERINE BANNER was born in Cambridge, UK and began writing at the age of 14. She has
published in Canada and the UK a trilogy of young adult novels, the first was published when
she was 15. Catherine went on to study English at Fitzwilliams College, Cambridge, and she
has taught at schools in the UK. THE HOUSE AT THE EDGE OF NIGHT is her debut adult novel.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: WILLIAM MORRIS ENDEAVOR 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: SUZANNE
GLUCK

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780812998795 7/16 Random House $27.00
E-book 9780812998801 7/16 Random House
Audio Download 9780451482716 7/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Spool Of Blue Thread (Lib)(Cd)/Tyler, Anne/CD 9780553551051 2/15 Books on Tape $45.00
Spool Of Blue Thread(Lib)(Ldl)/Tyler, Anne/DN 9780553551068 2/15 Books on Tape $95.00
Burgess Boys, The (Lib)(Cd)/Strout, Elizabeth/CD 9780307967091 3/13 Books on Tape $45.00/$52.00
Burgess Boys, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Strout, Elizabeth/DN 9780307967107 3/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 7/12/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48483-3
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 2: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 3: Fiction - Family Life
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Nine CD
Format Description: APPROX. 11 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction, Book Club
Listens, and Paris collection
Tie in with Putnam's plans: 
Author tour
National print reviews and features
NPR interviews
National advertising
Online advertising
Online promotion
Book club promotion
Online reading group guide
Feature at BEA
Academic Marketing

The Light of Paris  
Eleanor Brown

An inspiring new audiobook from the New York Times bestselling author whose
debut, The Weird Sisters, was a sensation beloved by critics and listeners alike.
     Madeleine has always felt like a failure: She's the one whose expression ruins
sorority photos, the person at parties who would rather be at home reading, the
old maid at the age of thirty. Spending her entire life trying to fit in has only left
her looking like she has everything, but feeling like she has nothing. At first when
her marriage to controlling, critical Phillip is threatened, Madeleine panics. But
when she discovers a journal detailing her grandmother's wild, romantic summer
in Jazz Age Paris, she begins to wonder if there is more to life than playing by
someone else's rules.
     Madeleine has always thought her grandmother was exactly like her mother,
and like the woman she was supposed to be--stiff, formal, elegant, untouchable.
But reading the journal introduces Madeleine to a woman she never knew: a
dreamy writer who defied her staid family's expectations and spent an exhilarating
summer in Paris in 1924, writing in cafés, finding work at the American library,
and falling in love with a dashing young artist.
     Inspired by her grandmother's story, and floored by a long-kept secret she
finds in its pages, Madeleine begins to create her own Parisian summer on a visit
to her mother back in her old hometown--rediscovering her love of painting,
cultivating a vibrant circle of creative friends, and falling into a relationship with a
down-to-earth chef who feeds her chocolate, encourages her to be true to herself,
and makes her question the miserable perfection of her marriage and her life.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED, BESTSELLING DEBUT: With nearly a half million copies sold in all
formats, The Weird Sisters was a New York Times bestseller, an Amazon Best Book of the
Month Pick, a Barnes and Noble Discover Book, and a RUSA Reading List pick. 

INSPIRED BY THE AUTHOR'S GRANDMOTHER: Eleanor Brown's grandmother documented
her time in 1920s Paris through letters. Recently, Eleanor recreated the trip herself--
including traveling by boat to France--to get the full experience. Book clubs will have
much to discuss! 

AN EXHILIRATING AUDIO ESCAPE: Patrons will be whisked away with Madeleine on a
Parisian adventure in this irresistible audio. Her story will inspire listeners to reclaim their
life and discover new passions. This is a beach listen with substance and wit. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous with the Putnam hardcover (150,000 1st print). Also
available in large print.

Praise for The Weird Sisters:
"There are no false steps in this debut novel: the humor, lyricism, and realism characterizing
this lovely book will appeal to fans of good modern fiction as well as stories of family and of
the Midwest."--Booklist 

"Lovely debut...This novel should appeal to Shakespeare lovers, bibliophiles, fans of novels in
academic settings, and stories of sisterhood."-- Library Journal 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Highlands Ranch, CO
ELEANOR BROWN is the author of The Weird Sisters. Her writing has been published in
anthologies, magazines, and journals. She holds an M.A. in Literature and has worked in
education in South Florida. She lives in Highlands Ranch, Colorado.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: MCINTOSH & OTIS, INC. 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: ELIZABETH
WINICK

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399158919 7/16 Putnam Adult HC $26.00/$34.00
Large Print 9780735208179 7/16 RH Large Print $26.00/$34.00
Audio Download 9780451484840 7/16 Books on Tape $85.50/$110.50
E-book 9780399573736 7/16 Putnam Adult HC
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Weird Sisters, The (Lib)(Cd)/Brown, Elea… 9780307881724 2/11 Books on Tape $39.95/$46.00
Weird Sisters, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Brown, Ele… 9780307881731 2/11 Books on Tape $85.50/$97.50
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Spool Of Blue Thread (Lib)(Cd)/Tyler, An… 9780553551051 2/15 Books on Tape $45.00
Spool Of Blue Thread(Lib)(Ldl)/Tyler, An… 9780553551068 2/15 Books on Tape $95.00
Some Luck (Lib)(Ldl)/Smiley, Jane/DN 9780804194136 10/14 Books on Tape $98.00/$110.00
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ON SALE 7/12/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-8533-0
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Political Science - Privacy & Surveillance
BISAC 2: Computers - Security - General
BISAC 3: Biography & Autobiography - Political
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eleven CD
Format Description: APPROX. 13 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Nonfiction, Biography, and
Political Science collections 
Tie in with Penguin Press's plans: 
National author tour
Tie into author's lecture schedule
National and regional publicity and review
coverage
Radio satellite tour
Political, intelligence, foreign affairs,
current events media
National advertising campaign
Online and search advertising
Outreach to political blogs, technology
blogs, and privacy activists
Comprehensive online and social media
campaign

Dark Mirror  
Edward Snowden and the American Surveillance State 
Barton Gellman
From the three-time Pulitzer Prize-winning author, who unearthed the deepest
secrets of Edward Snowden's NSA archive, the first master narrative of the
surveillance state that emerged after 9/11 and why it matters, based on hours of
conversation with Snowden and groundbreaking reportage.
     Snowden captured the public imagination but left millions of people unsure
what to think. Who is the man, really? How did he beat the world's most advanced
surveillance agency at its own game? Is government and corporate spying as bad
as he says? DARK MIRROR is the master narrative we have waited for, told with
authority and an inside view of extraordinary events. Within it is a personal
account of the obstacles facing the author, beginning with Barton Gellman's
discovery of his own name in the NSA document trove. Google notifies him that a
foreign government is trying to compromise his account. A trusted technical
adviser finds anomalies on his laptop. Sophisticated impostors approach Gellman
with counterfeit documents, attempting to divert or discredit his work.
Throughout DARK MIRROR, the author describes an escalating battle against
unknown digital adversaries, forcing him to mimic their tradecraft in self-defense. 
     Written in the vivid scenes and insights that marked Gellman's bestselling
Angler, DARK MIRROR is an inside account of the surveillance-industrial revolution
and its discontents, fighting back against state and corporate intrusions into our
most private spheres. Along the way it tells the story of a government leak
unrivaled in drama since All the President's Men.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

THE STORY OF A LIFETIME: Edward Snowden and his documents were the beginning of a
story Barton Gellman has prepared his whole life to tell. More than 20 years as a top
investigative journalist armed him with deep sources in national security and high
technology. Gellman's old reporting notes unlocked new puzzles in the NSA archive that
will fascinate listeners.

AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Gellman recently accepted an Emmy for PBS Frontline's "United
States of Secrets," based in part on his NSA reporting. His biography Angler: The Cheney
Vice Presidency was a critically acclaimed New York Times bestseller. 

HEAR THE FULL STORY WITH UNIQUE ACCESS: Gellman has spent days with Snowden in
Moscow and scores of hours in regular contact over the secret electronic links they used
from the start of their contact. His narrative is rich with details untold before.

TIMELY AND RELEVANT LISTEN: Gellman brings his journalistic skills and storytelling gifts
to a true-life spy tale that affects everyone in America. This is a must-listen for tech
junkies, politically conscious patrons, and listeners who enjoy engaging non-fiction. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous with the Penguin Press hardcover (150,000 1st print). 

Praise for Angler:
"Jaw-dropping...It reads like a thriller."--The New York Times

"Angler could well turn out to be the most revealing account of Cheney's activities as vice
president that ever gets written"--The Washington Post 

About the Author/Illustrator
BARTON GELLMAN is a critically honored author, journalist and blogger based at the Century
Foundation in New York. A longtime writer for The Washington Post, Gellman has led multiple
teams to a Pulitzer Prize and was a member of the team that won the 2002 Pulitzer for
National Reporting for coverage of the 9/11 attacks and their aftermath.

Rights 
Territories: 
Audio: 
British: 
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: 
Translation: 
Agency: THE WYLIE AGENCY LLC 

Reprint: 
1st Serial: 
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781594206016 7/16 Penguin Press HC, The $30.00/$39.00
Audio Download 9780451485366 7/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
E-book 9780698153394 7/16 Penguin Press HC, The
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Dark Side, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Mayer, Jane/DN 9781415958018 7/08 Books on Tape $95.00/$98.00
Oath, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Toobin, Jeffrey/DN 9780449013700 9/12 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 7/12/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48338-6
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Biography & Autobiography - Women
BISAC 2: Business & Economics - Women In Business
BISAC 3: History - United States - State & Local -
South (Al, Ar, Fl, Ga, Ky, La, Ms, Nc, Sc, Tn, Va, Wv)
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Biography and Inspiring
Women collection
Tie in with Crown's plans: 
National print and online review & feature
attention
National radio campaign
Blogger campaign
Author interviews and appearances out of
Florida
Digital advertising campaign 
Targeted buzz mailings
Social media promotions 

Life of the Party  
The Remarkable Story of How Brownie Wise Built, and Lost, a
Tupperware Party Empire 
Bob Kealing
Soon to be a major motion picture starring Sandra Bullock, the incredible story of
Brownie Wise, the Southern single mother--and postwar #Girlboss--who built, and
lost, a home-party empire.
     Before Mary Kay, Martha Stewart, and Peggy Olson, there was Brownie Wise, the
charismatic Tupperware executive who converted postwar optimism into a
record-breaking sales engine powered by American housewives. In LIFE OF THE
PARTY, Bob Kealing offers the definitive portrait of Wise, a plucky businesswoman
who divorced her alcoholic husband, started her own successful business, and
eventually caught the eye of Tupperware inventor, Earl Tupper, whose plastic
containers were collecting dust on store shelves.
     The Tupperware Party that Wise popularized drove Tupperware's sales to new
heights. It also gave minimally educated and economically invisible postwar
women an acceptable outlet for making their own money for their families. With
the people skills of Dale Carnegie, the looks of Doris Day, and the magnetism of
Eva Peron, Wise was as popular among her many devoted followers as she was
among the press. She became the first woman to appear on the cover of
BusinessWeek in 1954. Then, at the height of her success, Wise's ascent ended as
quickly as it began. Earl Tupper fired her under mysterious circumstances, wrote
her out of Tupperware's history, and left her with a pittance. He walked away with a
fortune and she disappeared into history--until now.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

MAJOR FORTHCOMING FILM ADAPTATION: Bob Kealing's book is the basis of a
forthcoming Sony Pictures film with Tate Taylor (The Help) attached to write and direct
and Sandra Bullock attached to star. 

FEMALE BUSINESS ICON, ENTREPRENEUR, AND INSPIRATIONAL FIGURE: From Sheryl
Sandberg's Lean In to Sophia Amoruso's #Girlboss, books by and about successful
businesswomen are finding wide audiences. Brownie Wise's experience as a single mother
who succeeds in a man's world because she has no other choice--and then makes it
easier for other women to do the same--will resonate with many listeners. 

REVISED AND UPDATED EDITION: Originally published as Tupperware Unsealed in 2008,
this revised and updated edition is perfectly timed to take advantage of the renewed
interest in this American business icon. Kealing performed extensive interviews, reviewed
Tupper and Wise's letters, and obtained exclusive access to a wealth of previously
unknown information to craft this audiobook. 

HISTORICAL LISTEN WITH NOSTALGIC APPEAL: Nearly everyone of a certain age remembers
"The Tupperware Lady" and has used or sold Tupperware products. This audio will appeal
not only to those familiar with this world-famous product, but to listeners who enjoy
biographies, 1950's history, and stories featuring strong leading ladies. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Crown Archetype hardcover
(40,000 1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Longwood, Florida
BOB KEALING is a four-time Emmy Award-winning journalist based in Orlanda with WESH-TV.
He has appeared on national television programs such as Dateline NBC and CBS This Morning
and has been a guest commentator on CNN, MSNBC, NBC, and C-SPAN. He is the author of
three books, and his articles have appeared in publications across the country.

Rights 
Territories: 
Audio: No
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: UFL BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781101903650 7/16 Crown Archetype $26.00/$34.00
Audio Download 9780451483393 7/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
E-book 9781101903667 7/16 Crown Archetype
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Dearie (Lib)(Cd)/Spitz, Bob/CD 9780449012895 8/12 Books on Tape $50.00/$58.00
Dearie (Lib)(Ldl)/Spitz, Bob/DN 9780449012901 8/12 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Blind Side, The (Lib)(Cd)/Lewis, Michael… 9781415933046 10/06 Books on Tape $81.00/$95.00
Blind Side, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Lewis, Michae… 9780739346877 10/06 Books on Tape $77.00/$90.00
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ON SALE 7/12/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-14-752266-5
$40.00/$54.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 2: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 3: Fiction - Science Fiction - Apocalyptic &
Post-Apocalyptic
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Thrillers and Literary Fiction
collections 
Tie in with Ballantine's plans: 
National media attention
National/local review and feature print
attention
Online review and feature attention
Targeted blogger outreach
Attendance at BEA
Targeted online and mobile advertising
campaign

The Last One  
A Novel 
Alexandra Oliva
Survival is the name of the game, as the line blurs between reality TV and reality
itself--and one woman's mind and body are pushed to the limit. A thrilling,
unsettling, debut novel for listeners of Station Eleven and The Passage.
     She wanted an adventure. She never imagined it would go this far...
     For the filming of a new reality TV show, 12 contestants of different
backgrounds and varying talent are pitted against one another in a remote
northeastern forest to determine who has the best survival skills. Separately, we
come to know one of those contestants intimately as she sets out alone, a few
weeks into the future, to complete her solo challenge. But as her emotional and
physical reserves dwindle, she comes to see that the real world might have been
altered in terrifying ways while they've been away--and her ability to parse the
charade will either be her triumph or her undoing. 
     Sophisticated and provocative, harrowing and surprising, THE LAST ONE is an
audiobook that forces us to confront the role that media plays in our perception
of what is real--how readily we cast our judgments, and how easily we are
manipulated.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

TALENTED WRITER WITH SURVIVAL SKILLS: Oliva, 33 years old, possesses not only a degree
from Yale and an MFA from The New School but also outdoor experience relevant to her
hero. Oliva delivers her debut through crisp and potent prose that creates both suspense
and emotional resonance. 

COMPULSIVE LISTEN: As addictive as reality TV, filled with suspenseful events of
apocalyptic proportions, this fast-paced, high stakes, literary thriller will keep listeners on
the edge of their seats.

BOOK CLUB PICK: Fueled by questions of how media affects our ability to comprehend
reality and tapping into the fundamental fears of what terrible fates might await modern
society, THE LAST ONE delivers a story that seems eerily realistic. This thought-provoking
listen will spark discussions about media consumption and our perceptions of reality.

STRONG FEMALE HERO: This audiobook's hero, known on the reality TV show as "Zoo," is a
gutsy and resourceful survivor--listeners will find her both enigmatic and sympathetic.
She is a lead character to root for. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Ballantine Books hardcover (35,000
1st print). 

Advance Praise for THE LAST ONE:
"A fiercely imagined tale of the human psyche under stress. An uncompromising,
thought-provoking debut."--Justin Cronin, author of The Passage

"Haunting, moving, and remarkable...Alexandra Oliva's debut novel is clever in its concept
and gripping in its delivery. This propulsive book is for everyone who ever thought reality
television signaled the end of the world."--Karen Joy Fowler, author of We Are All Completely
Beside Ourselves 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Redmond, WA Author Hometown: Upstate New York
ALEXANDRA OLIVA is a graduate of Yale University and The New School MFA program. In
between degrees, Oliva worked as a docent for the Prospect Park Zoo and she has taken
several wilderness survival courses, including an extended course at the famous Boulder
Outdoor Survival School (BOSS).

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE FRIEDRICH AGENCY, LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: LUCY CARSON

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9781101965092 7/16 Ballantine Books
Audio Download 9780147522672 7/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$100.00
Hardcover 9781101965085 7/16 Ballantine Books $26.00/$35.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Station Eleven (Lib)(Cd)/Mandel, Emily St. John/CD 9780553545586 9/14 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Station Eleven (Lib)(Ldl)/Mandel, Emily St. John/DN 9780553397987 9/14 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
Passage, The (Lib)(Cd)/Cronin, Justin/CD 9781415961759 6/10 Books on Tape $90.00
Passage, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Cronin, Justin/DN 9781415961773 6/10 Books on Tape $95.00/$112.00
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ON SALE 7/12/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0828-5
$40.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Romance - Romantic Comedy
BISAC 2: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 3: Fiction - Humorous
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Fashion, Romance, and Beach
Listens collection 
Tie in with Doubleday's plans: 
National Media Appearances
National Print Features
Outreach to women's fiction and mom
bloggers
Promote to Reading Groups
Interactive social media promotion
National Print Advertising
Online Advertising 

Nine Women, One Dress  
A Novel 
Jane L. Rosen
A charming and hilarious romp that brings together nine unrelated women, each
touched by the same little black dress that weaves through their lives, bringing a
little magic with it.
     Natalie is a Bloomingdale's sales girl mooning over her lawyer ex-boyfriend
who's engaged to someone else after just two months. Felicia has been quietly in
love with her happily married boss for twenty years; now that he's a lonely
widower, she just needs the right situation to make him see her as more than the
best executive assistant in Midtown Manhattan. Andrea is a private detective
specializing in gathering evidence on cheating husbands--a skill she unfortunately
learned from her own life--and can't figure out why her intuition tells her the guy
she's tailing is one of the good ones when she hasn't trusted a man in years. For
these three women, as well as half a dozen others in sparkling supporting roles--a
young model fresh from rural Georgia, a diva Hollywood star making her Broadway
debut, an over-achieving, unemployed Brown grad who starts faking a fabulous
life on social media, to name just a few--everything is about to change, thanks to
the dress of the season, the perfect little black number everyone wants to get their
hands on...
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BRILLIANT DEBUT AUTHOR: Jane L. Rosen is a born and bred New Yorker, who brings her
sharp, charming, and utterly hilarious personality to this audiobook. She often takes
inspiration from the city she lives in and the people she shares it with. 

CAPTURES THE MAGIC OF NEW YORK CITY: Set in New York, the city is a vibrant character
as in movies like An Affair to Remember, The Way We Were, or You've Got Mail. Rosen
captures that spirit of timeless yet modern romance perfectly, creating an enchanting
world patrons will never want to leave. 

A GOOD OLD-FASHIONED LOVE STORY X 3: The three central love stories span in age
range from a couple in their twenties to a couple in their sixties. With its delightful, never
sentimental love-conquers-all, life-affirming attitude, this is an audiobook for women of
all ages. 

THE LIFE-CHANGING MAGIC OF CLOTHES: NINE WOMEN, ONE DRESS is an ode to the
magical power of the perfect dress. Recommend this irresistible audio to patrons looking
for a breezy beach listen, fashion enthusiasts who enjoyed The Devil Wears Prada and The
Knockoff, and adult fans of The Sisterhood of the Traveling Pants who enjoy a narrative
with interconnected stories and recognize the importance of the perfect outfit. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Doubleday hardcover (50,000 1st
print).

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: New York, NY Author Hometown: New York, NY
JANE L. ROSEN is an author and Huffington Post contributor. She lives in New York City and
Fire Island with her husband and three daughters. She is the author of a young adult novel, 
The Thread, which she self-published. In addition to her writing she has spent time in film,
television and event production and is the co-founder of It's All Gravy LLC, a web and
app-based gifting company.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: INTERNATIONAL CREATIVE
MANAGEM 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: ALEXANDRA
MACHINIST

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780385541404 7/16 DDay Gen Adult $24.95
Audio Download 9780735208292 7/16 Books on Tape $76.00
E-book 9780385541435 7/16 DDay Gen Adult
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Knockoff, The (Lib)(Cd)/Sykes, Lucy/CD 9780553551013 5/15 Books on Tape $45.00/$52.00
Knockoff, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Sykes, Lucy/DN 9780553551020 5/15 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Crazy Rich Asians (Lib)(Cd)/Kwan, Kevin/… 9780804120784 6/13 Books on Tape $50.00/$57.00
Crazy Rich Asians (Lib)(Ldl)/Kwan, Kevin… 9780804120791 6/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 7/12/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48290-7
$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - General
BISAC 3: Fiction - Action & Adventure
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Seven CD
Format Description: APPROX 8 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Thrillers collection
Tie in with Putnam's plans: 
National print reviews and features
Online and social media promotion
Academic Marketing: Library Newsletter,
send to ALA

Dishonorable Intentions  
Stuart Woods

Fan favorite Stone Barrington returns in the newest thrilling adventure from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Stuart Woods.
     Stone Barrington and the gang are back in the line of fire, but ever the master
of keeping cool under pressure, Stone always knows how to come out on top.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

STONE BARRINGTON IS A FAN-FAVORITE: Stone Barrington remains Woods' most
consistently popular--and bestselling--series character.

STAR NARRATOR: Beloved actor Tony Roberts returns to narrate. AudioFile exclaims,
"Roberts' voice is perfect for Barrington...filled with humor, intelligence, and charm."

MORE OF WHAT LISTENERS LOVE: Stuart Woods thrillers are a brand listeners come back to
year after year for their swift action, racy characters, and crackling dialogue.

CONSISTENTLY STRONG REVIEWS: Woods' novels are praised by reviewers for their
consistent delivery of action, romance, and heroics. All perfect qualities for an
entertaining audiobook!

SIX NEWLY RECORDED BACKLIST TITLES: Woods is in high-demand all year long with new
releases each season. To keep his listeners satisfied, BOT is thrilled to be able to offer
newly recorded Stuart Woods titles to our audio download library releasing between Dec
'15-Jan '16: Orchid Blues & Blood Orchid read by Cassandra Campbell, L.A. Dead and 
Cold Paradise read by Tony Roberts, and The Prince of Beverly Hills and Capital Crimes
read by Stephen Hoye. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam hardcover (400,000 1st
print).

Audio Praise for Stuart Woods:
"Woods' fans will be pleased with [narrator Tony] Roberts' reading, which is a good match
with the hero's escapades"--Booklist (Kisser)

"All characters receive distinctive personas from Roberts, whose reading keeps the action
moving and engages listeners. Score wins for both Woods' writing and Roberts'
narration."--Booklist (Unnatural Acts)

"Tony Roberts strikes just the right note in his reading...Filling the story with thrills, titters,
and titillation, Woods moves the story along, and Roberts keeps pace with him step for step.
He delivers the author's prose with a wry arch of an eyebrow that tells the listener to sit back
and enjoy the ride."--Publishers Weekly (Lucid Intervals) 

About the Author/Illustrator
STUART WOODS is the author of more than sixty novels. He is a native of Georgia and began
his writing career in the advertising industry. Chiefs, his debut in 1981, won the Edgar
Award. An avid sailor and pilot, Woods lives in Florida, Maine, and Santa Fe.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: JANKLOW & NESBIT ASSOCIATES 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: ANNE SIBBALD

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9780399573910 7/16 Putnam Adult HC $28.00/$36.00
Audio Download 9780451482914 7/16 Books on Tape $66.50/$85.50
E-book 9780399573934 7/16 Putnam Adult HC
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Naked Greed (Lib)(Cd)/Woods, Stuart/CD 9781101914397 7/15 Books on Tape $35.00/$41.00
Naked Greed (Lib)(Ldl)/Woods, Stuart/DN 9781101914403 7/15 Books on Tape $66.50/$76.00
Hot Pursuit (Lib)(Cd)/Woods, Stuart/CD 9781101888209 4/15 Books on Tape $35.00/$41.00
Hot Pursuit (Lib)(Ldl)/Woods, Stuart/DN 9781101888216 4/15 Books on Tape $66.50/$76.00
Insatiable Appetites (Lib)(Cd)/Woods, St… 9781101888070 1/15 Books on Tape $35.00/$41.00
Insatiable Appetites(Lib)(Ldl)/Woods, St… 9781101888087 1/15 Books on Tape $66.50/$76.00
Paris Match (Lib)(Cd)/Woods, Stuart/CD 9780553544572 10/14 Books on Tape $35.00/$41.00
Paris Match (Lib)(Ldl)/Woods, Stuart/DN 9780553544589 10/14 Books on Tape $66.50/$76.00
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ON SALE 7/19/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0831-5
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Coming Of Age
BISAC 3: Fiction - Historical
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Historical Fiction collection
Tie in with Penguin Press's plans: 
National and regional review coverage
Select author events
Seed early with print and online reviewers
Fiction media and book page print features
NPR interviews
Literary fiction blog and podcast campaign
Essay/op-eds at publication
Targeted outreach to literary bloggers
Promotional partnerships with John
Steinbeck organizations and Monterey
Bay aquarium 

Monterey Bay  
Lindsay Hatton

A beautiful debut set around the creation of the world-famous Monterey Bay
Aquarium--and the last days of John Steinbeck's Cannery Row.
     In 1940, fifteen year-old Margot Fiske arrives on the shores of Monterey Bay
with her eccentric entrepreneur father. Margot has been her father's apprentice all
over the world, until an accident in Monterey's tide pools drives them apart and
plunges her head-first into the mayhem of John Steinbeck's  Cannery Row. 
     Steinbeck is hiding out from his burgeoning fame at the raucous lab of Ed
Ricketts, the biologist known as Doc in Cannery Row. Ricketts, a charismatic
bohemian, quickly becomes the object of Margot's fascination. Despite Steinbeck's
protests and her father's misgivings, she wrangles a job as Ricketts's sketch artist
and begins drawing the strange and wonderful sea creatures he pulls from the
waters of the bay. Unbeknownst to Margot, her father is also working with
Ricketts. He is soliciting the biologist's advice on his most ambitious and
controversial project to date: the transformation of the Row's largest cannery into
an aquarium. When Margot begins an affair with Ricketts, she sets in motion a
chain of events that will affect not just them, but the future of Monterey as well.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BOT LIBRARY CD EXCLUSIVE

GORGEOUS WRITING CREATES LUSH LISTEN: Lindsay Hatton is a Monterey native--she
beautifully describes Monterey in all of its rich color and captures the city in all of its
complexity. Like her character Margot, Hatton has a particular gift for rendering
Monterey's myriad marine life. 

REVISIT A SINGULAR AMERICAN SETTING: John Steinbeck brilliantly captured Monterey in
his classic novel Cannery Row. Since the age of the canneries has passed, the
world-famous Monterey Bay Aquarium has risen to represent this iconic American coastal
city. MONTEREY BAY is an engrossing listen that announces the arrival of an exciting new
voice in fiction.

LITERARY HISTORY COMES TO LIFE ON AUDIO: Ed Ricketts was a friend whom Steinbeck
immortalized as Doc in his novel. Both men are unforgettable characters in MONTEREY
BAY. Hatton used the Steinbeck-Ricketts letters as inspiration for their relationship.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous with the Penguin Press hardcover (25,000 1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Cambridge, MA Author Hometown: Monterey, CA
LINDSAY HATTON is a graduate of Williams College, where she studied creative writing with
Jim Shepard. She holds an MFA from the Creative Writing Program at New York University. She
currently resides in Cambridge, MA, but was born and raised in Monterey, CA, where she
spent many fascinating and formative summers working behind-the scenes at the Monterey
Bay Aquarium.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: TBG LITERARY LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: JULIE BARER

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781594206788 7/16 Penguin Press HC, The $27.00/$35.00
Audio Download 9780735208322 7/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
E-book 9780698407503 7/16 Penguin Press HC, The
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Maine (Lib)(Cd)/Sullivan, J. Courtney/CD 9780307917317 6/11 Books on Tape $45.00/$51.00
Maine (Lib)(Ldl)/Sullivan, J. Courtney/DN 9780307917324 6/11 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Aviator'S Wife, The (Lib)(Cd)/Benjamin, Melanie/CD 9780385360357 1/13 Books on Tape $50.00/$58.00
Aviator'S Wife, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Benjamin, Melanie/DN 9780385360364 1/13 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 7/19/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0882-7
$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 2: Fiction - Humorous
BISAC 3: Fiction - Coming Of Age
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Six CD
Format Description: APPROX. 7 HOURS 30
MINUTES

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction collection
Tie in with Riverhead's plans: 
Author Tour
Print and online reviews and features
NPR Interviews
Online advertising
Social media and online promotion
Targeted online outreach
Academic marketing and library
promotions

Losing It  
Emma Rathbone

A poignant, hilarious novel about a woman who still has her virginity at the age of
26, and the summer she's determined to lose it--and find herself.
     Julia Greenfield has a problem: she's 26 years old and still a virgin. Sex should
be easy. People have it all the time! But, without meaning to, she made it through
college and into adulthood with her virginity in place. Something's got to change. 
     To re-route herself from her stalled life, Julia travels to spend the summer with
her mysterious aunt Vivienne in North Carolina. It's not long, however, before she
unearths a confounding secret--her 58 year old aunt is a virgin too. In the
unrelenting heat of the southern summer, Julia becomes fixated on puzzling out
what could have lead to Viv's appalling condition, all while trying to avoid the
same fate.
     Filled with offbeat characters and subtle, wry humor, LOSING IT is about the
primal fear that you just might never meet anyone. It's about desiring something
with the kind of obsessive fervor that almost guarantees you won't get it. It's about
the blurry lines between sex and love, and trying to figure out which one you're
going for. And it's about the decisions--and non-decisions--we make that can
end up shaping a life.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

YOUNG LITERARY STAR: Emma Rathbone writes for NewYorker.com's "Daily Shouts and
Murmurs" column and her pieces regularly go viral. 

WARM, FUNNY VOICE MAKES AN ENGAGING AUDIO: Recommend this audio to listeners
who enjoy smart, wryly observed fiction about relationships. Like Nick Hornby, Rainbow
Rowell, and Emma Straub, Rathbone's writing is filled with sharp, hilarious observations
about daily life and characters who become close to our hearts.

UNTRADITIONAL SUMMER LISTEN: Julia's story takes place over one hot summer; it's a
"not-quite-sexy" beach listen filled with sexual awakening and awkwardness, a series of
disastrous dates with colorful characters, and a female protagonist who you root for,
cringe for, and ultimately, love.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Riverhead hardcover (25,000 1st
print). 

Advance Praise for LOSING IT:
"Every single page of Emma Rathbone's LOSING IT contains a line so funny, so awkward, so
perfect, that you do not want this momentous summer to end. Rathbone's writing feels
effortless, but it detonates in such wonderful ways. An amazing book."--Kevin Wilson,
author of The Family Fang

"With a delicate touch, Rathbone takes a fraught moment in one young woman's life and
fashions a funny, sad, genuinely moving story from it. Her Julia Greenfield is entirely
imperfect and completely sympathetic, and LOSING IT is a bright gem of a novel."--Lauren
Fox, author of Days of Awe and Friends Like Us 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Charlottesville, VA
EMMA RATHBONE is the author of the novel The Patterns of Paper Monsters. She is the
recipient of a Christopher Isherwood Grant in Fiction, and her work can also be seen in the
Virginia Quarterly Review and on www.newyorker.com. A graduate of the University of
Virginia Creative Writing Program, she lives in Charlottesville, Virginia.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: TBG LITERARY LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781594634772 7/16 Riverhead Hardcover $26.00/$34.00
Audio Download 9780735208834 7/16 Books on Tape $66.50/$85.50
E-book 9780698408760 7/16 Riverhead Hardcover
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Girls In White Dresse(Lib)(Cd)/Close, Jennifer/CD 9780307939340 8/11 Books on Tape $35.00/$40.00
Girls In White Dress(Lib)(Ldl)/Close, Jennifer/DN 9780307939357 8/11 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
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ON SALE 7/26/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48412-3
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Mystery & Detective - General
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 3: Fiction - Thrillers - Crime
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Nine CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS 30
MINUTES
Series: An Alexandra Cooper Novel

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Mystery and Detective
collection
Tie in with Dutton's plans: 
National publicity
Tie-in to NY Fashion Week
5 City author tour
National advertising campaign
Online promotion
Radio interviews

Killer Look  
Linda Fairstein

New York Times bestselling author Linda Fairstein delivers a heart-pounding thriller
that explores the dark secrets of New York City's garment district, centering on its
infamous Fashion Week, in her eighteenth Alexandra Cooper novel.
     New York City is known for its glamour, and nowhere is this more apparent
than in its fashion scene. Sharing the pedestal with Paris, Milan, and London as
Fashion Capitol of the World, New York continually astounds with its creativity,
daring, and innovations in the name of beauty. Yet high fashion means high
stakes, as Alex Cooper quickly discovers when a murder rocks New York City's
Fashion Week. Along with Detectives Mike Chapman and Mercer Wallace, Alex
must reveal the grime beneath the glitz to expose the culprit -- unless a wolf in
model's clothing gets to them first.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

UNPARALLELED AUTHOR PEDIGREE: Linda Fairstein is as famous for her work as a
prosecutor of sex crimes for the Manhattan District Attorney's office as she is as a
bestselling novelist. She literally wrote the book on sexual violence against women (Sexual
Violence: Our War Against Rape in 1993) and has been instrumental in strengthening laws
prohibiting violence against women.

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR & SERIES: Fairstein's Alexandra Cooper series is
consistently bestselling, and Fairstein is one of the most critically acclaimed thriller writers
around. She's a regular guest on many television and radio programs.

THE MERYL STREEP OF AUDIOBOOKS: Hugely popular and sought-after audiobook narrator
Barbara Rosenblat returns to narrate this next installment in Fairstein's series. On top of
being called the "Meryl Streep of audiobooks," this rockstar narrator also appears as Miss
Rosa in Netflix's acclaimed original series Orange is the New Black.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Dutton hardcover (150,000 1st
print). Also available in large print. 

Audio Praise for the Alexandra Cooper series:
"Barbara Rosenblat's narration captures the colorful characters with spot-on voices, nuanced
pacing, and smart dialogue...satisfying mystery."--AudioFile Earphones Award (Death Angel)

"As always, Manhattan becomes a character in itself...Fairstein is on a roll with her Alexander
Cooper series."--Booklist, starred review (Night Watch)

"Fairstein shows off her prodigious knowledge of New York City while also crafting high
stakes action scenes on the Hudson River."--Booklist (Devil's Bridge) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Manhattan and Martha's
Vineyard
LINDA FAIRSTEIN was chief of the Sex Crimes Unit of the district attorney's office in
Manhattan for more than two decades and is America's foremost legal expert on sexual
assault and domestic violence. Her Alexandra Cooper novels are international bestsellers and
have been translated into more than a dozen languages. She lives in Manhattan and on
Martha's Vineyard.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: INTERNATIONAL CREATIVE
MANAGEM 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9781101984024 7/16 Dutton Adult
Large Print 9780735206472 7/16 RH Large Print $28.00/$36.00
Audio Download 9780451484130 7/16 Books on Tape $85.50/$110.50
Hardcover 9781101984017 7/16 Dutton Adult $28.00/$36.00
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Devil'S Bridge, The (Lib)(Cd)/Fairstein,… 9781101914878 8/15 Books on Tape $40.00/$51.00
Devil'S Bridge, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Fairstein… 9781101914885 8/15 Books on Tape $85.50/$110.50
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Bones Never Lie (Lib)(Cd)/Reichs, Kathy/… 9780804147804 9/14 Books on Tape $40.00
Bones Never Lie (Lib)(Ldl)/Reichs, Kathy… 9780804147811 9/14 Books on Tape $76.00
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ON SALE 8/2/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-399-56579-3
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Biography & Autobiography - Personal
Memoirs
BISAC 2: Family & Relationships - Parenting - Parent
& Adult Child
BISAC 3: Self-Help - Personal Growth - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Graduation, Advice, and
Mother/Daughter Book Club collections
Tie-in with Penguin Press's plans: 
5-city author tour
National media campaign
Radio phoner campaign
Lifestyle, family, and home media and
print features
Pitch advice columnists
Parenting and women's online and print
features
Op-eds at publication
Comprehensive online and social media
campaign
Indie Bound Advance Access
B2B and Special Sales push
Shelf Awareness, Goodreads, and
NetGalley giveaways and promotions

Navigating Life  
Things I Wish My Mother Had Told Me 
Margaux Bergen
A wise, inspiring, piercingly honest user's guide to life, written for the author's
daughter and given to her on her first day of college, reflecting tough lessons about
family, work, and marriage.
     You learn a few useful things at school--the three r's come in handy, and it's
good to know how to perform under pressure and wait your turn--but most of
what matters, what makes you into a functioning human being, able to hold your
own in conversation, find your path, and secure a meaningful job, no teacher will
ever tell you. This diamond-sharp, gut-punchingly honest audiobook of
hard-earned wisdom is one mother's effort to equip her daughter for survival in
the modern world.
     Margaux Bergen began writing this book when her daughter Charlotte turned
nine and gave it to her right after graduation from high school, when she was
setting off for her first day of college. "I am not writing this to groom or guide you
to professional or academic success," she writes. "My goal is rather to give you
tools that might help you engage with the world and flourish...Think of this as a
kind of developing bath-time wisdom."
     Wise, heartbreakingly funny, and resonantly true, NAVIGATING LIFE has
invaluable lessons for students of life of all ages. It will challenge listeners to lead
a more meaningful life and to tackle the bumps along the way with grace, grit,
style, and ingenuity. What The Blessings of a Skinned Knee did for the early years
of parenting, NAVIGATING LIFE does for the next, far more perilous chapter, when
new graduates are cast out on the high seas and have to learn to sink or
swim--and find their way.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

MOTHER-DAUGHTER LISTEN: The author's aim was to equip her daughter with all of the
things that she wished her own parents had told her--how to deal with a bad boss, where
to start looking for a job, what to do when you're fired, what to do when someone close to
you betrays you. Inspiring advice to listen to whether alone or with a parent or loved one.

PARENTING ADVICE ABOUT ALL THE STUFF NO ONE EVER TELLS YOU: This is for listeners
of Battle Hymn of the Tiger Mother and Three-Martini Playdate. It is an audiobook for both
parents and children, with a raw, scorchingly witty sense of humor--and amazing honesty
that truly resonates when heard. 

MUST-HAVE FOR GRADUATION COLLECTIONS: With its combination of inspiration,
truth-telling, and the pluck of the best graduation speeches, NAVIGATING LIFE is perfect
to recommend to listeners seeking out life lessons and for graduation displays.

POWERFUL AND ORIGINAL VOICE: Listening to NAVIGATING LIFE is like having a
conversation with your best friend. Bergen is sharp, revealing, truly wise, and has a great
voice with the combination of humor and insight of Lena Dunham or Meghan Daum.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Penguin Press hardcover (20,000
1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Washington, DC
MARGAUX BERGEN has spent the last twenty years developing global marketing and branding
strategies for high-profile nonprofits, working as vice president of strategic communications
for Vital Voices, communications director for the Center for Interfaith Action on Global
Poverty, and in a variety of positions at the World Bank. She has wandered around the slums
and favelas of most major cities in the world while raising three children in Washington, DC.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: THE GERNERT COMPANY 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: STEPHANIE
CABOT

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781594206290 8/16 Penguin Press HC, The $27.00/$35.00
Audio Download 9780399565809 8/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
E-book 9780698182202 8/16 Penguin Press HC, The
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Bringing Up Bebe (Lib)(Cd)/Druckerman, Pamela/CD 9780449807606 3/12 Books on Tape $35.00/$41.00
Bringing Up Bebe (Lib)(Ldl)/Druckerman, Pamela/DN 9780449010891 2/12 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
Some Assy Required Unab Cds/Lamott, Anne/DN 9781101978863 3/12 Books on Tape $47.50/$55.00
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ON SALE 8/2/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0864-3
$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Coming Of Age
BISAC 3: Fiction - Sports
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Seven CD
Format Description: APPROX. 8 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Olympic Dreams and Based on
a True Story collections
Tie-in with Penguin Press's plans: 
National media campaign
Seed early with print and online reviewers
National and regional review coverage
Fiction media and book page print features
Tie into Olympics coverage
Pitch sports media/columnists
Literary fiction blog and podcast campaign
Op-eds at publication
Sell sheet featuring international praise
and publishing success
Designed ARCs
IndieBound WhiteBox mailing
Goodreads, NetGalley, and Twitter
promotions and giveaways
Prepub Shelf Awareness ads
Targeted outreach to fans of the Olympics
Social media promotions, tying into the
Olympics

Don't Tell Me You're Afraid  
A Novel 
Giuseppe Catozzella
Based on a remarkable true story, the journey of an unforgettable African girl who
risks her life to run in the Olympic Games.
     At eight years old, Samia lives to run. She shares her dream with her best friend
and neighbor, Ali, who appoints himself her "professional coach." Eight-year-old
Ali trains her, times her, and pushes her to achieve her goals. For both children,
Samia's running is the bright spot in their tumultuous life in Somalia. She is
talented, brave, and determined to represent her country in the Olympic Games,
just like her hero the great Somali runner Mo Farah.
     For the next several years, Samia and Ali train at night in a deserted stadium,
as war rages and political tensions continue to escalate. Despite the lack of
resources, despite the war, and despite all of the restrictions imposed on Somali
women, Samia becomes a world class runner. As a teenager, she is selected to
represent her country at the 2008 Beijing Olympics. She finishes last in her heat at
the Games, but the site of the small, skinny woman in modest clothes running in
the dust of athletes like Veronica Campbell-Brown brings the Olympic stadium to
its feet.
     Samia sets her sights on the 2012 Olympics, in London, the home of Mo Farah.
Conditions in Somalia have deteriorated and Samia must get there on her own. To
do so, she is forced the make the arduous migrant journey across Africa and the
Mediterranean.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

BASED ON A REMARKABLE TRUE STORY: Based on the true story of Samia Yusuf, a brave
young woman who ran for Somalia in the Beijing Games, DON'T TELL ME YOU'RE AFRAID
was originally publlished in Italy, where it has sold over 100,000 copies and won several
major awards. 

OLYMPIC FEVER: DON'T TELL ME YOU'RE AFRAID arrives just as the 2016 Summer Olympics
begin in Rio, a fitting tribute to a great Olympian. Patrons will be hungry for Olympic
stories and can even listen while they run themselves. 

UNFORGETTABLE VOICE: In this beautiful translation, renowned translator Anne Milano
Appel has rendered Samia's unique voice that will touch listeners who fell for Little Bee. 

WINDOW ONTO VITAL GLOBAL ISSUE: This audiobook not only tells the incredible story of
an extraordinary athlete, but also is a timely commentary on the human tragedy of
migrants. Hundreds of thousands of people per year have crossed the Mediterranean from
Libya since Gaddafi fell from power.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Penguin Press hardcover (20,000
1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
GIUSEPPE CATOZZELLA graduated with a degree in philosophy from the University of Milan.
His writing has appeared in Il Corriere della Sera, Vanity Fair, Granta, and other publications.
He has lectured at Columbia University, the University of Miami, the Free University of Berlin,
among other institutions. He is the author of several works of fiction. Following the Italian
publication, Catozzella was appointed a UN Goodwill Ambassador for the United Nations
High Commission for Refugees.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: 
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: 

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781594206412 8/16 Penguin Press HC, The $27.00/$35.00
Audio Download 9780735208650 8/16 Books on Tape $66.50/$85.50
E-book 9780698189164 8/16 Penguin Press HC, The
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Close Your Eyes, Hold(Lib)(Cd)/Bohjalian, Chris/CD 9780307917485 7/14 Books on Tape $35.00/$41.00
Close Your Eyes, Hol(Lib)(Ldl)/Bohjalian, Chris/DN 9780307917492 7/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Tiger'S Wife, The (Lib)(Cd)/Obreht, TÉA/CD 9780307877024 3/11 Books on Tape $40.00/$45.00
Tiger'S Wife, The (Lib)(Ldl)/Obreht, TÉA/DN 9780307877031 3/11 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 8/2/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-1-101-92449-5
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Thrillers - Technological
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Suspense
BISAC 3: Fiction - Science Fiction - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Science Fiction collection
Tie-in with Crown's plans: 
National publicity
National review and feature attention
National/regional NPR campaign
Author tour: markets by request
Massive national advertising campaign
targeting sci-fi, entertainment, and thriller
readers
Trade advertising
Comic Con promotion
Major social media campaign
Publishing industry and celebrity buzz
mailings
ReadItForward.com promotion
Features on Suvudu.com
Enrollment in early review programs such
as Goodreads.com, LibraryThing.com,
and TheReadingRoom.com
Widespread early bookseller mailing 
eGalley available on NetGalley.com
Library marketing

Dark Matter  
A Novel 
Blake Crouch
From the author of the bestselling Wayward Pines trilogy, a brilliantly mind-bending
science-fiction thriller in which an ordinary man is kidnapped, knocked
unconscious--and awakens in a world inexplicably different from the reality he
thought he knew.
     Jason Dessen is walking home through the chilly Chicago streets one night,
looking forward to a quiet evening in front of the fireplace with his wife, Daniela,
and their son, Charlie--when his reality shatters. 
     It starts with a man in a mask kidnapping him at gunpoint, for reasons Jason
can't begin to fathom--what would anyone want with an ordinary physics
professor?--and grows even more terrifying from there, as Jason's abductor injects
him with some unknown drug and watches while he loses consciousness. When
Jason awakes, he's in a lab, strapped to a gurney--and a man he's never seen
before is cheerily telling him "welcome back!" Jason soon learns that in this world
he's woken up to, his house is not his house. His wife is not his wife. His son was
never born. And someone is hunting him. Is the life Jason remembers just some
crazed dream? And can he survive long enough to discover the answers he needs?
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

A TRULY AWESOME CHASE THRILLER: Crouch is that rare writer who can hook listeners
from the very start with an irresistible mystery and a hero worth rooting for, and then
follow through with breakneck pacing and smart, surprising plotting that keeps patrons
compulsively listening. 

A LOVE STORY AT ITS CORE: The plot engine of this audiobook is our hero's desperate
struggle to reconnect with--and ultimately save--the wife and child who have been torn
away from him. A thriller with heart will appeal to a wide range of patrons.

SCI-FI + MYSTERY = MOVIE-LIKE LISTEN: There *is* a single, logical, scientific (well, okay,
science-fictionific) explanation behind the mind-bending premise here, one that's
satisfyingly grounded and rule-driven. Fans of movies like Looper and Inception will be
lining up for DARK MATTER. And unsurprisingly, movie rights have been sold to Sony after
a major studio bidding war. Listen before you see it! 

BREAKOUT STAR ON THE SMALL SCREEN: Crouch is the bestselling author you've never
heard of. His Wayward Pines trilogy was an enormous hit for Amazon's Thomas & Mercer
imprint, selling more than a million copies to date and was adapted into a primetime series
on Fox starring Matt Dillon that debuted in May 2015. Yet his work hasn't been on
bookstore shelves and he's never been reviewed in a major news outlet. Until now.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Crown hardcover (150,000 1st
print). Also available in large print. 

About the Author/Illustrator
BLAKE CROUCH has sold over a million books and his work has been translated into more
than twenty five languages. He is best known for his bestselling Wayward Pines series, which
was adapted into a FOX Television "event series" that aired its first season in Spring 2015,
directed by M. Night Shyamalan and starring Matt Dillon.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: INKWELL MANAGEMENT, LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: DAVID HALE
SMITH

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Hardcover 9781101904220 8/16 Crown $26.00/$34.00
Audio Download 9781101924501 8/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
E-book 9781101904237 8/16 Crown
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Amped (Lib)(Cd)/Wilson, Daniel H./CD 9780307941060 6/12 Books on Tape $35.00/$41.00
Amped (Lib)(Ldl)/Wilson, Daniel H./DN 9780307941077 6/12 Books on Tape $66.50/$75.50
Dark Eden (Lib)(Ldl)/Beckett, Chris/DN 9780804190589 4/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
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ON SALE 8/2/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0989-3
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Romance - Contemporary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 3: Fiction - Sagas
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Summer Listens and Book
Club Picks
Tie in with Ballantine's plans: 
National media attention
National/local review and feature print
attention
National/local radio attention
Online review and feature attention
Select author appearances by request
National multi-media advertising
campaign 
Early reviewer promotions through
Netgalley, Vine, Goodreads, and
LibraryThing
Features in PRH newsletters and social
media platforms 
Promotions via author's newsletters
(monthly and Fan Ambassador list) and
social media platforms 
Library marketing

Sweet Tomorrows  
Debbie Macomber

The next audiobook set in the picturesque town of Cedar Cove, introducing a new
set of guests checking into the Rose Harbor Inn and a happily-ever-after for those
who need it most.
     This audiobook marks the conclusion of the beloved Rose Harbor series
featuring Jo Marie Rose and handyman Mark Taylor.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR: The previous two books in the series, Silver
Linings and Love Letters debuted high on the New York Times bestseller list; Love Letters
was also named One of the Best Books of the Year by Library Journal.

HALLMARK TV SERIES AND MOVIES: Hallmark's original series, Debbie Macomber's Cedar
Cove, returned for a third season in Summer '15. And a new original TV movie based on 
Dashing Through the Snow aired during the 2015 holiday season. Macomber's Mr. Miracle
was made into a most-watched TV movie in 2014, following in the footsteps of Mrs.
Miracle, Calling Mrs. Miracle and Trading Christmas.

BOOK CLUBS (AND CRAFT CLUBS) WILL TAKE NOTE: Macomber has an unparalleled
relationship with her fans, including knitters and crafters (she has her own yarn store, A
Good Yarn, named after the shop in her bestselling Blossom Street series), Christian
groups, book clubs, romance fans and beyond. Her charity efforts include serving as the
international spokeswoman for World Vision's "Knit for Kids" program.

AVID LISTENER: Macomber is dyslexic, and loves listening to audiobooks. One of her
favorite things to do is travel in a car with her husband and knit while listening to
audiobooks.

GENTLE SUMMER LISTEN: This is the perfect book club pick or beach listen for August.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Ballantine Books hardcover
(300,000 1st print). Also available in large print. 

Series Praise: 
"[Lorelei King] deftly delivers the dialogue with smooth, clear segues and character
voices."--AudioFile (Silver Linings) 

"As per usual, Macomber's fans will be lining up to see what happens in this gentle and
heartwarming read, and they won't be disappointed."--Booklist (Love Letters) 

"Romance and a little mystery abound..."--Library Journal, starred review (Love Letters) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Port Orchard, WA/Vero
Beach, FL 

Author Hometown: Yakima, WA

DEBBIE MACOMBER is a leading voice in women's fiction, with more than 170 million copies
of her books in print worldwide. Nine of her novels have hit #1 on the New York Times
bestseller list, with three debuting at #1 on the New York Times, USA Today, and Publishers
Weekly lists.

Rights 
Territories: 
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: THE PARK LITERARY GROUP LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: THERESA PARK

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9780553391848 8/16 Ballantine Books
Large Print 9780735206489 8/16 RH Large Print $26.00/$34.00
Audio Download 9780553399059 8/16 Books on Tape $76.00/$98.00
Hardcover 9780553391831 8/16 Ballantine Books $26.00/$34.00
Author's Previous Titles (Sales Track) ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
Last One Home (Lib)(Cd)/Macomber, Debbie… 9781101912645 3/15 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Last One Home (Lib)(Ldl)/Macomber, Debbi… 9780553398861 3/15 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
Love Letters (Lib)(Cd)/Macomber, Debbie/… 9780553545500 8/14 Books on Tape $40.00/$46.00
Love Letters (Lib)(Ldl)/Macomber, Debbie… 9780553398809 8/14 Books on Tape $76.00/$86.00
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ON SALE 8/2/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-451-48408-6
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: History - Military - Afghan War (2001-)
BISAC 2: History - Military - United States
BISAC 3: History - Military - Veterans
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX 10 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Military collection
Tie-in to Berkley's plans: 
National radio publicity
National print publicity
Online publicity campaign
Online advertising campaign
NetGalley outreach
Social media campaign on
Facebook.com/CaliberUSA

The Silence of War  
An Old Marine in a Young Marine's War 
Terry McGowan
A fifty-year-old former Marine returns to combat in Iraq and Afghanistan in this new
memoir with a foreword by Bill O'Reilly.
     Terry McGowan had been a cop, a Marine officer, and a member of the FBI
before retiring at the age of fifty. But on September 11th, 2001, McGowan knew
that his duty was not finished. 
     Six years later, he was the oldest member of a Marine platoon in Iraq; part of a
special team of civilian law enforcement personnel embedded on the front line,
helping soldiers investigate the insurgency. His success in Iraq led to a position
with the Marines in Afghanistan, trying to keep up with twenty-year-old soldiers as
they humped over the mountains. In THE SILENCE OF WAR, McGowan recounts the
many trials of his life of service, providing an intimate glimpse into the horrible
realities of modern military conflict.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

FOREWORD BY BILL O'REILLY: Regularly drawing millions of viewers, O'Reilly's support for
this moving memoir is sure to generate massive attention from the many fans of The
O'Reilly Factor and his bestselling nonfiction history books.

A UNIQUE MILITARY COMBAT MEMOIR: Decades older than his comrades, McGowan
brought his years of experience in law enforcement to the field and has a keen sense of
human behavior that gives THE SILENCE OF WAR a unique perspective and voice unlike
other personal accounts we've heard about the War on Terror. 

WIDE LISTENER APPEAL: With action in both Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as a chapter on
his training in the Cold War-era Corps and his career in the FBI, this audiobook will appeal
to both military nonfiction and law enforcement listeners. Patrons looking for a follow-up
to American Sniper will take interest. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Berkley hardcover (50,000 1st
print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Port Richey, FL (near
Tampa/St. Pete)
TERRY MCGOWAN is a former beat cop, and Marine Lieutenant who went on to a twenty year
career in the FBI. After his time in Afghanistan and Iraq he moved to Florida where he spends
his time dabbling in real estate.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: FRANK BREEDEN CONSULTING, LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: Yes
Special Markets: 
Agent: FRANK
BREEDEN
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BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0700-4
$50.00/$64.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Literary
BISAC 2: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 3: Fiction - Family Life
Carton Count: 12
Audio Components: Fourteen CD
Format Description: APPROX. 15 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Literary Fiction collection
Tie in with Knopf's plans 
National Media Appearances
National Print Features
National Author Tour
National Print Advertising
Major Online Advertising Campaign

Bright, Precious Things  
A novel 
Jay McInerney
Following Brightness Falls (1992) and The Good Life (2006), Bright, Precious Things
builds on the critically acclaimed series featuring Russell and Corinne Calloway "the
Manhattan couple-with-everything" (New York Times).
     From an outsider's perspective, Russell and Corinne Calloway are living the
New York dream: book parties one night and high-society charity events the next;
jobs they care deeply about (and actually enjoy); two kids, a Tribeca loft, and
summer respites in the Hamptons. But under the surface things are far from
perfect. Their neighborhood has become extremely fashionable, and as a result
they're slowly but surely being priced out of it. Russell's an independent publisher
with cultural clout in spades, and minimal cash to back it up. As he tries to
navigate a rapidly changing industry, he makes a gamble that will have disastrous
repercussions. Meanwhile, Corinne's increasingly devoted to serving the poor in a
city of astonishing wealth, instead of profiting from it herself; and then her world
is suddenly turned upside down by the reappearance of Luke McGavock, with
whom she'd had an ill-fated affair seven years ago in the wake of the September
11th attacks. These circumstances (and a host of others) will test their
relationship more severely than they ever could have anticipated. Utterly authentic
in its portrayal of a marriage in a time of stupendous change (from Obama's
historic election to a global economic collapse) BRIGHT, PRECIOUS THINGS is a
crowning achievement from the preeminent writer of his generation.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED NEW YORK WRITER: In a front-page piece in The New York Times
Book Review , Sam Tanenhaus wrote, "Each generation needs its Manhattan novel, and
many ache to write it. But it was McInerney who succeeded." (Bright Lights, Big City)

SERIES STILL BURNING BRIGHT: Series fans will be eager to hear a new chapter in the story
of the Calloways in this follow-up to Brightness Falls and The Good Life, Jay McInerney's
most consistently acclaimed and successful work. As AudioFile said, "The lights are still
burning in McInerney's beloved big city." (The Good Life) 

HISTORICAL PERIOD VIVIDLY CAPTURED ON AUDIO: McInerney has rendered a compelling
interpersonal drama with a fascinating historical backdrop. The series covers nearly thirty
years of this nation's history, all through the peculiar prism of New York City.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Knopf hardcover (75,000 1st print).

Praise for Jay McInerney:
"McInerney probes the human response to tragedy, and the complexity of human desire, with
both precision and empathy. He is a master at finding the truths we barely admit even to
ourselves."-- Booklist, starred review (The Good Life) 

"Replete with ironic insight, wit, and style, this is highly recommended for popular fiction
collections."--Library Journal (Brightness Falls)

"[McInerney] possesses the literary naturalist's full tool kit: empathy and curiosity, a peeled
eye and a well-tuned ear, a talent for building narratives at once intimate and expansive,
plausible and inventive."--New York Times Book Review (How It Ended) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: New York, NY Author Hometown: Hartford, CT
JAY MCINERNEY is the author of seven novels, a collection of short stories, and three
collections of essays on wine. He is a regular contributor to New York, The Guardian Weekly
(London) and Corriere della Sera. He lives in New York City and Water Mill, New York.

Rights 
Territories: 
Audio: No
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Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
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Translation: No
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Reprint: Yes 
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BOOKS ON TAPE
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978-0-7352-0559-8
$35.00/$45.00

BISAC 1: Biography & Autobiography - Personal
Memoirs
BISAC 2: Biography & Autobiography - Women
BISAC 3: Biography & Autobiography - Literary
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Eight CD
Format Description: APPROX. 9 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Mother-Daughter Book Club
Picks collection
Tie-in with Riverhead's plans: 
Author Tour
National electronic media
Print and online reviews and features
NPR Interviews
Online advertising
Social media and online promotion
Targeted online outreach
Academic marketing and library promotion

I'm Supposed to Protect You from All This  
A Memoir 
Nadja Spiegelman
A memoir of mothers and daughters --and mothers as daughters--traced through
four generations, from Paris to New York and back again. 
     Well past the age when most children stop believing in magic, Nadja
Spiegelman believed her mother was a fairy. More than her famous father, Maus
creator Art Spiegelman, and even more than most mothers, hers--Paris-born New
Yorker art director Francoise Mouly--seemed to possess superhuman powers,
both dazzling and daunting. As Nadja emerged into an early adolescence and her
body "began to whisper to the adults around me in a language I did not
understand," the tensions between them deepened. Unwittingly, they were
replaying a drama from her mother's past, a drama Nadja sensed but had never
been told, beyond shadowy disclosures that quickly deadended into "I'm supposed
to protect you from all that." It wasn't until she graduated from college that her
mother finally opened up to her about her upbringing, as one of three daughters
of a flamboyant nouveau riche plastic surgeon and his volatile wife, who too
readily made their children pawns in their volatile relationship. 
     It had taken an ocean to allow Francoise enough distance to break free and
invent herself in New York, which she did with a vengeance. Now, at not much
more than the same age, Nadia made the journey in reverse, returning to Paris
determined to fill in the blanks and to resolve the contradictions in her mother's
account. But while she learned that where mothers and daughters are concerned,
clean beginnings and endings are impossible, she emerged with this dramatic and
moving multigenerational narrative and a deeper understanding of why those who
love us best sometimes hurt us most. 
     I'M SUPPOSED TO PROTECT YOU FROM ALL THIS is an audiobook in which every
woman will hear herself and her mother, and how they glorify, vilify, distort,
misunderstand, and ultimately, if they are lucky, make their peace with the past
and allow one another to become, imperfectly, themselves.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

RELATABLE MOTHER & DAUGHTER LISTEN: Every woman--and many men--can relate to
the powerful dynamics between mothers and daughters and the quest to understand how
this primal relationship shapes us well into adulthood. Spiegelman does not shy away
from its darker aspects, but ultimately--as with Cheryl Strayed's Wild or Jeanette Walls' 
The Glass Castle--this is a book about love. 

APPEALING, LITERARY VOICE: Spiegelman is warm, inquisitive, funny, empathic, and always
deeply engaging--listeners can't help but be drawn in to her family's story and her own.

BOOK CLUB LISTEN: The mother-daughter topic is sure to be popular amongst book clubs
and will provoke engaging discussions.

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Riverhead hardcover (50,000 1st
print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Paris, France, and
Brooklyn, NY
NADJA SPIEGELMAN is the daughter of Maus author Art Spiegelman and New Yorker art
director Francoise Mouly. She grew up in New York City, and now divides her time between
Paris and Brooklyn.

Rights 
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Reprint: Yes 
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ON SALE 8/2/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-449-80752-1
$50.00/$64.00

BISAC 1: True Crime - General
BISAC 2: History - United States - 20th Century
BISAC 3: Biography & Autobiography - Criminals &
Outlaws
Carton Count: 12
Audio Components: Thirteen CD
Format Description: APPROX. 16 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Nonfiction collection
Tie in with Doubleday's plans 
National Media Appearances
National Print Features
National Author Tour
National Print Advertising
Major Online Advertising Campaign
Political blogger outreach

Urban Guerrilla  
The Wild, Strange Saga of Patty Hearst and the Symbionese
Liberation Army 
Jeffrey Toobin
From bestselling author Jeffrey Toobin, a thrilling re-examination of the kidnapping
and trial that transfixed the nation and defined a bizarre era in American history.
     On February 4, 1973, Patricia Hearst, a sophomore in college and heir to the
Hearst family fortune, was kidnapped from her Berkeley, California, apartment,
thrown into the trunk of a stolen car, beaten, and threatened with death. Her
kidnappers were no ordinary criminals, but an urban guerilla group calling
themselves the Symbionese Liberation Army (SLA). Her abduction was only the
beginning of a series of strange events that would end with Hearst on trial herself. 
     Hearst came to sympathize with her kidnappers and join in a cross-country
saga that included a thunderous gun battle in Los Angeles (still the largest police
shoot-out in American history), city riots, food distribution to the poor, and, most
famously, Hearst wielding a machine gun as she robbed a bank. "Rescued" after 19
months in captivity and defended in court by the famed attorney F. Lee Bailey, her
trial turned on a last-minute surprise by the prosecution and forever blurred the
line between victim and perpetrator in American consciousness. 
     Based on more than a hundred interviews and previously secret documents,
Jeffrey Toobin reveals the members of the shadowy Symbionese Liberation Army,
mostly young middle-class men and women, who turned from activism to terror;
the Hearst family, private people with a famous name, who were forced to become
a public spectacle; and a young woman who suffered an unimaginable trauma and
then made the startling decision to join her captives' crusade. Or did she?
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

ESSENTIAL FOR NONFICTION COLLECTIONS: This must-listen is the definitive account of
Patty Hearst and the SLA. Jeffrey Toobin has uncovered thousands of previously secret
documents that cast Patty Hearst's story in a radical new light.

AMERICAN LORE = LEGENDARY LISTEN: Patty Heart's story continues to fascinate because
it has it all: a rich family, Robin Hood politics, a beautiful young woman, and the burning
question, "Is she guilty?" Hearst's trial rivals OJ Simpson's for its wild courtroom drama,
circus-like atmosphere and stunning twists and turns.

GRIPPING LEGAL DRAMA MEETS FASCINATING CULTURAL HISTORY: At its core a story of
one young woman, one family, and one radical group, Toobin brings the Patty Hearst
drama to life the national stage, where the hope of the 60s had given way to violence of
the 1970s, all without missing a beat. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultanous publication with the Doubleday hardcover (150,000 1st
print). 

Praise for Jeffrey Toobin:
"Toobin's take on the nine people who sit on the nation's highest court is intimate, personal,
and vital."--AudioFile Earphones Award winner (The Nine)

"Toobin offers a vivid inside look...at the ideological battle between the White House and the
Supreme Court."--Booklist, starred review (The Oath) 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: New York, NY
JEFFREY TOOBIN is the bestselling author of The Oath, The Nine, Too Close to Call, A Vast
Conspiracy, and The Run of His Life. He is a staff writer at The New Yorker and the senior
legal analyst at CNN.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: INTERNATIONAL CREATIVE
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Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: No
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ON SALE 8/9/2016
BOOKS ON TAPE
COMPACT DISC (UA)

978-0-7352-0616-8
$40.00/$51.00

BISAC 1: Fiction - Contemporary Women
BISAC 2: Fiction - Romance - Romantic Comedy
BISAC 3: Fiction - Family Life
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Ten CD
Format Description: APPROX. 10 HOURS 30
MINUTES

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including  Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Summer Escapes, Book Club
Picks, and Delicious Listens collections
Tie-in with Pamela Dorman's plans: 
Author events in Boston and throughout
New England
National and Regional Publicity and
Review Coverage
Fiction Media and Book Page Print
Features
National Radio Campaign
Online advertising
Book club promotion
Social media and online promotion
Targeted online outreach
Academic marketing and library
promotions
louisemillerauthor.tumblr.com
Facebook.com/louisemillerauthor
Twitter.com/louisethebaker
Instagram.com/louisethebaker

The City Baker's Guide to Country Living  
Louise Miller

A warm, full-hearted debut about a big-city baker who discovers the true meaning of
home, and that sometimes the best things are found when you didn't even know you
were looking.
     When Olivia 'Livvy' Rawlings--baker extraordinaire for an exclusive Boston
dinner club--sets not just her flambéed dessert but the entire building alight, she
takes a much-needed weekend break in the idyllic leafy town of Guthrie, Vermont.
A weekend soon turns into something more permanent when Margaret Hurley, the
cantankerous, sweater-set wearing owner of the Sugar Maple Inn, needs to recruit
a new baker who can help her reclaim the inn's blue ribbon status at the annual
county fair apple pie contest. On paper, at least, Livvy seems to be just who she's
looking for. Her love life's a mess and so Livvy does what she does best: relocate. 
     Along with Salty, her gigantic, uber-enthusuastic dog with almost too much
personality, Livvy, as the Sugar Maple's new baker, brings her mouth-watering
desserts to the residents of Guthrie, home of Bag Balm, the country's
longest-running contra dance, and her best friend, Hannah. And when she meets
Martin McCracken, the Guthrie native who has returned from New York to nurse
his ailing father, Livvy comes to understand that she may not be as alone in this
world as she once thought. With the joys of a warm, fragrant kitchen, the sound of
banjos and fiddles being tuned in a barn, and the crisp scent of the orchard just
outside the front door, Livvy may finally find that the life you want may not be the
one you expected--it could be even better.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

PERFECT SUMMER ESCAPE AND BOOK CLUB PICK: Who hasn't dreamed of leaving the
pressures of the big city for an idyllic bed and breakfast lifestyle of harvest festivals and
neighbors you love like family? THE CITY BAKER'S GUIDE TO COUNTRY LIVING invites
listeners to enjoy a perfect slice of American life in a New England town.

LISTEN WHILE YOU COOK: A delicious listen sure to delight foodies who loved J. Ryan
Stradal's Kitchens of the Great Midwest. Louise Miller captures the power of food in
creating community and comfort. As an experienced Boston pastry chef herself, she
explains the ins and outs of working in a kitchen--the camaraderie, the elaborate meal
preparations, the mouth-watering recipes.

A SPUNKY, LOVEABLE HEROINE: Outspoken and self-deprecating, Olivia Rawlings is a great
heroine--with years of baking experience under her belt, snappy one-liners, and a hair
color that she changes depending on her mood. She's not only a strong female
character--fallible, moody, with a huge heart and verve--she's also thoroughly relatable.

A TOUCHING ROMANCE: Martin and Olivia both come with some baggage and pain, but
together, they discover a sense of wholeness and home that they've never been able to
find in anyone else. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Pamela Dorman hardcover (30,000
1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Boston, MA
LOUISE MILLER is a pastry chef who, like Livvy, works at a private dining club in Boston. She
received a scholarship to attend GrubStreet's Novel Incubator program, a year-long workshop
for novelists. She is an art school drop-out, an amateur flower gardener, an old-time banjo
player, an obsessive movie goer, and a champion of old dogs. The City Baker's Guide to
Country Living is her debut novel.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
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British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
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Translation: No
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Reprint: Yes 
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Agent: ALEXANDRA
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BISAC 1: Fiction - Psychological
BISAC 2: Fiction - Thrillers - Psychological
BISAC 3: Fiction - Thrillers - General
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Nine CD
Format Description: APPROX. 11 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including  Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Debut Authors and Suspense
collections
Tie-in with Ballantine's plans:
National print reviews and features
Online advertising
Online promotion
Book club promotion
Online reading group guide
www.renaolsen.com
Facebook.com/RenaOlsenWriter
Academic Marketing: Library Newsletter,
send to ALA, ALA galley giveaway, library
book buzz, pitch for First Flights

The Girl Before  
Rena Olsen

In this powerful psychological suspense debut, when a woman's life is shattered,
she is faced with a devastating question: What if everything she thought was normal
and good and true . . . wasn't?
     Clara Lawson is torn from her life in an instant. Without warning, her home is
invaded by armed men, and she finds herself separated from her beloved husband
and daughters. The last thing her husband yells to her is to say nothing.
     In chapters that alternate between past and present, the audiobook slowly
unpeels the layers of Clara's fractured life. We see her growing up, raised with her
sisters by the stern Mama and Papa G, becoming a poised and educated young
woman, falling desperately in love with the forbidden son of her adoptive parents.
We see her now, sequestered in an institution, questioned by men and women who
call her a different name--Diana--and who accuse her husband of unspeakable
crimes. As recollections of her past collide with new revelations, Clara must
question everything she thought she knew to come to terms with the truth of her
history, and to find the strength to navigate her future.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

UNPAUSABLE FEMALE-DRIVEN PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE: The audiobook falls into an
irresistable--and highly successful--category of driveway listening (we dare patrons to
press pause, even when they arrive at their destination), and the story is driven by a
heroine who is uncertain and unreliable, but also eminently relatable. 

DEEP INSIGHT INTO HUMAN BEHAVIOR: Rena Olsen's background in psychology and
therapy reveals itself in every passage of THE GIRL BEFORE. The characters are complex
and layered, and the story unfolds with precision and care. This will undoubtedly get book
clubs talking. 

A DEBUT AUTHOR TO LISTEN OUT FOR: Help patrons discover a new voice in psychological
suspense who already has another standalone in the works. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Putnam hardcover (35,000 1st
print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Ankeny, IA
RENA OLSEN grew up moving around every few years, following her minister father from
church to church, and her exposure to so many different people and environments sparked
an interest in human nature. She earned a Bachelor's degree in Psychology and a Master's in
Marriage and Family Therapy. A licensed therapist, she works in Des Moines, IA.

Rights 
Territories: World
Audio: Yes
British: Yes
Restriction: World 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: Yes
Agency: DYSTEL AND GODERICH LITERARY
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Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: No
Special Markets: 
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PELLETIER
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ON SALE 8/23/2016
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978-0-451-48278-5
$45.00/$58.00

BISAC 1: Biography & Autobiography - Historical
BISAC 2: History - Expeditions & Discoveries
BISAC 3: History - Native American
Carton Count: 24
Audio Components: Twelve CD
Format Description: APPROX. 14 HOURS

Marketing and Publicity
Marketing Contact: Cheryl L Herman

Review coverage in library trade journals
& magazines including Library Journal, 
AudioFile, and Booklist
Feature in Biography collection
 Tie in with Random House's plans: 
National/local review and feature print
attention
Online review and feature attention
Early reviewer and consumer outreach
promotions

The Prime Minister of Paradise  
Christian Gottlieb Priber and the Search for the Lost American
Enlightenment 
John Jeremiah Sullivan
The award-winning author of Pulphead chases one of the 18th century's greatest,
most elusive Utopians through decades of forgotten history in an epic twenty-year
search that tracks the power of ideas and the nature of obsession.
     In 1735, a charismatic German lawyer and accused atheist named Christian
Gottlieb Priber fled Germany, under threat of arrest, bound for colonial South
Carolina. When he arrived, he sold his possessions and hiked 400 miles west, into
the woods of what is now Tennessee. There, in the Cherokee village of Grand
Tellico, Priber created a Utopian society that he named Paradise. 
     For six years, Paradise was governed by a set of revolutionary ideas that
included racial equality, sexual freedom, and a lack of private property. Most
troublingly for the English, Priber spoke against colonialism itself. Many of his
ideas--which he chronicled in a mysterious manuscript he called Paradise- -wou ld
go on to inform the American and French revolutions, as well as socialist theory.
Priber's ideas were so subversive that he was hunted for half a decade and
eventually captured by the British--making headlines in London--and was
imprisoned until his death. At that point, the only copy of his book was apparently
burned. This audiobook brings to life for the first time the story of Paradise's lost
history and the fascinating figure who created it.
____________________
Key Points/Quotes:

IMMERSIVE LISTENING: Like David Grann, Nathaniel Philbrick, and Hampton Sides, Sullivan
brings a lost history to vivid life, drawing on a vast body of research and his singular
narrative gifts to immerse listeners in the world of the colonies, 18th century Native
American life, and Enlightenment-era Europe. A rare combination of scholarship and
literature.

AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR: Sullivan won a Whiting Writer's award for his first book, Blood
Horses, and his second, Pulphead, was a best book of the year in EW, Time, and The New
York Times. Sullivan is a two-time recipient of the National Magazine Award, a winner of
the Pushcart Prize, the NYPL's Cullman Center for Scholars and Writers fellowship, and the
Windham-Campbell Prize for Literature.

GROUNDBREAKING RESEARCH: Sullivan has been working on this story since he first
stumbled upon an article about Priber as a college student. He has conducted archival
work in four different countries--and even learned German--to research it. In his years of
archival work, Sullivan has discovered new documents that have led him to surviving
pieces of Priber's lost book. 

BREAKOUT BOOK: Much like George Saunders before Tenth of December, John Sullivan is a
writer with a fervent, literary fan base and a huge cultural footprint. Movie rights have
already been snapped up by Scott Rudin. 

CROSS PROMOTION: Simultaneous publication with the Random House hardcover (35,000
1st print). 

About the Author/Illustrator
Author Residence: Wilmington, NC Author Hometown: Louisville, KY
JOHN JEREMIAH SULLIVAN was an editor at Harper's Magazine and a writer for GQ before
becoming a contributing writer for the New York Times Magazine. He is currently the
Southern Editor of the Paris Review.

Rights 
Territories: US, Canada, open market
Audio: Yes
British: No
Restriction: US, Canada, Open Mkt 

Return indicator: Full copies only
Book Club: Yes
Translation: No
Agency: THE WYLIE AGENCY LLC 

Reprint: Yes 
1st Serial: No
Special Markets: 
Agent: JIN AUH

Other Editions of This Title (Title Family) ISBN On Sale Publisher Price US/Can.
E-book 9780812994988 8/16 Random House
Audio Download 9780451482792 8/16 Books on Tape $95.00/$123.00
Hardcover 9780812994971 8/16 Random House $28.00/$36.00
Comparative Titles by Other Authors ISBN On sale Publisher Price US/Can.
In The Kingdom Of Ice(Lib)(Cd)/Sides, Hampton/CD 9780307966568 8/14 Books on Tape $45.00/$52.00
In The Kingdom Of Ic(Lib)(Ldl)/Sides, Hampton/DN 9780307966575 8/14 Books on Tape $95.00/$108.00
Lost City Of Z (Lib)(Ldl)/Grann, David/DN 9781415960264 2/09 Books on Tape $85.50/$88.00

JUST ANNOUNCED! 
Two more major bestselling authors heat up our Summer ’16 list!

MOVED TO SPRING 2017



All titles listed also available on audio from BOT.

JUST ANNOUNCED! 
Two more major bestselling authors heat up our Summer ’16 list!

This is a compelling audiobook about the pleasure and meaning of finding  
a home and family where you least expect them.  

• HISTORY OF SUCCESS: L’Amour’s style of storytelling truly lends itself to being heard. Library Journal   
    suggests audio as an “easy point of entry for those curious about L’Amour’s work.” As L’Amour once stated   
    himself: “I think of myself in the oral tradition--as a troubadour, a village tale-teller, the man in the shadows of  
 a campfire. That’s the way I’d like to be remembered--as a storyteller. A good storyteller.”

• COMMUNITY CROWD-PLEASER: Multiple libraries around the country have hosted Louis L’Amour events to   
 celebrate his work. Louis’s son Beau L’Amour is passionate about his father’s stories on audio and he loves   
 sharing stories and history tidbits to fascinate fans of all ages.

BRIONNE by Louis L’Amour
4 CDs: 978-0-7352-8555-2

$30.00/$39.00C 
Audio Download: 978-0-7352-8556-9

On Sale: 5/10/16

DARK CANYON by Louis L’Amour
4 CDs: 978-0-7352-8594-1

$30.00/$39.00C 
Audio Download: 978-0-7352-8595-8

On Sale: 6/14/16

HANGING WOMAN CREEK 
by Louis L’Amour

4 CDs: 978-0-7352-8598-9
$30.00/$39.00C 

Audio Download: 978-0-7352-8599-6
On Sale: 8/9/16

AUDIO PRAISE FOR LOUIS L’AMOUR:
“Western fans will not be disappointed.”—Library Journal (Kid Rodelo)

FALLING by Jane Green     
10 CDs: 978-0-7352-8571-2

$45.00/$58.00C 
Audio Download: 978-0-7352-8572-9

On Sale: 7/12/16

• MAJOR BESTSELLING AUTHOR: Sixteen of Jane Green’s novels have hit  
    the New York Times bestseller list. Check your holds on her backlist   
 titles—she is a perennial listener favorite. 

• SUMMER LISTENING AT ITS BEST: With romance, humor, and Green’s   
 signature British wit, this is the perfect beach listen.  

AUDIO PRAISE FOR JANE GREEN:
“Listeners will have a hard time turning off this guilty pleasure.”
        —AudioFile (The Beach House)

Visit www.booksontape.com for full descriptions of these titles.

THREE NEW AUDIO RECORDINGS FROM THE #1 BESTSELLING WESTERN AUTHOR, LOUIS L’AMOUR

FANS WILL LOVE JANE GREEN'S LATEST LISTEN
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Random HousE 
Large Print

PROPERTY OF A  
NOBLEWOMAN 
By Danielle Steel

978-0-7352-0649-6
On Sale 3/15/16
$29.00/$38.00C

This title is available in 
large print only. Please see 
website for title description.  

UNITED
By Cory Booker

978-0-7352-0735-6
On Sale 2/16/16
$27.00/$35.00C

The author-read audio 
edition (available on CD and 
audio download) was ranked 

in the Spring ’16 catalog 
and is not a drop-in. 

SPARK JOY 
By Marie Kondo

978-0-7352-0778-3
On Sale: 1/5/16
$19.00/$25.00C

Also available as a Spring 
drop-in audio download 
exclusive. Listen while  

you tidy up! 

SPRING ‘16 large print Drop-ins

THE NAME OF GOD  
IS MERCY

By Pope Francis
978-0-7352-0976-3
On Sale 1/12/16
$28.00/$36.00C

Also available as a BOT 
Spring drop-in CD and audio 

download. See page 3.

DARK MONEY
By Jane Mayer

978-0-7352-1033-2
On Sale 1/19/2016

$30.00/$39.00C

Also available as a BOT 
Spring drop-in CD and 

audio download.  
See page 3.
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SUMMER ’16 LARGE PRINT TITLES

MILLER’S VALLEY 
By Anna Quindlen 

978-0-3995-6681-3
On Sale 4/5/16
$28.00/$36.00C

This title is available in 
large print only. Please see 
website for title description.  

ELIGIBLE: A modern 
retelling of Pride and 

Prejudice
By Curtis Sittenfeld
978-0-3995-6684-4
On Sale: 4/19/16
$28.00/$34.00C

For title description, please 
see page 18.

MAESTRA
By L.S. Hilton

978-0-7352-0805-6
On Sale: 4/19/16
$27.00/$35.00C

For title description, please 
see page 15.

*SUMMER EARLY SHIP* *SUMMER EARLY SHIP*

A COUNTRY ROAD, A TREE
By Jo Baker

978-0-3995-6758-2
On Sale: 5/17/16
$26.00/$34.00C

For title description, please 
see page 32.

THE APARTMENT 
By Danielle Steel

978-0-7352-0999-2
On Sale 5/3/16
$29.00/$38.00C

This title is available in 
large print only. Please see 
website for title description.  

EVERYBODY’S FOOL
By Richard Russo

978-0-7352-0603-8
On Sale: 5/3/16
$29.00/$38.00C

For title description, please 
see page 27.

THE GIRL FROM  
SUMMER HILL

By Jude Deveraux
978-0-3995-6683-7

On Sale: 5/3/16
$27.00/$35.00C

For title description, please 
see page 22.

Get 25% off with our  
Large Print SOP

*SUMMER EARLY SHIP*
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Random HousE 
Large Print

I ALMOST FORGOT ABOUT YOU
By Terry McMillan 

978-0-3995-6676-9
On Sale: 6/7/16
$27.00/$35.00C

For title description, please  
see page 55.

MODERN LOVERS
By Emma Straub

978-0-7352-0816-2
On Sale: 5/31/16
$27.00/$35.00C

For title description, please 
see page 46. 

THE GIRLS
By Emma Cline

978-0-7352-0818-6
On Sale: 6/14/16
$27.00/$35.00C

For title description, please 
see page 58. 

A HERO OF FRANCE
By Alan Furst

978-0-7352-0720-2
On Sale 5/31/16
$27.00/$35.00C

This title is available in  
large print only. Please see  
website for title description.  

SMOKE
By Dan Vyleta

978-0-7352-0920-6
On Sale: 5/24/16

$28.00

For title description, please 
see page 42. 

HOMEGOING
By Yaa Gyasi

978-0-7352-0819-3
On Sale: 6/7/16
$27.00/$35.00C

For title description, please 
see page 49. 

TOM CLANCY DUTY  
AND HONOR

By Grant Blackwood
978-0-7352-8492-0
On Sale: 6/14/16
$29.00/$38.00C

For title description, please 
see page 57.

THE PURSUIT
By Janet Evanovich and  

Lee Goldberg
978-0-7352-8501-9
On Sale: 6/21/16
$28.00/$34.00C

For title description, please 
see page 62. 

SUMMER ’16 LARGE PRINT TITLES
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MAGIC
By Danielle Steel

978-0-7352-1000-4
On Sale 7/5/16
$29.00/$38.00C

This title is available in  
large print only. Please see 
website for title description.  

GHOSTS OF WAR
By Brad Taylor

978-0-7352-0604-5
On Sale 6/28/16
$27.00/$35.00C

This title is available in 
large print only. Please see 
website for title description.  

CHANCE DEVELOPMENTS 
By Alexander McCall Smith

978-0-7352-0599-4
On Sale 7/12/16
$24.00/$31.00C

This title is available in 
large print only. Please see 
website for title description.  

SWEET TOMORROWS 
By Debbie Macomber
978-0-7352-0648-9
On Sale: 8/2/16
$26.00/$34.00C

For title description, please 
see page 79. 

KILLER LOOK
By Linda Fairstein

978-0-7352-0647-2
On Sale: 8/9/16
$28.00/$36.00C

For title description, please 
see page 75. 

Get 25% off with our  
Large Print SOP

THE LIGHT OF PARIS 
By Eleanor Brown

978-0-7352-0817-9
On Sale: 7/12/16
$27.00/$35.00C

For title description, please 
see page 67. 

RUSHING WATERS 
By Danielle Steel

978-0-7352-1001-1
On Sale 8/30/16
$29.00/$38.00C

This title is available in 
large print only. Please see 
website for title description.  

SUMMER ’16 LARGE PRINT TITLESSUMMER ’16 LARGE PRINT TITLES
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RANK TITLE AUTHOR ON-SALE PAGE # SIMULTANEOUS ISBN PRICE QTY

1 Tom Clancy Duty and Honor BLACKWOOD, GRANT Jun 90 9780735284920 $29.00 

2 The Pursuit EVANOVICH, JANET Jun 90 9780735285019 $28.00 

3 Sweet Tomorrows MACOMBER, DEBBIE Aug 91 9780735206489 $26.00 

4 Eligible EARLY SHIP SITTENFELD, CURTIS Apr 89 9780399566844 $28.00 

5 The Apartment STEEL, DANIELLE May 89 9780735209992 $29.00 

6 Magic STEEL, DANIELLE Jul 91 9780735210004 $29.00 

7 Rushing Waters STEEL, DANIELLE Aug 91 9780735210011 $29.00 

8 Everybody's Fool RUSSO, RICHARD May 89 9780735206038 $28.00 

9 I Almost Forgot About You MCMILLAN, TERRY Jun 90 9780399566769 $27.00 

10 Killer Look FAIRSTEIN, LINDA Aug 91 9780735206472 $28.00 

11 Miller's Valley EARLY SHIP QUINDLEN, ANNA Apr 89 9780399566813 $28.00 

12 A Hero of France FURST, ALAN May 90 9780735207202 $27.00 

13 Smoke VYLETA, DAN May 90 9780735209206 $28.00 

14 A Country Road, A Tree BAKER, JO May 89 9780399567582 $26.00 

15 The Girls CLINE, EMMA Jun 90 9780735208186 $27.00 

16 Maestra EARLY SHIP HILTON, L.S. Apr 89 9780735208056 $27.00 

17 Modern Lovers STRAUB, EMMA May 90 9780735208162 $26.00 

18 Homegoing GYASI, YAA Jun 90 9780735208193 $27.00 

19 The Light of Paris BROWN, ELEANOR Jul 91 9780735208179 $27.00 

20 The Girl from Summer Hill DEVERAUX, JUDE May 89 9780399566837 $27.00 

21 Ghosts of War TAYLOR, BRAD Jun 91 9780735206045 $27.00 

22 Chance Developments MCCALL SMITH, ALEXANDER Jul 91 9780735205994 $24.00 

Library Order Form

Spring 2016 BOT CD Drop-Ins

Summer 2016 Large Print

BOOKS ON TAPE

TITLE AUTHOR ON-SALE PAGE # SIMULTANEOUS ISBN PRICE QTY

American Housewife ELLIS, HELEN Jan 3 9780735209527 $35.00 

Dark Money MAYER, JANE Jan 3 9780307970671 $45.00 

The Name of God Is Mercy POPE FRANCIS Jan 3 9780735209749 $26.00 

Robert B. Parker's Blackjack KNOTT, ROBERT Feb 3 9780451485311 $35.00 

(Un)Qualified FURTICK, STEVEN Mar 3 9780451484314 $32.00 

Spring 2016 Large Print Drop-Ins
TITLE AUTHOR ON-SALE PAGE # SIMULTANEOUS ISBN PRICE QTY

Dark Money MAYER, JANE Jan 88 9780735210332 $30.00 

The Name of God is Mercy POPE FRANCIS Jan 88 9780735209763 $26.00 

Spark Joy KONDO, MARIE Jan 88 9780735207783 $19.00 

United BOOKER, CORY Feb 88 9780735207356 $27.00 

Property of a Noblewoman STEEL, DANIELLE Mar 88 9780735206496 $29.00 
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TURN PA

GE* BOT Library CD Exclusive Simultaneous Release 

Summer 2016 BOT CDs

RANK TITLE AUTHOR ON-SALE PAGE # SIMULTANEOUS ISBN PRICE QTY

1 Tom Clancy Duty and Honor BLACKWOOD, GRANT Jun 57 9780147520166 $50.00 

2 The Pursuit EVANOVICH, JANET Jun 62 9780553551563 $35.00 

3 Sweet Tomorrows MACOMBER, DEBBIE Aug 79 9780735209893 $40.00 

4 The Emperor's Revenge CUSSLER, CLIVE May 45 9780451484048 $45.00 

5 Dishonorable Intentions WOODS, STUART Jul 72 9780451482907 $35.00 

6 Robert B. Parker's Slow Burn ATKINS, ACE May 19 9781101913284 $32.00 

7 Eligible EARLY SHIP SITTENFELD, CURTIS Apr 18 9780307736666 $35.00 

8 First Comes Love GIFFIN, EMILY Jun 64 9780804127622 $40.00 

9 The City of Mirrors CRONIN, JUSTIN May 39 9780307702067 $60.00 

10 Everybody's Fool RUSSO, RICHARD May 27 9780804191906 $45.00 

11 I Almost Forgot About You MCMILLAN, TERRY Jun 55 9781101913079 $40.00 

12 Killer Look FAIRSTEIN, LINDA Jul 75 9780451484123 $40.00 

13 Valiant Ambition PHILBRICK, NATHANIEL May 30 9780147524386 $45.00 

14 But What If We're Wrong? KLOSTERMAN, CHARLES Jun 52 9780451484895 $40.00 

15 Smoke VYLETA, DAN May 42 9780735206762 $50.00 

16 Vinegar Girl TYLER, ANNE Jun 56 9780451483966 $35.00 

17 Dark Matter CROUCH, BLAKE Aug 78 9781101924495 $40.00 

18 A Country Road, A Tree BAKER, JO May 32 9780399566264 $40.00 

19 Fall of Man in Wilmslow LAGERCRANTZ, DAVID May 23 9780735208940 $45.00 

20 The Girls CLINE, EMMA Jun 58 9780147524010 $40.00 

21 Maestra EARLY SHIP HILTON, L.S. Apr 15 9780451483102 $40.00 

22 Crimson Death HAMILTON, LAURELL K. Jun 50 9780451486851 $55.00 

23 Modern Lovers STRAUB, EMMA May 46 9780451484970 $40.00 

24 Arrowood MCHUGH, LAURA Jul 65 9780451482983 $40.00 

25 Guilty Minds FINDER, JOSEPH Jun 48 9780147524683 $40.00 

26 Fever at Dawn EARLY SHIP GARDOS, PETER Apr 14 9780735210271 $35.00 

27 Homegoing GYASI, YAA Jun 49 9780735209824 $40.00 

28 The Light of Paris BROWN, ELEANOR Jul 67 9780451484833 $40.00 

29 Falling GREEN, JANE Jul 87 9780735285712 $45.00 

30
The City Baker's Guide to Country 
Living

MILLER, LOUISE Aug 84 9780735206168 $40.00 

31 Brionne L'AMOUR, LOUIS May 87 9780735285552 $30.00 

32 Dark Canyon L'AMOUR, LOUIS Jun 87 9780735285941 $30.00 

33 Hanging Woman Creek L'AMOUR, LOUIS Aug 87 9780735285989 $30.00 

34 Dark Mirror GELLMAN, BARTON Jul 68 9780735285330 $45.00 

35 Don't Tell Me You're Afraid CATOZZELLA, GIUSEPPE Aug 77 9780735208643 $35.00 

36 Red Platoon ROMESHA, CLINTON May 26 9780147524720 $45.00 

37 Urban Guerrilla TOOBIN, JEFFREY Aug 83 9780449807521 $50.00 

38 Charcoal Joe MOSLEY, WALTER Jun 61 9780735208742 $40.00 

39 The Girl from Summer Hill DEVERAUX, JUDE May 22 9780147522528 $40.00 

40 June
BEVERLY-WHITTEMORE, 
MIRANDA

May 44 9780451482860 $45.00 

41 I Let You Go MACKINTOSH, CLARE May 24 9780804195102 $40.00 

42 Three-Martini Lunch EARLY SHIP RINDELL, SUZANNE Apr 12 9780451484710 $50.00 

43 Sweetbitter DANLER, STEPHANIE May 40 9780399566301 $45.00 

44 The After Party DISCLAFANI, ANTON May 33 9780147524621 $45.00 

45 The Second Life of Nick Mason HAMILTON, STEVE May 35 9780451483560 $35.00 

46 The Long Game MCCONNELL, MITCH May 41 9780451483423 $40.00 

BOOKS ON TAPE

Get 25% off  
with our SOP

see page 10
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Summer 2016 BOT CDs (continued)
BOOKS ON TAPE

TITLES, PRICES, DATES, AND MANUFACTURING DETAILS OF ALL AUDIOBOOKS LISTED ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE OR CANCELLATION WITHOUT NOTICE.  

Please visit www.booksontape.com for the most current title information. Contact BOT Customer Service: csbot@randomhouse.com

Library                                               Account#

Address

Contact

City / State / Zip

Telephone           Email

Purchase Order#

For more information, contact your Books on Tape 
Representative or our Customer Service Team:

TEL:  1-800-733-3000 • FAX: 1-800-940-7046

Penguin Random House LLC
Attn: Library & School Services, 

400 Hahn Road,
Westminster, MD 21157

www.booksontape.com

LIBRARY SELECT CUSTOMERS: PLEASE PLACE YOUR ORDERS FOR SUMMER ’16 by AUGUST 15th, 2016.

* BOT Library CD Exclusive Simultaneous Release 

RANK TITLE AUTHOR ON-SALE PAGE # SIMULTANEOUS ISBN PRICE QTY

47 The Awakened Family TSABARY, SHEFALI PH.D. May 47 9780735209558 $40.00 

48 That's Not How We Do It Here KOTTER, JOHN Jun 53 9780735206649 $20.00 

49 The Sun and the Moon and the Rolling Stones COHEN, RICH May 59 9780451482242 $35.00 

50 You May Also Like VANDERBILT, TOM May 31 9780399567681 $45.00 

51 Bobby Kennedy TYE, LARRY May 37 9780735208087 $50.00 

52 Mother, Can You Not? EARLY SHIP SIEGEL, KATE Apr 13 9780735205673 $35.00 

53 Negotiating the Nonnegotiable EARLY SHIP SHAPIRO, DANIEL Apr 16 9780147524461 $40.00 

54 The Assistants PERRI, CAMILLE May 25 9780147524942 $35.00 

55 For the Glory HAMILTON, DUNCAN May 29 9780399565830 $40.00 

56 This Too Shall Pass BUSQUETS, MILENA May 38 9780147526854 $35.00 

57 Bright, Precious Things MCINERNEY, JAY Aug 81 9780735207004 $50.00 

58 Approval Junkie EARLY SHIP SALIE, FAITH Apr 17 9780451483027 $45.00 

59 The Silence of War MCGOWAN, TERRY Aug 80 9780451484086 $40.00 

60 A Fine Imitation BROCK, AMBER May 20 9780147526533 $40.00 

61 Lost and Gone Forever* GRECIAN, ALEX May 34 9780147524973 $50.00 

62 The Way to the Spring EHRENREICH, BEN Jun 60 9780735208520 $40.00 

63 The Ecliptic WOOD, BENJAMIN May 28 9780399566622 $40.00 

64 Self-Reg SHANKER, DR. STUART Jun 63 9780451486776 $40.00 

65 The House at the Edge of Night BANNER, CATHERINE Jul 66 9780451482709 $45.00 

66 Nine Women, One Dress ROSEN, JANE L. Jul 71 9780735208285 $40.00 

67 The Girl Before OLSEN, RENA Aug 85 9780451486691 $45.00 

68 I'm Supposed to Protect You from All This SPIEGELMAN, NADJA 82 9780735205598 $35.00 

69 Anatomy of a Soldier PARKER, HARRY May 36 9780735206588 $40.00 

70 The Mirror Test WESTON, J. KAEL May 43 9780399567643 $45.00 

71 Into the Lion's Mouth LOFTIS, LARRY Jun 54 9780399565908 $40.00 

72 Monsters: A Love Story KAY, LIZ Jun 51 9780451484758 $40.00 

73 Life of the Party KEALING, BOB Jul 69 9780451483386 $40.00 

74 Admiral* DANKER, SEAN May 21 9780399567155 $40.00 

75 The Last One OLIVA, ALEXANDRA Jul 70 9780147522665 $40.00 

76 Monterey Bay* HATTON, LINDSAY Jul 73 9780735208315 $45.00 

77 Losing It RATHBONE, EMMA Jul 74 9780735208827 $35.00 

78 Navigating Life  BERGEN, MARGAUX Aug 76 9780399565793 $40.00 

Get 25% off with our SOP
see page 10

Aug
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ATKINS, ACE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

BAKER, JO . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32, 89

BANNER, CATHERINE . . . . . . . . . . . . 66

BERGEN, MARGAUX. . . . . . . . . . . . . 76

BEVERLY-WHITTEMORE, MIRANDA. . . 44

BLACKWOOD, GRANT. . . . . . . . . 57, 90

BOOKER, CORY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88

BROCK, AMBER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20

BROWN, ELEANOR. . . . . . . . . . . 67, 91

BUSQUETS, MILENA . . . . . . . . . . . . 38

CATOZZELLA, GIUSEPPE. . . . . . . . . . 77

CLINE, EMMA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58, 90

COHEN, RICH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59

CRONIN, JUSTIN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39

CROUCH, BLAKE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78

CUSSLER, CLIVE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45

DANKER, SEAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

DANLER, STEPHANIE . . . . . . . . . . . . 40

DEVERAUX, JUDE. . . . . . . . . . . . 22, 89

DISCLAFANI, ANTON. . . . . . . . . . . . . 33

EHRENREICH, BEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60

ELLIS, HELEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

EVANOVICH, JANET . . . . . . . . . . 62, 90

FAIRSTEIN, LINDA . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 91

FINDER, JOSEPH . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

FURST, ALAN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 90

FURTICK, STEVEN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3

GARDOS, PETER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

GELLMAN, BARTON . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68

GIFFIN, EMILY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64

GOLDBERG, LEE . . . . . . . . . . . . 62, 90

GRECIAN, ALEX . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

GREEN, JANE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87
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